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1 Executive summary 
The EQUAL-IST project aims at introducing structural changes in research organizations to enhance gender 

equality within Information System and Technology Institutions. The project will support the seven European 

Research Performing Organizations (RPOs) of the EQUAL-IST consortium in developing and implementing 

Gender Equality Plans (GEPs) focusing on four main levels: HR practices and management, research design and 

delivery, student services and institutional communication.  

D2.1 Report “State of the Art Analyisis” has a twofold aim: on one side it is intended to provide EQUAL-IST 

consortium members with an overview of the policy framework were the structural change for gender equality 

in research and high education is grounded (Chapter 2), as well as with selected information sources to be 

used for further in depth examination of the different issues at stake in such a complex topic (Chapter 5 Useful 

References). On the other hand, it presents the results of a qualitative study which has been conducted to 

analyze good practices in Gender Equality Plans design and implementation (Chapter 3). The study, although 

limited in size, has an innovative focus as it spotlights on using Gender Equality Plans to foster structural 

change processes and begins to fill a research gap as most surveys have so far investigated into specific actions 

put in place instead of the whole GEPs design and implementation process. 

Dimensions and criteria which allow GEPs adoption to be defined as good practice in terms of both 

methodological approach and impact have been elaborated and validated by partners (Paragraph 3.1.2):  this 

process was also instrumental for the EQUAL-IST consortium to support a reflexive learning process both at 

the partnership level and internally, in view of the Gender Audit and crowdsourced GEP’s design steps which 

have been activated in the meantime. 

Based on the abov mentioned criteria over 70 potential RPOs to be invited to in depth interviews were selected 

and finally 19 of them interviewed (see Chapter 3.2 on Data collection, management and treatment).  In 

Chapter 3.3, interviews’s shortcomings are summarized and analyzed based on the main relevant dimensions 

which have been identified, while Chapter 6 contains the individual interviews’ reports, to make possible for 

readers to go through each one of the participating RPOs as a single and unique ‘case study’.  

EQUAL-IST partners will have the opportunity to make use of this study in a variety of ways, such as for 

example: 

• D2.1 will feed into the knowledge base of each RPOs EQUAL-IST Team member as a learning resource 

and how-to-do guide based on experiences from research institutions which have already initiated 

such a policy (with focus on their own countries for German, Italian, Lituanian, Portuguese and 

Ukrainian partners in particular).  

• D2.1 will inform and trigger dialogues that will take place at Working Groups and Gender Audit 

Workshops: each methodology and impact dimensions of GEPs explored in the interviews and Chapter 

3 in particular can be brought to the attention of participants to stimulate discussions. 
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2 Structural  change for gender equality in research. 
Overview on  EU Policies 

 

Gender equality in research has been a addressed by European Commission’s policies since 1999 and the 

establishment of the Helsinki Group as a well as the first Communication on ‘Women and Science’ (1) whose 

approach was mainly oriented towards giving women tools and support to meet requisites of academic and 

research employment. Integrating gender in research was already present as a policy goal across FP6 and FP7 

with a gradual shift to measures designed for ‘fixing the institutions’ instead of making women more apt to be 

integrated into existing and male dominated higher  education and research environments. As it happened 

more in general for gender equality policies worldwide, the following decades marked also a stronger 

orientation towards gender mainstreaming as a policy approach starting to complement equal treatment 

policies and positive actions and the affirmation of a double track strategy: on one side continuing to take 

initiatives targeting women and offering them tailored provisions to compensate gender inequalities and on 

the other approaching gender as a crosscutting issue, relevant for both men and women and in need of being 

incorporated across all sectors and stages of knowledge production and transmission (Stratigaki, 2005; see 

also chapter 3.4.2). 

A first EU wide investment has been made to raise the awareness and enhance gender competences among 

researchers and research support officers across all member states by way of the Gender in Research Project 

running from 2010-2012: tools have been provided and disseminated to guide RPOs and RFO in integrating 

gender in the entire research cycle and gender trainings organized with support of the FP7 National Points of 

Contacts. 

Evidence base for these policies has been provided by the comprehensive and EU level She Figures Reports  

Supported by the year 2012 the issue was fully integrated into European Research Area policies leveraging on 

the argument of fostering research excellence and avoiding women’s talents to get wasted  (European 

Commission, 2012a and 2012b): the Commission has officially invited member states to foster the removal of 

any barriers to women’s career progression in research, gender inequalities in decision making and launching 

a 40% target of the under represented sex in all decision making bodies as well as recruitment and research 

evaluation committees. 

By measuring and comparing national results, the European Research Area has started sparking competition 

among member states with regard to accomplishment of gender equality in research: in 2009,  19 countries 

— 17 Member States and two associated countries (BG, CY, CZ, EE, FR, GR, HR, HU, IL, IT, LT, LU, LV, MT, PL, 

PT, SI, SK, TR) were identified as ‘relatively inactive’ countries coinciding with academic systems of  so called 

‘lower innovation’ , providing limited policy impulses to gender equality. 

“In contrast, systems of rather ‘higher innovation’ fall into the category of ‘global leaders’ (EC 2009:21ff) 

when it comes to gender policy implementation: Finland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Iceland; or as a 

further category ‘proactive’ countries: Austria, Belgium (Flanders), Germany, Netherlands and Switzerland, as 

well as the UK, Ireland and Spain» (European Commission, 2014). 

It has gradually become clear how the main goal is to change structures and institutions rather then women 

the policy goal has become and been framed as “structural change” and gender sensitivity made integral part 

of RPO’s and RFOs modernization processes and an Expert Group on Structural Change has been appointed 

by DG Research to provide policy guidance in the field. 

The official report drafted by the Group articulates 3 main problems faced by RPOs in terms of Gender 

Inequalities: 
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• Opaqueness in decision making- lack of transparency in recruitment  

• Institutional practices inhibiting career opportunities as due to shrinking resources insufficient time is 

dedicated mentoring colleagues and to review research materials in evaluating candidates  

• Unconscious bias in evaluation 

• Cognitive errors in research due to missed integration of gender as a research variable/dimension 

• Employment policies and practices 

Several strategies and possible tools for actions  are presented and proposed by the expert group to activate 

and finalize structural change processes, such as:   achieve  

Elements of and solutions for structural change are also highlighted as summarized in the figure below: 

 

Figure 1 Elements of Structural Change (EC, 2012b) 

A full set of possible actions and examples on how to address the 5 above mentioned critical areas for Research 

Organizations is also put forward and among final recommended actions to RPOs and RFOs willing to 

concretely endorse structural change, the adoption of an Equality Plan is included: a plan, it is suggested, shall 

include include audit results (gender disaggregated statistics) in annual reports comprehensive of gender pay 

gap, staff statistics and senior committee membership. 

The 2014 ERA survey has measured progress made by EU 28 RPOs in adopting gender equality plans and 

detected a positive trend, as 64 % of the respondent organisations implement such a plan, although it is 

stressed that a large portion of participating RPOs avoided to answer to this specific question of the Survey 

(European Commission, 2015). 

Only 8 Member States were found to have above the average GEPs adoption rates (AT, DE, FI, FR, MT, NL, SE, 

UK). Framework contexts at national levels seem to impact as almost all of them (all but MT) are featured by 

national measures or strategies to improve gender equality in public research which the other 20 countries 

are equally split between those featured by supporting provisions (BE, BG, CZ, DK,EE, EL, ES, HR, LT, SI) and 

others where such measures could not be identified (CY, HU, IE, IT, LU, LV, PL, PT, RO, SK). 

A triggering role in the increase of the adoption of Gender Equality Plans at EU RPOs has been for sure played 

by the establishment of a EC dedicated call for project proposals under FP7 Science in Society and more 

recently H2020 on the promotion of structural change and equality in research: under those calls for proposals 

Knowing the institutions

•Gender Audits

•Gender Statistics

•Morale/ Climate surveys 
with staff members 

Ensuring Top level 
Support 

•Top level management in 
policy formulation 

•Gender equality 
proposed as key factor 
for postioning in 
international academic & 
research competitiveness

•Administrative managers 
involvement

•Gender Equality Officers: 
possibly chosen from 
Faculty and provided with 
staff and budgets

Generating effective 
managemet practices 

•Make faculties aware of 
facts and figures of 
gender inequalities in 
their contexts 

•Raise the awareness on 
implicit gender bias in 
purely merit based 
recruitment processes 

•Promoting a 
management culture 
valuing transparency, 
accountability, peer 
learning
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the establishment of Gender Equality Plans has become a central requirement in the articulation of projects’ 

work plans. 

Very recently also the European Institute for Gender Equality have included the topic among its priorities and 

research areas and has commissioned a Study on the subject which has included  a EU level mapping of good 

practices in structural change implementation and the release of the Gender Equality in Academia and 

Research Toolkit. In the toolkit, the core role of Gender Equality Plans as suitable measures to adopt a 

systematic approach towards the promotion of gender equality is confirmed. The tool includes a step by step 

guide from analysis to implementation and monitoring of Gender Equality Plans. 

2.1 EU Funded projects on structural change  
The table below summarize the map of EU funded projects on structural change and the promotion of Gender 

Equality in Research which have been funded by the European Commission. We have mapped xx projects with 

partners from the following xx countries: 

Out of the project listed below, 2 projects (GenderNET and GenPORT) have a crosscutting feature not directly 

aimed at implementing measures in the partner organizations but at studying the issue and/or providing 

networking tools and communication platforms to interested stakeholders across Europe. 

 

 

http://eige.europa.eu/gender-mainstreaming/tools-methods/GEAR
http://eige.europa.eu/gender-mainstreaming/tools-methods/GEAR
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TRIGGER  

(2014-2017= 

TRIGGER  (Transforming Institutions by 

Gendering contents and Gaining Equality in 

Research) aims at promoting systemic 

interventions designed to have deep, long lasting 

and widespread impacts at all the different levels 

in 5 research organisations. The project, 

coordinated and co-funded by the Italian 

Government, assisted by an institute specialised 

in gender and science, involves as co-funders five 

universities from different EU countries. Building 

on the results of earlier projects, integrated 

actions will be implemented at each university 

addressing different sides of gender inequality in 

science, 1) Working environment, 

formal/informal culture and explicit/tacit rules 

(awareness-raising; collection of gender-sensitive 

data; support in the early stages of scientific 

careers; promotion of work-life balance, etc.). 2) 

Content and methods of scientific research, to 

acknowledge its gender dimension and impact 

(updating of teaching curricula; gendering the 

design of research and technological innovation; 

allocation of funds for gendered research; 

contrasting stereotypes about women in science, 

etc.). 3) Scientific leadership at different levels 

(selection procedures and criteria for the 

evaluation of scientific merit; introduction of 

equality targets in decision making bodies; 

enhancement of women researchers’ visibility, 

etc.).Each of the 5 involved partners have 

designed and will carry out a tailored action plan 

Gender Equality 

Interventions in RPOs- 

Integrated Actions, structural 

changes 

 Italian Department for Equal Opportunities (LP); ASDO 

(IT/ONG); Universitè Paris Diderot/Paris 7 (FR);  VYSOKA 

SKOLA CHEMICKO-TECHNOLOGICKA V PRAZE (CZ); ISAS_ 

INSTITUTE OF SOCIOLOGY OF THE ACADEMY OF 

SCIENCES OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC PUBLIC RESEARCH 

INSTITUTION (CZ); Birbeck College-University of London 

(UK); Universidad Politecnica de Madrid (ES); IRS 

(Institute for Social Research- IT) 

Website  

http://www.triggerproject.eu/
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including measures related to all 3 sides, whose 

relative weight depends on their specific 

characteristics, situations and needs. TRIGGER 

will be characterised by integration, 

customisation, systematic nature, concreteness. 

Public debate and awareness will be generated 

on these issues Europe-wide. Added value will be 

yielded both on the strategic level, by the strong 

focus on gendering research, and on the 

operational level, through fostering mutual 

learning among partners and among the different 

European structural change projects, giving birth 

to an Integrated Model. 
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GENIS LAB 

(2011-2014) 

Six scientific organizations across Europe, with a 

focus on Nanotechnologies, have committed into 

a process of structural change: to improve the 

working environment and dynamics with the 

objective of overcoming the factors that impede 

women’s career in research. 

Along the way, these brave organizations will 

receive the support of three technical partners 

that will help them by sharing their knowledge 

and innovative tools: participatory gender audit 

methodology, gender budgeting, gender 

awareness training for human resources 

managers. 

The Genis Lab approach is experimental and 

active: the aim is to activate a process that 

involves every area (managers, researchers, 

administrative staff) of organizations into 

discussing, identifying obstacles and defining 

strategies to overcome them. These strategies 

will be put to the test through an action plan that 

will last almost three years: enough time to 

measure results, evaluate outcomes and adjust 

the plan to better meet emerging needs. Partners 

will share their experiences and sharpen their 

instruments through an ongoing discussion that 

will take place in the virtual labs.  

GEPs, participatory gender 

audits, nanotechnologies  

Partner Universities: CSIC - (Spanish Superior Council for 

Scientific Research) - Institute for Polymer Science and 

Technology (ES); IPF - Leibniz-Institut für 

Polymerforschung Dresden e.V. (DE), FTM UB - Faculty of 

Technology and Metallurgy, University of Belgrade, (RS); 

NIC - National Institute of Chemistry (SLO); Besides, two 

other STEM areas (physics and ITC) are represented in 

order to provide a comparative assessment as well as 

best practices. - National Institute for Nuclear Physics 

(IT); Blekinge Institute of Technology (SE). Gender 

Expertise: FGB - Fondazione Giacomo Brodolini; ITC/ILO 

- International Training Centre of the International 

Labour Organization (Gender Unit); ADS - Associazione 

Donne e Scienza (Italian women in science organization) 

Website  

http://www.genislab-fp7.eu/
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INTEGER 

 (2011-2015) 

The INTEGER project (which stands for 

Institutional Transformation for Effecting Gender 

Equality in Research) aims to create institutional 

transformation in order to establish an 

environment in which women and men can 

equally perform through the implementation of 

tailored transformational gender action plans. 

The project has been focused on driving change 

towards the definition of GEPs, mainly dealing 

with internal assessments, training and planning 

process, and to deliver detailed guidelines on 

how to conduct yearly assessments of the GEPs. 

Plenty of useful templates available.  Sound 

methodology in place. 

Gender Equality in research; 

GEPs 

Centre Nationale de Recherche Scientifique (FR), Trinity 

College Dublin (IE); Siauliai University (LT); GEISIS - 

Leibniz Institute for Social Sciences (DE-Evaluators) 

Website  

GenderTime 

(2013-2016) 

Transferring Implementing Monitoring Equality. 

The aim of the GenderTime project is to identify 

and implement the best systemic approach to 

increase the participation and career 

advancement of women researchers in selected 

institutions where self-tailored action plans are 

implemented. Institutions involved in 

GenderTime are intentionally very different in 

terms of size, discipline, history, etc. in order to 

experiment in various situations and to create a 

synergy among scientific partners. The plans 

involve activities as recruitment, retention and 

promotion policies, supporting work-life balance 

measures, updated management and research 

standards, supporting policies for dual careers-

couple, etc. To guarantee the real 

implementation of structural change in each 

Institution a central role has been assumed by the 

transfer agents. 

Gender Equality Plans; 

structural changes in 

research institutions; female 

participation and career 

advancement in research; 

transfer agents 

ECEPIE -Egalité des Chances dans les Etudes et la 

Profession d’ingénieur en Europe  (FR); IFZ -  

Inter-University Research Centre for Technology, Work 

and Culture (AT); 

UNIPD- The University of Padua (IT); 

LiU-Linköping University  (SE); 

UPEC-University Paris Est Créteil (FR);   

PUPIN-Mihailo Pupin Institute  (RS); 

BUW Bergische Universität Wuppertal (DE); 

LoU -Loughborough University  (UK);   TECNALIA (ES);   

DUK -Donau-Universität Krems  (AT);    

University of Gothenburg (SE).  

Website  

http://www.projectinteger.eu/
http://www.gendertime.org/
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FESTA (2012-

2017 - FP7 - 

Capacities) 

Female Empowerment in Science and Technology 

Academia- FESTA pursues a change in the 

working environment of academic researchers. 

We want to see female researchers encouraged 

to staying and making a career in the academy. 

We want to see organizational environments 

where the competence of all employees are 

valued and fostered. We find the working 

environment of researchers in the lower levels of 

their careers particularly interesting, because it is 

at this level it may become possible for them to 

advance to the ranks of highest scientific 

expertise. 

The FESTA partners will take actions on some 

core issues, which have seldom been directly 

addressed in previous activities. We look into the 

daily environment of re-searchers: formal and 

informal decision making processes, meeting 

cultures, PhD supervision, perceptions of 

excellence in hiring processes and in the work 

environ-ment, and resistance to equality 

measures. Gender equality projects are seldom 

simply transferable from one context to another. 

FESTA actions will be carefully analyzed in regard 

to the contextual success and failure factors. 

Research environments in different European 

contexts can use the variety of measures which 

FESTA will come out with in addressing core 

issues in their gender equality work. 

gender equality in research; 

Female researchers careers; 

organizational cultures and 

working environments; 

transferability. 

LP: University of Upssala (SE) 

University of Southern Denmark (DK);  RWTH Aachen 

University (DE);  University Of Limerick (IE) 

Fondazione Bruno Kessler (IT); 

Istanbul Teknik Universitesi, Turkey (TR); South-West 

University, Bulgaria (BG). 

Website  

http://www.festa-europa.eu/
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GENOVATE 

(2013-2016) 

GENOVATE seeks to ensure equal opportunities 

for women and men by encouraging a more 

gender-competent management in research, 

innovation and scientific decision-making bodies, 

with a particular focus on universities.  The core 

aims are; 

•To implement innovative and sustainable 

strategies for change in universities and research 

organisations to better support gender diversity 

and equal opportunities 

•To promote the ways in which gender equality 

and diversity benefit excellence in research and 

innovation 

•To facilitate meaningful knowledge exchange 

between European universities with very 

different levels of experience 

•To develop and widely disseminate a sound 

management approach for abolishing gender 

inequalities and contributing to the improvement 

of working conditions for male and female 

researchers 

GENOVATE seeks to implement strategies for the 

transformation of organisational structures 

towards more gender-competent management.  

The core goals are: 

•Implementation of Gender Equality Action Plans 

with sustainable strategies within each partner 

institution 

•Development of a Social Model of Gender 

Equality 

•Implementation for wider application to  other 

organisations and stakeholders  

gender in research; 

innovation; GEPs 

LP: University of Bradford (UK); Università degli Studi di 

Napoli (IT); Lulea University of Technology (SE); 

University College Cork (IE); Ankara University (TK); 

Trnava University (SK); UCM Universidad Complutense 

Madrid - evaluators (ES). 

www.genovate.eu  

http://www.genovate.eu/
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HELENA 

(2009- 2011) 

The aim of this project HELENA is to collect and 

analyse literature and data from traditional and 

pilot confirmed European Higher Education E&T 

curriculum in order to question or confirm these 

statements and to provide indications about how 

to launch such measures and monitor the 

obtained results. The study will be then grounded 

on empirical research about traditional E&T 

curriculum in Europe and will compare them to 

selected pilot degree courses, which successfully 

integrated societal impacts in their engineering 

and technology (E&T) degree course all over 

Europe. Objectives:                                                                                                    

1) To identify and analyse relevant 

interdisciplinary E&T degree courses in different 

European countries. 

2.To analyse the student's perception of this 

interdisciplinary and traditional E&T degree 

courses. 

3.To evaluate the effectiveness of existing pilot 

projects, developing and measuring indicators on 

the relationship between perception and study 

choice. 

4.To share good practice identified through this 

experience, producing recommendations on the 

reorganisation of university curricula at European 

level (Bologna process). 

5.To disseminate results through a 'how to' 

guidebook and monitoring indicators 

gender equality in 

engineering and technology; 

curriculum 

LP: Siauliai University (LT); 

 Fundación TECNALIA RESEARCH & INNOVATION  

TECNALIA (ES);  Ecole Normale Supérieure de Cachan 

ENSC (FR); University of Klagenfurt  (AT); 

 Loughborough University LoU (UK);  

 Mihailo Pupin Institute PUPIN (RS)   

 Egalité des Chances dans les Etudes et la Profession 

d'Ingénieur en Europe (FR). 

  

  

www.fp7-helena.org  

http://www.fp7-helena.org/
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LIBRA (2015-

2018) 

Unifying innovative efforts of European research 

centres to achieve gender equality in academia. 

LIBRA is EC funded project which brings together 

ten research institutes in life sciences in ten 

European countries. They all are members of the 

alliance EU-LIFE[2], which aims to build and 

promote excellence in life sciences throughout 

Europe. Their commitment to excellence is also a 

commitment to gender equality. Together with 

the support of an expert organisation on gender, 

they will first assess their current policies and 

procedures to identify gender biases and 

obstacles. This will be a process of mutual 

learning that will finally lead to the design and 

implementation of ten harmonised and institute 

tailored Gender Equality Plans. 

The Gender Equality Plans will aim to bring about 

long lasting and profound structural changes to 

remove institutional barriers and empower 

women to be equally successful as men in their 

research careers. Specifically, all Gender Equality 

Plans will address four main areas of 

interventions:  

Recruitment policies and procedures  

Career development and training 

Work-life balance 

Sex and gender dimension of research 

gender equality in research; 

life sciences; GEPs 

ASDO (IT); Centre for Genomic Regulation (ES); CeMM - 

Research Center for Molecular Medicine of the Austrian 

Academy of Sciences (AT); Babraham Institute (UK); 

European Insitute of Oncology (IT); Biotech Research 

and Innovation Centre (DK); Friedrich Miescher Institute 

for Biomedical Research (Switzerland); Max- Delbrueck 

Center for Molecular Medicine (DE); The Netherlands 

Cancer Institute; Central European Institute of 

Technology 

www.eu-libra.eu  

http://www.eu-libra.eu/
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STAGES 

(2011-2015 

FP7) 

STAGES has the general aim of making the most 

of the unprecedented opportunity, provided for 

by the EC, to leave the logic of pilot projects 

behind and launch structural change strategies 

addressing the many and interconnected layers 

of the problem of gender inequality in science 

from an integrated perspective, deeply involving 

human resources management in research 

institutions, modifying and gendering its basic 

tenets. Under the coordination of a national 

Government, and assisted by a research centre 

specialised in gender and science, 5 research 

institutes/universities from Italy, Germany, 

Denmark, Romania and the Netherlands will each 

implement a self tailored action plan including 

activities such as, among others: awareness-

raising initiatives in high level institutional bodies; 

training modules on gender equality for internal 

decision makers; mentoring programmes for 

young women scientists; actions to enhance the 

visibility of women scientists; updated 

management and research assessment 

standards; course content development; 

leadership development; work-life balance 

measures; gender quotas in committees; 

promotion and retention policies.  

Gender inequality, women 

and science, women 

researchers, gender 

awareness, human resources 

management, career 

development; Gender 

Equality Action Plans. 

LP: National Department for Equal Opportunities (IT);  

ASDO (IT); UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI MILANO (IT) 

FRAUNHOFER GESELLSCHAFT ZUR FOERDERUNG DER 

ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG E.V. (DE); AARHUS 

UNIVERSITET (DK);  

UNIVERSITATEA ALEXANDRU IOAN CUZA DIN UAIC (RO);   

STICHTING KATHOLIEKE UNIVERSITEIT (NL) 

www.projectstages.it  

http://www.projectstages.it/
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PRAGES 

(2008-2009) 

The project 'Practising gender equality in science' 

(PRAGES)aimed at analysing existing practices to 

support universities and research institutes, both 

in European and extra-European (Australia, 

Canada, USA) countries, willing to implement 

gender-equality oriented measures in their 

research management. Two different tools have 

been devised and disseminated as a result: 

-A database of good practices; 

-A set of guidelines. 

The database of good practices was set up and 

published on the internet for public access 

containing more than one hundred programmes 

actually implemented in universities, research 

institutes and science- and technology-related 

companies to promote and make the most of 

female human resources.  

The 'Guidelines for gender equality programmes 

in science' have been drafted taking stock of the 

results of the database, from where more than 

200 examples of successful solutions to common 

problems are drawn. To help university leaders 

and administrators pursue the three strategic 

objectives mentioned above, the guidelines 

contains 31 specific recommendations and 61 

concrete lines of action, completed with 

examples from best practices.  

women in research, gender 

in research, women 

leadership 

LP: National Department for Equal Opportunity (IT); 

Other partners: ASDO (IT);  Aarhus University (DK) 

European University Institute, University of Milano  

University of Milano Bicocca  (IT) 

Simmons School of Management (US) 

TETALAP (HU); University of Cambridge; University of 

Manchester (UK) 

University of Queensland (Australia) 

Website  

http://www.retepariopportunita.it/prages/index.htm
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GENDERA 

(2009-2012) 

The GENDERA project aims to re-address the 

equality of gender within research organisations 

and higher education institutions across Europe. 

Despite the increased participation of women in 

both sectors, they are significantly under-

represented in specific disciplines and there 

remain remarkably few women in top jobs in 

science. As attracting the best researchers with 

proportional representation of women and men 

is integral to the success of European Research 

Area (ERA) and essential for the sustained 

competitiveness of Europe, it is vital to ensure 

gender balance in research by changing the way 

of recruitment and career development.  

Project results:  

 In the first reporting period GENDERA partners 

identified and discussed more than 60 good 

practices on gender balance at the national level 

(task force meetings) and the European level 

('Gender and research funding' roundtable in 

Bratislava, 18 May 2010). These good practices 

were defined using the 'Manual on the 

assessment of good practice on gender equality 

initiatives in Research and development (R&D) 

organisations' and are available in the form of a 

searchable database on the project website 

www.gendera.eu. Italian, Hebrew, Spanish, 

Greek, Hungarian, Slovakian, Slovenian languages 

and each national publication (9 in all) was 

supplemented with additional pages showing the 

national context and data. 

gender in research; good 

practices analysis; 

recommendations 

LP: BAY ZOLTAN ALKALMAZOTT KUTATASI KOZHASZNU 

NONPROFIT KFT. (HU); 

TUDOMANYOS ES TECHNOLOGIAI ALAPITVANY  

(HU);  

FUNDACIO CENRE D'INICIATIVES I RECERQUES 

EUROPEES A LA MADITERRANIA (ES); 

ETHNIKO IDRYMA EREVNON (EL); 

INSTITUT JOZEF STEFAN (SLO); 

Univerzita Mateja Bela v Banskej Bystrici (SK); 

JOANNEUM RESEARCH FORSCHUNGSGESELLSCHAFT 

MBH (AT); Steinbeis Innovation gGmbH (DE); 

AGENZIA PER LA PROMOZIONE DELLA RICERCA EUROPEA 

(IT);  ORT BRAUDE COLLEGE (Israel) 

Not active anylonger- Only 

source: Cordis  

http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/93105_en.html
http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/93105_en.html
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GenSET 

(2009-2012) 

Increasing Capacity for Implementing Gender 

Action Plans in Science. GenSET was a project 

funded by the European Commission’s 7th 

Framework Programme under Science & Society. 

Its FP7 phase ran September 2009 to February 

2012 was delivered by a consortium of four 

partners and supported by a network of leading 

pan-European science institutions as Patrons. It is 

now run as an independent programme by Portia 

Ltd.                                                                                                                                                              

gender in research; capacity 

building; gender and 

scientific excellence 

Portia Ltd (UK); Department of Gender Studies, 

Linköping University (SE); 

FORTH- Institute for Applied and Computational 

Mathematics (EL);  

Wissenschaftsladen Wien – Science Shop Vienna (AT) 

www.genderinscience.org  

http://www.genderinscience.org/
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EGERA (2014-

2017) 

With view to bring about sustainable and 

measurable cultural and organizational changes 

to promote gender equality, EGERA has secured 

the full support of the top management 

structures of its respective partner institutions. 

Fully-fledged Gender Equality Action Plans 

(GEAPs) will be implemented and continuously 

enhanced along this four-yearlong project by the 

seven implementing partners. GEAPs will 

articulate a structural understanding of gender 

inequalities and bias in research with a set of 

actions covering the most salient issues with 

respect to the recruitment, retention, appraisal 

and empowerment of women in research, and to 

the mainstreaming of gender knowledge across 

disciplinary fields. Drawing upon innovative 

methods, of which some have been 

experimented and evaluated under previous/on-

going FP7 projects, our cumulative and inclusive 

approach will notably support the 

operationalization of structural changes with 

both an intensive and extensive use of gender 

training, as an instrument for effective gender 

mainstreaming strategies. Mobilizing 

considerable gender expertise and relying upon 

multi-level women in science policy networks, 

EGERA will also put efforts into the dissemination 

of its outputs and achievements across the 

European Research Area. 

GEAPs (Gender Equality 

Action Plans); cumulative 

and inclusive approach; 

gender training 

SciencesPo (FR); Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona 

(ES); Radboud University (Nijmegen); Middle East 

Technical University (TK); University of Antwerp (BE); 

University of Vechta (DE); Centrum Vyzkumu Globalni 

Zmeny AV CR v.v.i. (CZ);  Centro de Estudos para a 

Intervenção Social (PT) 

Website  

http://www.egera.eu/
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GENERA 

(2015-2018) 

Gender Equality Network in the European 

Research Area. GENERA is aiming at continuing, 

monitoring and improving the Gender Equality 

Plans of Research Institutions and Organizations 

specifically in the physics research field. These 

three actions will be performed by a Consortium 

of 12 beneficiary partner research performing 

and research funding organizations, and a 

number of associate partners and observers.    

The GENERA Consortium includes a considerable 

representation of women physicists active in 

their careers at different levels and will engage 

with further women physicists active in various 

Institutions to benchmark and monitor the 

effectiveness of already active and previously 

proposed measures and the ones which will be 

proposed by the Consortium.     

The end goal is to propose and create 

organizational structures allowing physics 

research in Europe to benefit from the greater 

presence of talented women at all levels, and 

which can open up more opportunities for 

women to create successful careers in physics 

research and in related fields.  

GENERA will focus on the implementation by 

European research organization of Gender 

Equality Plans customized to circumstances and 

needs of the physics research community. The 

customised Gender Equality Plans involve 

systematic examination of all decision-making 

processes to identify any possible sources of 

gender bias in the research organisations active 

in physics and related fields. 

GEPs, Women in Physics Deutsch s Elektronen-Synchrotron A Research Centre of 

the Helmholtz Association (DE); Foundation for 

Fundamental Research on Matter (FOM), Netherlands; 

Karlsruhe Institut of Technology (DE), National Institute 

for Nuclear Physics (IT), Max Planck Gesellschaft (DE);  

JOANNEUM RESEARCH (AT). Instituto de Astrofísica de 

Canarias (ES). University of Geneva (UNIGE), 

Switzerland. National Research Council (IT). 

National Institute for R&D in Physics and Nuclear 

Engineering (RO);  Jagiellonian University,  Conseil 

Nationale des Reserches (PL). 

  

website  

http://www.genera-project.com/
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PLOTINA 

(2016-2020) 

Promoting gender balance and inclusion in 

research, innovation and training. Progress in 

equality of opportunity for women and men in 

European Research Performing Organizations 

(RPOs) is being achieved, but at a disconcertingly 

slow rate. Europe lags behind and needs more 

sustainable and innovative model for its RPOs to 

follow. That is why PLOTINA has assembled six 

European RPOs representing the diversity of the 

academy in Europe with the overall goal of 

designing, implementing and evaluating self-

tailored Gender Equality Plans (GEPs) in order to 

promote the full development of their human 

potential in the respect and valorisation of each 

institution’s peculiar identity. 

The tools and resources developed and 

implemented by the partners during the project 

– Gender Equality Audit, Library of Actions, 

Research and Teaching Case Studies – will 

constitute a background for the users to follow, 

in particular other European RPOs wanting to 

implement their own GEP. 

Gender equality in research; 

GEPs 

University of Bologna (IT- LP); University of Warwick 

(UK); Zentrum fur Soziale Innovasion (AT); Mondragon 

Unibersitatea (ES); KEMISKIJ INSTITUT (SLO); LISBON 

SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT 

(UNIVERSIDADE DE LISBOA (PT); OZYEGIN UNIVERSITESI 

(TK); JUMP Forum; ELHUYAR – ZUBIZE (ES) ; Progetto 

Donna (IT). 

Website  

http://www.plotina.eu/
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GARCIA 

(2014-2017) 

Gendering the Academy and Research. 

Combating career instability and asimmetry. 

By taking into account the organisations, but also 

their broader national context, this project aims 

to develop and maintain research potential and 

skills of both, women and men researchers, in 

order to sustain the quality of their working 

conditions. Particular attention will be given to 

the early stages of academic and scientific career, 

which have been little considered in previous 

gender equality plans. In fact, the economic crisis 

has influenced the organisation and culture of 

research institutions. The new practices have 

entailed less permanent positions based on 

project length contracts, affecting mostly C and D 

grades. Not tenured researchers are thus left 

with unstable career perspectives at a life stage 

in which important choices are made in private 

life, particularly for women. Moreover, creativity 

and autonomy - fundamental conditions to 

achieve original and meaningful research - are 

necessarily affected by the high instability of their 

professional life. 

We will concentrate on both, STEM (Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) and 

SSH (Social Sciences and Humanities) disciplines. 

Macro, meso and micro level analyses will be 

followed by the implementation of action plans, 

which are mainly directed to: gender regimes; 

awareness raising on gendered practices; gender 

equality in management and decision making; the 

phenomenon of Leaky Pipeline; the implicit 

gendered subtexts in evaluating “excellence” in 

recruitment and selection processes. The 

implemented actions will have positive outcomes 

Gender inequalities in 

research (STEM and SSH);  

Early stage careers, 

instability; GEPs 

LP: Università degli Studi di Trento (IT);  

UNIVERSITE CATHOLIQUE DE LOUVAIN (BE); STICHTING 

KATHOLIEKE UNIVERSITEIT (Netherlands); 

HASKOLI ISLANDS (IS), UNIVERSITE DE LAUSANNE 

(Switzerland), JOANNEUM RESEARCH 

FORSCHUNGSGESELLSCHAFT MBH (Austria); 

ZNANSTVENORAZISKOVALNI CENTER SLOVENSKE 

AKADEMIJE ZNANOSTI IN UMETNOSTI (Slovenia) 

website  

http://www.garciaproject.eu/
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and an impact – even in the long term – on all 

these issues. 
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GENDER-NET 

(2013-2016) 

Promoting gender equality in research 

institutions and the integration of the gender 

dimension in research contents. GENDER-NET is a 

pilot transnational research policy initiative 

funded by the European Commission under the 

Science in Society workprogramme of the 

seventh Framework Programme (FP7), designed 

to address the common challenges still facing 

European research institutions in achieving 

gender equality in research and innovation. 

These challenges concern the persistent barriers 

and constraints to the recruitment, advancement 

and mobility of women in the European scientific 

system, the lack of women in decision-making, 

and the limited integration of the gender 

dimension in research programmes and content. 

GENDER-NET is the first European Research Area 

Network (ERA-NET) to be dedicated to the 

promotion of gender equality through structural 

change in research institutions, as well as to the 

integration of sex and gender analysis in research. 

GENDER-NET is a pilot transnational research 

policy initiative funded by the European 

Commission under the Science in Society work 

programme of the seventh Framework 

Programme (FP7), designed to address the 

common challenges still facing European 

research institutions in achieving gender equality 

in research and innovation. 

gender equality in research & 

innovation; structural 

changes; mapping state of 

the art; transferability 

indicators 

 

MENESR (France) Ministère de l’Éducation Nationale, de 

l’Enseignement Supérieur et de la Recherche; MINECO 

(Spain) Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness; RCN 

(Norway)  Research Council of Norway; WBF 

(Switzerland) State Secretariat for Education, Research 

and Innovation; ECU (UK) Equality Challenge Unit; CIHR 

(Canada)  

Canadian Institutes of Health Research; HEA (Ireland); 

The Higher Education Authority 

F.R.S. - FNRS (Belgium); Fonds de la Recherche 

Scientifique; RPF (Cyprus) Research Promotion 

Foundation; MESS (Slovenia)  

Ministry of Education, Science and Sport; NAS (USA)  

National Academy of Sciences 

Website  

http://www.gender-net.eu/?lang=en
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GenPort 

(2013-2017) 

An internet portal for sharing knowledge and 

inspiring collaborative action on gender and 

science.  Though the wealth of gender and 

science resources developed in Europe over the 

last decade offers enormous potential for 

knowledge sharing and informed, these 

resources are dispersed, and have varying 

degrees of visibility and usability. Globally, too, 

major gaps in the dissemination of past and 

present knowledge persist, while new knowledge 

is constantly being produced. This information 

needs to be offered in accessible, timely, value-

added ways to enhance the potential for its 

exploitation. 

Based on extensive consultations with leaders in 

the field, we will develop an open entry-point to 

high-quality research, policy reports and practical 

resources on gender, science, technology and 

innovation. Five major European country clusters, 

representing the main gender and science policy 

environments, will provide resources for initial 

dissemination and provide the platform for 

growing the collection worldwide. Policy support 

will be provided through research syntheses and 

ICT-enhanced policy briefings. To ascertain the 

enabling factors for the portal’s sustainability, we 

will engage stakeholders early on and often, 

leading to a wider sustainability strategy focusing 

on ‘crowd-sourcing’ the portal:  

gender in science; 

knowledge sharing ; 

communication; 

collaborative action 

Universitad Oberta de Catalunya (ES); Portia (UK); UMB 

(SK);  Orebro University (SE); GESIS (DE). 

website  

Figure 2 EU funded Projects on Structural Change and Gender Equality in Research 

http://www.genderportal.eu/
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3 Good practices in designing and implementing Gender 
Equality Plans in European RPOs 

3.1  Research Methodology  

3.1.1 Good practice definition, collection and sharing in EQUAL-
IST. Processes and tools 

The subject of research for the State of the Art Analysis within EQUAL-IST, meant as a collection and analysis 

of good practices, has been set to focus on implemented Gender Equality Plans as comprehensive sets of 

actions to achieve structural change, and not on single measures undertaken by RFO/RPO aiming at gender 

equality. This was a first decision allowing to narrow our research scope down from the myriad of gender 

equality related initiatives promoted by RPOs and RFOs in Europe and consistently with the project’s goals: 

conclusions were drawn that knowledge needs on good examples in terms of specific actions could already be 

met by the numerous public deliverables from other EU funded projects (from those listed in Table n°1, see in 

particular: PRAGES; STAGES; GenderNET Policy Briefs). Furthermore, a well structured repository provided  by 

the newly published EIGE Toolkit on Gender Equality in Academia and Research has also made available a full 

set of good practices to choose from when looking  for possible directions to undertake and actions to be 

included into Gender Equality Plans. 

For the above mentioned reasons, the EQUAL-IST study has meant to start investigating into the following 

research questions: 

• Which are the main dimensions to define a Gender Equality Plan implementation process as a good 

practice ? 

• To what extent and under which conditions Gender Equality Plans can prove to have an added value 

as systematic and comprehensive policies in promoting structural change if compared with specific 

interventions or actions addressing particular inequality areas? 

In the process of identifying Gender Equality Plans at national and EU levels to be included in the study, the 

comprehensive EIGE definition of good practices in gender mainstreaming has been taken into account: “a 

practice that, upon evaluation, demonstrates success at producing an impact which is reputed as good, and 

can be replicated “(EIGE, 2013, p.10). More in detail, good practices for mainstreaming gender equality in 

institutions are described as: 

“(…) practices able to work well, replicate in other contexts (transferable) and/ or provide a valuable learning experience would 

be considered good. These guiding principles are broad categories; nevertheless, they were vital crucial for maintaining a flexible 

conceptualization of the EIGE’s working definition of good practices. Works well refers to an initiative’s capacity to improve 

gender equality in a specific country, area and/or sector. Good practices that work well have a transformative value. The 

initiative must have engendered or potentiated better policies, a positive alteration of gender relations in the given context 

and/or a transformation of the organizational processes and practices with the full engagement of the actors involved in 

policymaking while reaching gender equality goals. In order for a good practice in gender mainstreaming to be assessed as 

working well, the practice should have produced an observable and demonstrable result (3) upon being operationally in effect 

for a significant period of time. (ibid., p.13). 

An initial screening of Gender Equality Plans at RPOs and RFOs in each partner country (DE, EL, FI, IT, LI, LT, PT, 

UA) has been conducted and a Database as knowledge sharing tool has been designed and used for this 
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purposes. The EQUAL-IST Database has been structured along some main classification criteria (reported in 

Table n°2) in order to facilitate the process.  

In parallel, each partner has taken care of conducting a national level1 search by: 

• Desk research on the web (using as main keywords Gender Equality Plans, Structural Changes, High 

Education, University, Research Institutions) 

• Collection and consultation of relevant national literature on structural change for gender equality in 

research  

• Contacts with main State Level agencies/ministries on Education and Gender Equality for getting a 

complete and updated State of the Art 

UNIVE has complemented the search by contacting the coordinators of 9 EU Funded Projects on structural 

change in research and collecting relevant and useful information and deliverables from  of their side 

(TRIGGER, INTEGER, GENDERTIME, LIBRA, STAGES, PRAGES,  EGERA, GENERA and GARCIA have provided 

relevant information and resources). 

During M2-4 partners have uploaded and filled in the on line Database with 48 GEPs from 13 Countries. 

Of the EQUAL-IST consortium partners, only Lichtenstein and Ukraine have been found as having no Research 

Institution with a Gender Equality Plan in place at present. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 This principle has been followed for all partners with the exeption of Italy (where UNIVE and UNIMORE jointly screened literature and GEPs existence 

in Italy and UNIVE took care of national level contacts with the Italian Department for Equal Opportunities and the National Network of University Single 
Guarantee Committees – in charge of Gender Equality and other forms of discrimination), and Lichtenstein where UNILI has expanded its search to 
Austria and Switzerland when it has become clear that no Research Institution has implemented a GEP in LI. 

http://equal-ist.ercis.org/
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Field Name Type Help Text Response Options 

Target organization 
implementing the intervention* 

 Organization(s) where the intervention had been implemented or is 
in the process of being implemented 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Single choice Type of the organization • RPO 

• RFO 

• Other university 

Single choice Please specify, at what RPO the intervention had been implemented 
or is in the process of being implemented 

• Drop-down menu with information about names, departments, and 
countries of all RPOs listed at 
http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/203536_en.html 

Text Please specify, at what RFO the intervention had been implemented 
or is in the process of being implemented 

• Drop-down menu with all RFOs names 

Text Please specify, the name and faculty/department of the university, 
where the intervention had been implemented or is in the process of 
being implemented 

 

Single choice Please specify the location (country) of the university, where the 
intervention had been implemented or is in the process of being 
implemented 

• Drop-down menu with all countries 

Intervention area* Multiple choice Main idea(s) of the intervention / main area(s) the intervention deals 
with 

HR practices and management processes 

• recruitment practices to increase the participation of female researchers 

• retention practices addressing female researchers 

• career support/advancement of female researchers 

• work/life balance practices 

• practices to improve working conditions and careers of all employees 
Student services 

• practices to promote the consideration of the gender aspect in teaching 
and curricula 

• initiatives for attracting more girls into IST-ICT (Information and 
Communications Technologies / Information Sciences and Technology) 
studies 

Institutional communication 

• practices to make institutional communication more gender sensitive 
(towards external stakeholders and students) 

Research design and delivery 

• practices to promote the integration of gender in research content (idea 
generation, proposal presentation, actual research, dissemination) 

… (opportunity to extend the lists) 

Success rate of the intervention* Single choice + Text Please indicate, whether you feel that the intervention is (or is going 
to be) a success or a failure. 

• failure 

• medium 

http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/203536_en.html
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Please use the text field to share further details and your thoughts, 
especially if the intervention is (or is going to be) unsuccessful. 

• high 

• don’t know 

Source of information about the 
intervention* 

for files: upload; 
for links: text 

Files(s), link(s) with further information about the intervention 
(internal or public reports, publications, mass media articles etc.). 

 

 Text The main idea and/or topic of the document/link  

Single choice + Text 
(in case the “Other 
option is selected”) 

Specific source of this information • internal report 

• public report 

• academic literature 

• another database 

• magazine / newspaper / any other mass media article 

• Other 
o  Please indicate (text) 

Single choice In what language is the information provided? • Drop-down menu with all languages (if difficult, with project partner 
countries languages) 

Status / stage of the intervention 
implementation; degree of 
maturity 

Single choice + Text At what stage is the intervention implementation at the moment? 
Please use the text field to share further details and your thoughts 
about the stage of the intervention implementation and its degree of 
maturity. 

• planned 

• in progress 

• completed 

• don’t know 

(Approximate) time required for 
the intervention implementation 

Number How long in months (approximately) did the intervention 
implementation take or is going to take (for those interventions that 
are not yet completed)? 

approx. number of months 

Resources required for the 
intervention implementation 

Text Please provide information about the resources required to 
implement the intervention, for instance: human resources 
(approximate number of person months), financial resources (e.g., in 
Euro) etc. 

 

Further requirements / 
conditions for the intervention 
implementation 

Text Please provide information about further requirements and/or 
conditions necessary for the intervention implementation. 

 

Specific challenges and/or 
resistances occurred during the 
intervention implementation 

Text Please share, what challenges and difficulties occurred during the 
intervention implementation (in case you are aware of any). For 
instance, resistance / rejection / inertia among decision makers or 
maybe even among the audience, at which the intervention was 
targeted. 

 

Opportunity of the intervention 
to make a sustainable impact 

Single choice + Text Please indicate, whether you feel that the intervention is or can 
potentially make a sustainable impact. 
Please use the text field to share further details and your thoughts. 

• low 

• medium 

• high 

• don’t know 

Context related policies and 
legislations the intervention is 
linked to. 

Single choice + Text Please indicate, whether the intervention is linked (was influenced or 
generated from) or integrated into a wider strategy / policy / 
legislation. 
Please use the text field to share further details and your thoughts. 

• low 

• medium 

• high 

• don’t know 
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Transferability of the intervention 
to another organisation/sector 

Single choice + Text Please indicate, whether you feel that the intervention is or can 
potentially be successfully adopted at another organisation/sector. 
Please use the text field to share further details and your thoughts. 

• low 

• medium 

• high 

• don’t know 

Innovative approach followed 
during the intervention 
implementation 

Single choice + Text Please rate, how innovative you find the approach followed during 
the intervention implementation. 
Please use the text field to share further details and your thoughts. 

• low 

• medium 

• high 

• don’t know 

Link to the other intervention(s) 
in the database 

Multiple choice If the intervention is related to / is similar or even the same as any 
other intervention(s) in the database, please specify. 

• A list with all interventions currently stored in the database 

Figure 3 Criteria for Collecting Gender Equality Plans and Structure of the EQUAL-IST Database 
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3.1.2 Criteria to identify good practices and Guiding questions 
for in depth interviews 

  Based on desk review of existing literature on structural changes process and deliverables from other EU 

funded projects with the same priority, a set of criteria has been designed and agreed upon among partners 

which was used both to guide partners during the continued collection of information on GEPs in their own 

countries to be uploaded on the EQUAL-IST Database, especially in those countries where the rate of 

RPOs/RFOs having an approved GEP is high (such as Germany and Italy, where Universities and Research 

Institutions are obliged by National Regulations to have Gender Equality Plans or so called Positive Action Plans 

in place) and to ffilter among the initial data collection and the GEPs included in the EQUAL-IST database those 

which could be considered as good practices invited to be interviewed.  

The criteria have been elaborated to respond to the overall theoretical framework that EQUAL-IST is assuming 

to refer to, and they mirror definitions for structural changes processes and their impact in terms of design 

and implementation which is worthwhile making explicit. 

A first set of selection criteria derives from the particular EQUAL-IST approach and methodology, as well as from 

the particular sectoral positioning of the Project, where GEPs are initiated by IST/ICT (Information Sciences 

and Technology / Information and Communications Technology) Schools and Faculties: we look for 

stakeholders’ representatives who have developed and implemented GEPs at their own institutions and have 

experiences which are relevant and of interest in relation to the approach EQUAL-IST has adopted. We also 

aim at getting context sensitive feedbacks from some stakeholders coming from same countries as the EQUAL-

IST partners (although not exclusively) and who have similar experience of delivering their GEPs within EU 

funded projects and benefiting from related mutual learning opportunities at the transnational level. This first 

set of criteria is presented below in Table n° 3. 

As independent from any EQUAL-IST specific features a second type set of criteria oriented to take the impact 

of the GEPs into account has been included to identify those Gender Equality Plans which have not remained 

on paper and have gone through effective implementation: we referred to these type of criteria as ‘impact 

oriented’, driven by the choice of focusing on good practice and therefore putting at the centre their ‘working 

well’ characteristic, and they are listed below in Table n°4. 
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 Criteria Description- Analytical categories Background  

 
 
 

1 
 

 
 
Areas of intervention of 
the GEP_balanced 
coverage  

- HR practices and management processes  

(recruitment, career advancement, evaluation and 
performance assessment, work life balance, 
leadership, gender disaggregated data collection) 

- ICT-IST Research design and delivery 

- Teaching and Student services (gender sensitive 
teaching methods and practices, initiatives to attract 
more girls, career guidance, mentoring etc.)  

- Institutional Communication 

As we have defined in the Technical Annex, EQUAL-IST 
quadruple dimensional approach is confirmed at least as a 
direction we aim at tending towards. Such a balance would 
be interesting to be found within each one of the selected 
GEPs but if not feasible it should feature the totality of the 
selected GEPs- good practices  

 
 
 

2 

 
 
Leadership issues 
addressed through 
concrete measures 

Problem: glass ceiling/gender segregation in top academic and 
administrative positions 
Type of interventions:  

- Gender quotas in selection’s criteria 
- Gender quotas in selection committee panels 
- Soft measures to raise the awareness  

According to the EC survey conducted within ERA on GEPs 
implementation, leadership is one of the areas which have 
been less frequently addressed by Gender Equality Plans so 
far. 
For IST and ICT studies it has particular relevance (EC, 2015. 
She Figures) 

 
 
 

3 

 
 
Gender Mainstreaming 
and positive actions_ 
balanced coverage 

Use of measures that balance the two prevailing approaches to 
gender equality policies:  

- Mainstreaming approach and Equality measures: 
crosscutting measures targeting both men and women and 
all areas of the institutional operations 

- Positive actions: measures addressing women in particular 
in order to favour women in particular in order to counter 
balance their structural discrimination  

Coherently with most knowledgeable literature on gender 
equality policies this is a productive tension/dilemma  
The EQUAL-IST approach was formulated and presented as 
a mixed one as well. 

 
 
 

4 

 
 
 
Balanced Bottom up – 
Top Down approach  

Design and implementation to be carried out both ensuring 
engagement and commitment of highest hierarchical 
representatives (academic and administrative levels) and taking 
into account needs and voices of employees, students and 
stakeholders at the involved research organizations. 

Most EC studies on structural change in Research 
Institutions stress the importance of top management 
support. Critical studies on gender equality policies raise 
the concern the field has become affected by excessively 
technocratic normative approach (Squires, 2008). 
Participatory approach to GEPs’ design is crucial in EQUAL-
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IST. Participation of beneficiaries is also embedded into the 
“good practice” definition of EIGE (EIGE, 2013). 

 
 
 
 

5 

 
 
Process started at IST/ICT 
Faculties and expanded 
to the whole University 

The EQUAL-IST project is applying a sectoral approach to GEPs 
design and implementation: Faculties-Schools-Departments 
specialized in IST/ICT are taking the lead in initiating the process 
and have the goal to expand the GEPs since the initial steps of the 
process. Strengths and potential risks-weaknesses of such an 
approach are of interest for the consortium. 

Available studies don’t seem to have focused on this 
particular aspect so far. The EC is investing on both projects 
which are undertaking a sectoral approach and those 
encompassing different Faculties and Scientific fields. The 
expert communities on Gender in Research are paying 
attention to this as it is witnessed by the agenda of the 
Gender Summit 2016 where the panel on structural change 
is featured by 2 sectoral projects. 

 
 

6 

 
 
Intersectional approach  

While gender inequalities remain the core focus of EQUAL-IST, the 
project will pay attention to the complex intersections of gender 
with ethnicity, age, social class, sexual orientation etc. Projects 
which have addressed these aspects and therefore created 
synergies between equality and diversity policies might therefore 
have interesting lessons to teach.  

EQUAL-IST Technical Annex and ESR valuing this aspect 
under the Excellence evaluation criteria. Vast literature on 
intersectionality in gender equality policies (see for 
example: Social Politics Special Issue, 2012, vol. 19, Issue 
n°4). 

Figure 4 GEP Approach and Methodology  Criteria 
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 Criteria Description- analytic categories Background 

 
 
 

1 

 
 
 

Effective Impact 

The GEP has provoked visible and measurable results: 
“positive change of access to goods, services, status, decision-making and 

opportunities; rectification of power imbalances; expansion of the subjective 
and objective range of legal, social and psychological choices available to 
both men and women; break gender stereotypes, norms and patterns” 
(EIGE, 2013) 

EIGE, 2013 

 
2 

 
Sustainable impact in time 

The GEP has undergone to a full implementation phase and has been 
eventually renewed for more than one cycle 

GenderNet Analysis Report 
EC, 2012 
EC, 2014 

 
3 

 
Sustainable impact _actors 

involved 

Promoters/institutional owners have permanent roles at the 
University; Top Managers at strategic sectors are supporting the Plan 
Implementation  

GenderNet Analysis Report 
EC, 2012 
EC, 2014 

 
4 

Sustainable Impact as 
integration into internal 
policies and regulations 

The GEP is integrated into internal policies such as Performance 
Evaluation Plans, ERA Human Resources Strategy 4 Researchers 
Processes. 

GenderNet Analysis Report, D2.6 
EC, 2012 
EC, 2014 

 
5 

Regular monitoring 
against defined indicators 

& KPIs 

Indicators and KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) have been defined 
and monitoring, evaluation procedures are in place  

GenderNet Analysis Report, D2.6 
EC, 2012 
EC, 2014 

 
6 

 
Assigned resources 

The University is assigning both human and economic resources to 
the structural change process and the GEP management 

GenderNet Analysis Report, D2.6 
EC, 2012 
EC, 2014 

 
7 

 
Integration into national 

regulations 

The GEP is stemming from national provisions and/or is monitored 
upon the initiative of National Authorities or has lead (or has 
functioned as a best example leading) to significant changes in 
national regulations policies. 

GenderNet Analysis Report, D2.6 
Genovate, D6.2 Report on Institutional Case Studies 
EC, 2012 
EC, 2014 

 Positive feedback on impact from knowledgeable experts at national or international level can be taken into account) 
Figure 5 GEPs’ Impact Criteria 
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 Overall 83 GEPs (48 collected on the on line Database and other additional 35 GEPs identified from other EU 

funded projects on Structural Change) have been collected and based on  the above reported criteria a 

selection have been made of 70 contacts from just as many research institutions which have been invited to 

participate to the EQUAL-IST research and asked for their availability for an in –depth interview.  

The table below refers to the guiding questions around which the semi structured interviews have revolved 

and which have been formulated as linked to the criteria for selecting good practices in Gender Equality Plans. 

All selection criteria have been addressed, complemented by 2 additional questions included on Challenges 

and Resistances in order to allow a more thorough and complete understanding of the process which could 

respond to EQUAL-IST partners’ learning needs. 

 

 Criteria Questions 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

 

Areas of 

intervention of 

the 

GEP_balanced 

coverage  

Could you please describe how your institution did come to approve a GEP and who 

were the main actors involved? 

  

Which particular areas of intervention were foreseen by your GEP and how and why 

was it decided to focus on them? 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

Leadership issues 

addressed 

through concrete 

measures 

How are leadership issues tackled by your GEP?  

 

 

 

3 

 

 

Gender 

Mainstreaming 

and positive 

actions_ 

balanced 

coverage 

Do you retrospectively think there was a balance between mainstreaming oriented 

measures and positive actions? 

 

If positive actions were not included in the GEP, what was the reason(s) for it? 

 

 

 

4 

 

 

 

Balanced Bottom 

up – Top Down 

approach  

Was support from the top hierarchies (both academic and administrative levels) 

solid to ensure a smooth approval and implementation process? 

Was any form of bottom up participation foreseen during the design or refinement 

phase? 
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5 

 

 

Process started 

at IST/ICT 

Faculties and 

expanded to the 

whole University 

(If the GEP was initiated by one specific Department – School - Institution), how was 

is expanded to the whole University? 

Which risks, weaknesses and strengths did you identify for this approach? 

 

 

6 

 

 

Intersectional 

approach  

Were measures to address gender inequalities related to other discrimination levels 

through an intersectional approach? If yes could you please provide more details? 

Figure 6 Interviews Questions_ Approach and Methodology 

GEPs Impact  

 Criteria  

 

 

 

1 

 

 

 

Effective Impact 

Was/is the GEP achieving effective impact in all its foreseen measures and actions?  

 

Overall, do you think it has managed to trigger structural change in your organization and be a 

transformative policy? 

 

 

2 

 

Sustainable 

impact in time 

Has it reached a full first implementation cycle already and if yes was it updated for the 

upcoming period? 

 

3 

 

Sustainable 

impact _actors 

involved 

As above 

 

What permanent roles at the University do these promoters/institutional owners have? – Only 

focused on sustaining/further promotion of gender equality or combined with some other 

(which exactly?) functions/responsibilities? 

 

4 

Sustainable 

Impact as 

integration into 

internal policies 

and regulations 

Were any aspects of the GEP integrated into internal Academic or administrative policies, 

regulations or measures? How this did come into being and is it proving to have positive 

results? 

 

5 

Regular 

monitoring 

against defined 

indicators & KPIs 

Is the GEP regularly monitored against defined indicators and KPIs? Which methodologies are 

used?  

 

6 

 

Assigned 

resources 

How is the GEP economically supported? Is there a specific budget assigned or dedicated 

human resources allocated? 

 

 

7 

 

Integration into 

national 

regulations 

Is the GEP linked to / embedded into national regulations or monitoring procedures? If yes, 

how exactly does it work? 

Was your GEP influencing any change in national regulations or policies? 
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Figure 7 Interviews questions_Impact 

Challenges and Resistances  

 Criteria Question 

 

 

1 

 

 

Challenges  

What were the most challenging aspects your organization had tackle during the GEP design, 

approval and implementation phases? 

 

What solutions to these challenges were found or how were the challenges 

approached/dealt with if it wasn’t possible to overcome them? 

 

 

2 

 

Resistances  

What resistances were encountered and from which  actors/stakeholders did they come 

from? 

 

What actions and arguments did prove to be most effective to address these resistances? 

 

Figure  8 Interviews questions_ Challenges and Resistances 

 

3.2 Data Collection, management and treatment  
Interviews have been carried out remotely, using a VOIP technology and recorded in MP3 files. Other EQUAL-

IST partners’ staff members had the opportunity to join the call during the interview (this happened in the 

case of KTU joining the interview with Siauliai University only).  

• Data Preservation Plan has foreseen: 

• Cataloguing e numbering files with interviews summaries in order to de-identify them. 

• Storage in a dedicated Folder on a safe ASIT server accessed by UNIVE project staff only.  

• Stored Data has not been transmitted to any other subjects and only authorized personnel from UNIVE 

got  get access to them 

Access to the ASIT folder has been subject to authentication by username and password.  

• The  interviews have been partially transcribed into reports (see Chapter n°6, Annexes) following notes 

directly taken during the interview itself for allowing qualitative analysis  

• In the analysis and the following chapters we refer to good practices including names and roles of the 

interviewed persons as representatives of the institutions they belong to, apart from the sections of 

the interviews referred to Challenges and Resistances which have been de-identified for the potential 

risks in terms of Ethics which are highlighted below. Research participants  have been fully informed 

and have authorized such a process: this have included for all of them the opportunity to revise and 

change the reports with partial transcripts of their interview.  

 

The whole data storage and management process is compliant with EU (EU Directives 2002/58; EU 

REGULATION EU 2016/679 and Directive 2016/680) and National (Italian Law n° 196/2003, art. 104 and 

following) regulations. 

 

The following risks have been identified and tackled with mitigation measures which the participants have 

been made aware and asked to agree upon by signing a Letter of Informed Consent. 
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Given the semi structured type of interview and the open possibility that unexpected issues could be touched 

upon by the respondent, potentially containing allegations on cases of breach of law (i.e. in terms gender 

based discriminations or harassment), the researcher in charge has prevented the risk by:  

• not asking for sensitive data and opinions that might rise recriminations;  

• immediately informing the interviewee - and possibly, stopping the interview - in case of incidental 

findings that may give rise to a criminal liability of other persons mentioned in the interview. 

As for the rest, being interviewees part of the staff of the institution where the change management process 

subject of the interview has taken place, the part of the interview where challenges and resistances are dealt 

with contains information which, if spread, could result under certain conditions, detrimental for professional 

image or working relations of the interviewee and/or for other colleagues involved in the process itself.  

Still, the risk is identified as low as respondents are members of the staff who either have a responsibility and 

coordination role in the processes which are the subject of the study or they have scientifically studied their 

dynamics and shared finding within their institutions and beyond.  

Additional risk mitigation actions have included:  

•Each participant has received a draft copy of interviews transcriptions where reference to her/his interview 

is made, and has been given one week time to ask for changes or eventually confirm, also tacitly, his/her 

consent. 

•The section of the report where issues of resistances and challenges met at each organization contains quotes 

and reference to interviews in a fully de-identified way.  

 

3.2.1 Research participants  
Overall 19 RPOs out of the 70 invited institutions accepted to be interviewed with slightly more than a 27 % 

response rate. Overall 24 people took part to the interviews as in 3 cases (Sumy University, Pantheion 

University and Lausanne) 2 persons per organization attended the interview and in 2 other cases (Dortmund 

Technical University and Hasselt University) there was main contributor and a less direct involvement in 

preparation and report check of a second person. All interviews have taken place via VOIP technology and 

recorded, but one (Hasselt University) which has been provided in writing, lasting on average approximately 

70 min. 2 interviews have been negatively impacted by language barriers.  7 out 18 respondents have reviewed 

their interviews’ research reports in writing, and among them the 2 where the language barrier have been 

encountered, therefore compensating the risk of low quality data collection for those 2 particular interviews. 

Only one out of the 24 participants is male, confirming the high prevalence of women gender equality policies 

and research implementers, although identified as a limit by several interviewees. 

Significantly enough, most of the interviewees (10) are researchers- academics who, jointly with their role of 

practitioners in gender equality  policies at their own universities, have structural change and gender equality 

as their own research subjects, which makes the field an interesting battlefield exposed to different tensions 

between theory and practice as some of our respondents have pointed out (see chapter on Challenges and 

Resistances). Among the others, we had mostly administrative or staff with roles within the Gender Equality 

Institutional Machineries (7) or having taken the role of main drivers of gender equality policies at their own 

universities/departments (3). 
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2 The abbreviation are those used in the text and not necessarily the official acronyms of the RPOs 
 

  Name  Institution2 Role/position EU funded 
Project 

Involved 
Depts 

Country  

Paula Wennberg*  

Lulea Technical University 

(abbr. Lulea) 

Project Manager Centre for Distance 
Spanning Technologies 

GENOVATE ICT Sweden 

Virginija Sidlauskiene* Siauliai University 

(abbr. Siauliai) 

Associate Professor in Sociology, 
Director of the Gender Studies and 
Research Centre (GSRC) 

INTEGER ICT Lithuania 

Rosa Nardelli Università di Padova 

(abbr. UNIPD) 

Head of the Human Resources Value 
Service; CUG (Unique Guarantee 
Committee) President 

GenderTime Entire  
University 

Italy  

Cristiana Fioravanti* 

Silvia Borelli* 

Università di Ferrara 

(abbr. UNIFE) 

Associate Professor , Law, Dean's 
Delegate on Equal Opportunities; 
coordinator of the Evaluation 
Committee (Nucleo di Valutazione)  

// Entire University Italy 

Carla Sonia Lopes da 
Silva Serrao* 

Politecnico do Porto 

(abbr. Porto) 

Associate Professor Psychology of 
Education  

 

School of 
Educational 
studies 

Portugal  

Nicky Le Feuvre & 
Stefanie Brander*  

Lausanne University 

(abbr. Lausanne) 

Brander: Delegate for Equality- 
Equality Office; Le Feuvre: Professor 
Sociology of Work and Vice Dean on 
Equality  

GARCIA Entire University  Switzerland 

Ana Hofman Research Centre of the 
Slovenian Academy of 

Sciences- ZRC 

(abbr. ZRC) 

Research Associate, 
ethnomusicologist, gender and 
Identity politics in former Yugoslavia 

GARCIA STEM & Social 
Sciences  

Slovenia 

Daniela Falcinelli Università degli Studi di 
Milano 

(abbr. UNIMI) 

Head of the Welfare, Equal 
Opportunities and Employment 
relations Office 

STAGES Health – 
Medical Studies 

Agricultural 
Sciences 

Italy 
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Figure 9 List of Participating RPOs _Interviewees 

3.3  Analysis of the interviews 

3.3.1 Different contexts and stages of implementation 
The 18 collected good practices  cover a wide range of national, institutional and policy contexts and and the 
Gender Equality Plans of the participating institutions are at different stages of implementation. 
 
All RPOs have Gender Equality Plans in place or under approval (ZRC), but two institutions (Pantheion, EL and 
Sumy, Ukraine) who are either still in the process of having started internal dialogue between their 
Centre/Department and the highest academic levels (Pantheion University) or in an internal assessment/audit 
phase triggered by a nation wide project funded by International Cooperation Funds (Sumy University). We 
decided it would be meaningful to interview them as both the Greek and Ukrainian are found to be national 
contexts with limited or null presence of RPOs with GEPs in place (in Greece only 2 Universities, while only one 
in Ukraine): furthermore, from initial contacts it was clear how both cases had considerable expertise in gender 
policies and showed promising recent developments that could be interesting for the EQUAL-IST consortium 
to follow up, also in terms of dissemination and exploitation of the project’s results.  
 
All the remaining Institutions have come to put GEPs in place either in compliance with national legislations or 
policies requiring to do so (all Italian Universities, Dortmund Technical University, Lausanne and Hasselt4) or 
as an outcome of being partners in a EU funded project (UAIC, Radboud,  ZRC, Siauliai, Lulea) or both 
(Universities of Milano and Padova, University of Iceland). A peculiar case is represented by the three 
Portuguese Universities, in connection with a co-funded Government- ERDF Program providing seed funds for 
enhancing structural change in Universities and Public Administration bodies.  

                                                           
3  
4 In Germany, Switzerland and Flanders, national or federal regulations making GEPs a compulsory policy measure are specifically 
targeting Universities or framed in High Education programmes and allocate fundings for implementation. 

Thorgerdur Einarsdottir University of Iceland 

(abbr. Iceland) 

Professor in Gender Studies GARCIA Entire University Iceland 

Yulia Savelieva*  Sumy  State University  
Ukraine 

(abbr. Sumy) 

Head of Gender Education Center 
of Sumy State University 

 Humanities  Ukraine 

Silvia Giorcelli  Università di Torino 

(abbr. UNITO) 

Associate Professor, Roman History, 
CUG President 

// Entire University  Italy 

Voula Touri & Dimitris 
Parsanoglou* 

Panteion University 

(abbr. Pantheion) 

Research Assistant,  & Senior 
Researcher, Centre for Gender 
Studies 

 Entire University 
(in perspective) 

Greece 

Doina Balahur  University Ioan Alexander 
Cuza (UAIC) of Iasi 

(abbr. UAIC) 

Professor, Sociology, Director of the 
Research Centre for Social 
Management and Community 
Development  

STAGES Entire University Romania  

Patricia Antonio  Universidad de Tras of 
Monte –UTAD 

(abbr. UTAD) 

Professor, in charge of the GEP 
project 

  Portugal  

Elisabeth Brenker  Dortmund Technical 
University 

(abb. TU Dortmund) 

Research Assistant to the Gender 
Equality Officer  

// Entire University Germany  

Inge Blejenbergh Radboud University 

(abbr. Radboud) 

Associate Professor Research 
Methods and an expert in 
participatory research,  

STAGES 2 STEM Faculties  Netherlands 

Ann Peters and Sara De 
Clerk*   

Hasselt University 

(abbr. Hasselt) 

Director-Research Coordination & 
Rectorate Office  

// Entire University  Belgium  

3 
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Also in terms of stages of implementation we have a quite differentiated picture: 

• Auditing- assessment – internal research phase completed and GEP at a draft stage (ZRC)  

• Auditing – assessment internal research phase completed and GEP finalized and validly adopted (UBI) 

• GEPs started and implemented directly without preliminary  internal assessment (Lulea, UAIC) 

• GEP recently put in place following a series of mixed actions (internal audit/assessment and 
implementation of measures)  or in parallel with those actions (Radboud) 

• GEP already iterated for several terms with recurring internal assessment as monitoring of the GEP 
itself (Lausanne, Dortmund, Ferrara, Iceland).  

 
Processes have been targeting STEM Faculties for the following ones among the interviewed Universities:  ZRC 
(one STEM and one SHH), Lulea, Radboud (one STEM and one SSH), Siauliai, TU Dortmund.  
 
UTAD, UBI, Polytechnic of Porto have been implementing their GEPs mainly at Social Sciences, Humanities and 
Educational Studies Departments,  Milano has involved Health- Medicine and Agricultural Studies, while the 
remaining ones have taken an overall scope targeting the entire universities for their GEPs and actions (UNITO, 
UNIPD, Lausanne, Dortmund, IS). 

3.3.2 Audits and internal assessment as enablers and as part of 
GEPs  

Assessment and internal auditing have been interpreted in many different ways, so that the boundaries 
between assessment and implementation phases appear to be blurred in structural change processes. 
 
They are not always deemed necessary especially in cases where gender equality is already institutionalized 
like in the Swedish Lulea University, while in other contexts internal assessment and state of the art analysis 
have been reported to form integral part of the GEPs themselves. 
 
The option is to have a quantitative measurement of the main indicators for gender equality across HR, share 
of women in academic leadership positions, student population, use of existing work life balance measures 
and services, and in most cases mixed methodologies are used including interviews and focus groups to better 
grasp more subtle aspects of gendered organizational cultures.  
 
The institutions where GEPs are better embedded into gender equality machineries are also those where 
routine assessment of gender statistics are systematically conducted and  it becomes the  State of the Art 
section of the Gender Equality Plan for the next period or the baseline for the GEP itself: this is for example 
the case at Dortmund Technical University and at the University of Ferrara. At Ferrara an Annual Gender Report 
combines Data Collection and monitoring of previous GEPs’ actions results and is also integrated with the GEP 
itself: 
 

“The Gender Report reports the different gender composition of the groups who operate in the University of 
Ferrara, and the participation of women and men in University boards. Furthermore, the GR presents the plan of 
positive actions adopted and initiatives undertaken by the bodies active in University, to promote gender equality 
and equal opportunities. In the 2015 GR a new chapter has been added on gender impact assessment of policies 
in support of equal opportunities, through the analysis of the resources allocated and the effectiveness of the 
main actions taken”. 

 
When the process is at its inception phase and/or it is re-launched through an EU funded project although if a 
Gender Plan or an institutional mechanism to promote Gender Equality is already in place, mixed methods for 
the assessment seem to be the most typical option, combining statistics and focus groups or in depth 
interviews.  
 
Some respondents stressed how the assessment phase allowed them to reach out to broad audiences and 
sometime constituted also an initial raising awareness opportunity: at UTAD being still in the auditing phase 
they organized series of seminars and focus groups which also worked as effective tools to stimulate an 
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internal discussion on the issues. At the Porto Polytechnic, the audit involved more than 300 people into 
trainings and about 600 into research actions. 
Also the Hasselt University included an Audit directly as part of its GEP and precisely with raising awareness 
purposes and the intention to target the so called ‘business culture’ of both administrative and academic units: 

“It is important to have the right tools to assess sufficient room and regard for the wide range of norms, values, 
competences that should exist within a pluralistic organization as well as the awareness-raising process among 
staff with respect to the conscious values they believe to have and the unconscious values that actually determine 
their behavior. 
To that end, Hasselt University has organized an audit to identify the Hasselt University business culture at 
different levels: team culture, meeting culture, perceived gender and racial inequality, culture regarding work-life 
balance. The results of this audit are communicated to the entire staff. Work points that were identified, will be 
accompanied through appropriate measures.” (Hasselt University). 

 

Difficulties in retrieving gender disaggregated data during the assessment phase can easily lead to specific 

internal surveying actions which might end up being part of GEPs, aimed at changing and innovating the way 

data are collected and analyzed in order to mainstream a gender perspective in internal statistics.  

The case of ZRC is very interesting from this point of view: starting from trying to make and assessment and 

facing a lack of gender disaggregated figures at the HR level, a software company was hired to set up a new 

tool designed for having sex/gender and variables in HR data management and analytics. Attaching a gender 

equality measure to an organizational technological  innovation in HR data collection  has proved to be 

positively received at ZRC  

Missing gender disaggregated figures can create the opportunity for a dedicated Action in the GEP on 

Engendering statistic and data collection, like it happened at Padua University, also thanks to the creation of 

a permanent Observatory as a result of the EU funded GenderTime Project. 

 

3.3.3 Gender Equality Plans, institutional gender machineries 
and EU funded projects 

One important feature of structural change processes is whether they take place in contexts where 

institutional Gender Equality policies are in place: the latter can indeed  play the role of internal stakeholders 

already owning the issue and eventually in charge of proposing and implementing Gender Equality Plans 

already.  

Among the interviewed countries, Island, Italy, Germany, Switzerland and Belgium- Flanders are operating in 
the framework of national legislations which, although in different ways and through different provisions, 
make compulsory for Universities to formally set up gender equality plans.  In all these contexts, apart from  
Belgium, Officers for Gender Equality are also in place (elected and/or appointed) as well as other bodies  such 
as Equality Commissions. (Gender) Equality Offices might be also having an implementing role in GEPs, and 
sometimes, like it is the case of our interviewees in Germany, Switzerland and Italy, this goes along with being 
in charge of  broader internal policies and services, like welfare and/or diversity.   
 
It’s worth stressing that judgement about the efficacy of institutional gender equality machineries seems to vary 
a lot. Complex organizational settings with different, sometimes overlapping competences (Committees, 
Commissions, Officers, Administrative Units) are indeed featuring those countries where Gender Equality Plans 
are foreseen by Law (Iceland, Italy, Germany, Switzerland). We had cases where interviewees have reported 
about effective synergy established among the different layers of the Institutional Gender Equality Machinery 
(University of Ferrara, Lausanne University, Dortmund Technical University) and others  cases where 
frustration has been expressed about gender equality machineries addressing problems and approving GEPs 
mainly at a bureaucratic-procedural and formal levels  stated (University of Torino, University of Milano) or 
being hindered by lack of time and resources (University of Padua and Torino) and more nuanced standpoints 
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where the effective functioning of institutional machineries has been seen as dependent from political 
willingness  of  promoting change by the top academic positions (University of Iceland). 
 

In 2011, a Pro-Rectorate Diversity Management was established along with committing to the Gender Equality 

Standards by DFG; she is a professor, and she is, for example, handling all the negotiations on the quotas with 

each faculty. The Gender Equality Officer works as a satellite in the university’s organigram, and is unbound from 

any particular faculty or department but cooperates with all of them. There is a cooperation on policies and 

projects between the Gender Equality Officer and the Pro-Rector Diversity Management, but there is no 

designated binding relation. While the Gender Equality Officer is elected by all female members of the university 

every 4 years, the administrative Department for Equal Chances, Family and Diversity is headed by an 

administrative staff as a permanent position. The department is embedded within the structure of the central 

administration and works very closely with the Pro-Rector Diversity Management.   The Pro-Rector Diversity 

Management is appointed by the Rector. This triangle – Pro-Rectorate, administrative department and Gender 

Equality Officer – is not common in Germany. At DTU it was developed throughout the years and it is working 

very well. The head of the administrative department used to be the Gender Equality Officer herself so she knows 

the matter by heart. (Dortmund Technical University).  

 

The composition of the actual committee doesn’t help as you find many nominated members from technical staff 

and trade unions who are not fully committed to gender equality. For trade unions gender equality is not seen as 

an important topic as we have a 63% female work force at our University. In general I would say there’s a lack of 

interest also among teaching staff, and students participation levels are quite low, so sometimes  we found some 

students’ representatives in the Committee who get really engaged but they don’t have real constituencies they 

are linked with among students.  (…. )Maybe It would be preferable to split the Committee and have it only for 

technical and administrative staff and on the other side the Commission with Professors and Researchers. It  

would be good to have a group of intellectuals triggering the debate, while in our case with a mixed composition 

we do everything and nothing at the same time. Maybe there was a political will behind this choice, I am not sure. 

Also our centre on gender studies has been disempowered, after the main leading professor retired. Only 

sociologists work there now and they are perceived as the usual gender experts… We would need a vice rector in 

charge of equal opportunities and gender issues. We have a Dean’s Delegate on this who also is director of the 

centre, but the centre itself is not really valued.  (University of Torino). 

 
In terms of support we have a new Rector elected 2 years ago, he is quite supportive. Before that we have had a 
female rector who has been in office for 10 years or so and during that time we had 2 Gender Action Plans and 
that was mostly lip service: the documents looked very good but the institutional support was not enough. We 
have the review of the Policy 2008-2011 and it is clear from that it emerged how there was a lack of knowledge 
and interest from top man agers at the University and lot of fragmentation in terms of gender equality measures 
(University of Iceland). 

 
Plans to create institutional owners of GEPs in the form of Gender Equality Commissions/Groups or 
Committees are undergoing  at those RPOs where GEPs still have to be formally adopted and implemented as 
only the first stage of internal assessment and/or design have been completed (UTAD, ZRC) or where 
commitment has been publicly but no formal adoption steps have been made (Pantheion). In these cases, our 
a crosscutting composition of academic, administrative staff and in some cases students as well is foreseen. 
 
An important role to these bodies has been recognized also by the University of Beira Interior which has 
managed to come to the implementation phase of its GEP but has plans to strengthen the role of the Gender 
Equality Commission which has been promoting and steering its design and implementation in order to enlarge 
the GEP to different Faculties and include more representatives from  top management and decision makers. 
 
A considerable part of the surveyed good practices have also operated in the framework of EU funded projects 
on Structural Change, while at the same time having already in place institutional gender equality bodies in 
charge of designing and implementing GEPS to comply with national regulations. These where the cases of the 
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University of Lausanne (EGERA), the University of Milano (STAGES), the Iceland University (GARCIA) and the 
University of Padua (GenderTIME). 
It is interesting to take note of how a similar configuration had in reality so many different effects and was 
operated in many different ways that we will illustrate below: 
  
At the University of Lausanne the process of responding to national legislation and setting up GEPs had started 
in 2013, one year before the kick off of the EGERA project which allowed to provide an international framework 
for implementing the Plan, as well as additional resources. 
At the University of Iceland, concreteness seems the main added value brought about by the GARCIA EU 
funded project trough additional research and internal raising awareness and communication actions, beside 
the legitimacy of an international platform playing a role into triggering a real commitment from the 
Leadership: 
 

In terms of the relations between Institutional Gender Plan and GARCIA Action Plan: it was all about connections 

between the existing policies and the actions we put in place in GARCIA; the project and available resources gave 

us the opportunity to implement more actions, expanding what was going on. Also in order to overcome 

resistances, it was important for us to link to what was already in place, to join forces with the Teaching and 

Learning Centre as in GARCIA we were supposed to work on integrating gender into research and teaching; we 

linked with the Equal Opportunity Committee as well. The project allowed to implement and to move the policies 

from being unused desk products to make them alive; it also allowed us to connect Units, enhance internal 

collaboration,  create a legitimate platform strengthening commitment from the University to bring about 

change. It gave a very good input to what was being  a passive lip service work (University of Iceland). 

 
In Padua the Positive Action Plan formally due by the CUG (Single Guarantee Committee composed of 
administrative personnel only) proceeded in parallel with a GEP designed and implemented by the 
GenderTime team which instead focused more on academic and research levels and led to the creation of an 
Gender Equality Observatory to work on engendering statistics and providing gender equality indicators as a 
baseline for all gender equality policies at the Academic Level. Synergy among the two parallel actions resulted 
in having gender data analysis and collection as Objective n° 1 of the Plan, in collaboration with the 
Observatory itself. 
   
In Milano, also due to the parallel effect of the Reform of Education and internal changes in the structure of 
the Gender Equality machineries, the STAGES project implementation and related GEP was the initiative of the 
University Centre on Gender Studies whose team decided on purpose to minimize collaboration with the 
official Committee and to work on a parallel track: the Committee was not considered  as a suitable actor to 
establish collaboration with at that time. STAGES implementation finally led to a peculiar and quite effective 
way of mainstreaming results and achieving impact also at the levels of the internal Gender Equality  
machinery, as illustrated in Chapter 3.4.5 on Impact. 
 

When we started the University was really in a deep transformation in terms of Gender Equality Policies, as the 

previous Committee for Equal Opportunities was being transformed in a Single Committee against 

discriminations (so called CUG) to comply with national regulations: there was a Positive Action Plan under 

approval but we deliberately decided to  leave it aside within the project design and implementation as we felt 

they were not the right actors to have a dialogue with, especially since prof. Beccalli who was leading the 

Committee had retired. We consequently decided to leave work life balance out of our work plan as it was one of 

the main tasks within CUG and very difficult to handle. (University of Milano). 
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Two main key learning points can be highlighted from the interviews: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Synergies between Internal Gender Equality Machineries and EU funded projects on Gender Equality in 

Research are positive and desirable but do not always manage to take place due to many different context 

related factors. Paths might be diverging or parallel and eventually find meeting points along the way  

Almost all the interviewees where GEPs have been implemented through EU Funded Projects have stated 
how acting in the framework of an EU funded project has brought additional  legitimacy and credibility to the 

gender equality policies in the eyes of leaders in particular. 
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3.3.4 Areas of Intervention of the GEPs and Specific Actions 

Main Area  Sub- Area Type of Action Implementing RPOs 

H
R

 a
n

d
 M

an
ag

em
en

t                                   Recruitment  

Revised or dedicated Guidelines/Change in 

procedures 
Lausanne, ZRC , IS, Lulea, Dortmund, Hasselt 

Senate recommendation on allocating 

resources to hire more women professors 
UNIPD 

Soft quota/target figures in professorship Lausanne, Dortmund, Radboud (min 2 candidates) 

Funded female Professorships Radboud 

Raising awareness tools/session Lausanne, Lulea 

Research and awareness raising on gendered 

bias in research excellence 
ZRC, IS  

Equality Officer or Delegate  involved in  

Recruitment procedures  
Lausanne, Dortmund 

Work Life Balance  

flexible working times; telework; e-learning 

opportunities  
UNIFE, UNIPD, Sumy, UBI, UNITO 

adapted meetings/trainings  hours UTAD 

summer camps  ZRC, UNITO, Porto 

grants to parents Siauliai 

grants to mothers Lausanne 
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Parental leave for fathers  Porto 

Time Bank Porto, UBI 

Facilitated access to care related services  Hasselt, UNIFE 

helpline against discrimination/harassment & 

mobbing  
UNIPD 

Differentiated career paths 
Hasselt (revised assessment and promotion guidelines,  

also relevant for career progression)  

Replacement Fund for leaves (parental, sick, 

care related)  
Hasselt 

child care services  ZRC, Sumy, , Siauliai 

Support to Career progression in research  

Mentoring /raising awareness  ZRC (young researchers), UAIC, Hasselt (M&F) 

Quota on speakers at conferences  Lausanne 

EU project Design Course for researchers  UNIMI 

Role models/researchers visibility actions UBI, UAIC 

Grants to research support  Lulea, Dortmund 

Work life sensitive international mobility 

arrangements 
Hasselt 

Women's Academic networks  UNIMI (for young researchers), UAIC, Radboud 

  

Training courses for academic managers  UNIMI, Radboud, Siauliai 

Involvement of Academic leaders in  GEPs 

Advisory Boards or Working Groups 
Lulea, Radboud 

Leadership 

Soft quota/targets in collecting candidates UNIFE (Senate, Rector, Administration Board); IS (National Law)  

Soft quota/targets in Board/Council 

composition  
UNIMI, Hasselt 
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Soft quota/target to hire women professors Lausanne; Radboud 

Lowering seniority requirement to be eligible 

as Council’s members 
Siauliai 

Trainings for women  UBI (* found as not effective) 

Communicating, Lobbying, Motivating and 

Recruiting women to be candidate.  
Siauliai 

Te
ac

h
in

g 
an

d
 S

tu
d

en
t 

Se
rv

ic
es

 Integrating gender into teaching curricula 

Gender Studies Course  UNIFE (on pluralism), UNITO (LGBT too) 

Gender Module integrated into courses UTAD (*), Dortmund, UNITO 

Gender Lesson UTAD (*) 

Other  IS, UNIMI, Dortmund (panel group) 

Contrasting gender segregation in studies choices  Projects to attract girls to STEM UBI, Dortmund, Porto,  

Supporting female students future employment  
Projects to present job opportunities in private 

sector  
Dortmund 

Contrasting gender bias in enrolment rituals UBI 

Alias Careers for transgender students  UNITO, UNIFE 

R e s e a r c h
 c o n t e n t &
 

d e si g n
 

Gender in Research Training Courses  UNIMI 
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Mapping all existing research projects ZRC 

Guidelines/toolkits  IS, Radboud, ZRC, Lulea (focus on innovation) 

Gender included in the Research Policy Plan  Hasselt 

Coaching to researchers LTU 

Module on Gender into EARMA course for research managers LTU 

In
st

it
u

ti
o

n
al

 

C
o

m
m

u
n

ic
at

io
n

 Guidelines for gender sensitive communication UTAD (*), UNITO, Porto 

Working Group UNIPD 

Training courses  on gender sensitive communication UNIFE, UAIC, UNITO 

Main Equality Day Event  Dortmund, UNITO 

Dedicated internal Website on Gender Equality  UNIFE, UIAC, Siauliai 

Figure 10 Map of the actions reported in the interviews as part of GEPs 
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Although as already clarified, the main interest of this study is to spotlight on the process of implementing 

comprehensive and systematic gender equality policies via GEPs and not on investigating nature and 

effectiveness of specific actions/measures to enhance parity,  Table n°7 is intended to provide a 

comprehensive map  and a typology of  the main  actions that the  RPOs  participating to our research have 

included as parts of their GEP (or are envisaging to include, for those who are still in a phase where their Plans 

are under definition or need to get final approval).  

Gender Equality actions have been categorized taking the EQUAL-IST Methodological Approach as starting 

point in its 4 main areas of interventions: Human Resources and Management; Teaching and Student Services; 

Research Content and Delivery and Institutional Communication. The objective is to facilitate and guide those  

interested into getting more detailed information on single specific actions in reading through the Annexes 

the interviews reports and eventually gather additional material.  

The table  does not  constitute a complete screening, as it includes those actions which have been mentioned 

during the interviews only: as the limited time framework of our research didn’t allow to crosscheck the 

information provided by respondents by directly consulting the GEPs text and other accompanying 

documentation, it is likely that the actual Plans comprise even more variety than the one represented in the 

table itself. 

There is mainly one other area of intervention which was not included in the EQUAL-IST approach but has 

been mentioned by five of the interviewed RPOs (UNITO, UNIFE, UBI, Pantheion, UNIPD) and  it is Gender 

Based Violence, including Sexual Harassment and Domestic Violence: actions to this respect include helpline 

centers, raising awareness measures or grants to women who have been victims of domestic violence and plan 

to continue their higher education studies. 

A few considerations and reflections can be proposed here to complement the description of individual actions 

that can be found in each annexed interview. We can see how the bulk of provisions are concentrated in the  

HR and Management macro area and how, within this area of potential intervention, Work life Balance is 

definitely the most addressed meso level, possibly under the influence of nation level policies which have 

tended, some times controversially,  to incorporate gender equality issues into family –organizational welfare 

and wellbeing policies (like it was clearly the case in Italy; our respondent from the University of Torino was 

very critical with regard to these policy development as it can be noted by the report included in the Annex). 

From the interviews with RPOs which have focused their GEPs on initial audits of their organizations and on 

proposing inception measures  (UTAD, Porto Polytechnic, Sumy University), it also emerged how work life 

balance seems more easily approachable at least as an initial step of GEP implementation.  

Our small sample of interviewees confirms what is already reported by the ERA survey on GEPs which is 

showing the same type of prevalence in work life balance as a feature of GEPs across the whole EU, jointly 

with the trend of leaving  measures to enhance gender balance in leadership behind (European Commission, 

2014). Structural changes to promote gender balance decision making appear as clearly more challenging to 

be addressed in STEM faculties in particular where lack of women in full professorship prevents female access 

to leadership positions or as an alternative to the over –exploitation of the few ones in charge.  Similar trends 

are witnessed. 
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3.3.5 Leadership Issues 
Studies on academic leadership have identified three main categories of academic-research leadership, 

namely research centre leadership, university administrative leadership, and discipline leadership.  

STEM centre leaders have formal coordinating positions at university labs and research centres or institutes. 

Administrative leaders include deans, department heads and chairs, provosts and other formal university 

administrative positions, while discipline leaders are defined as scientists with roles in professional science 

associations and regulatory organizations (Parker & Welch, 2013). 

The first two of definitions have been covered by our research on good practices in GEPs implementation while 

during the interviews some of the partners were also including in their answers about measures to foster 

female leadership actions they are taking to raise the share of female professorships as preliminary measures 

to enlarge the pool of potential candidates to top leadership positions: we will also refer to those in this 

chapter, as they at least partially cover the category of ‘discipline leaders’. 

Studies have investigated how social networks, research productivity and reputation, grant production as well 

as gender are impacting as determinants of leadership attainment in academic and research environments 

within STEM and Engineering. They found that women are more likely to be in discipline leadership positions 

and less likely to be leaders of a research centre or to have an administrative university leadership position,  

roles which are more strongly associated with science productivity and collaboration networks but also, as in 

the case of administrative leadership, to grant  submission and production.  According to the same authors, 

the importance of social networks as leadership determinants and the inverse correlation between a gender 

balanced network composition and leadership attainment indicate the role that should be played by policy in 

this field:  

“Currently leaders who have significant impact on faculty promotion and development need to pay particular 

attention to the potential for biased selection of leaders. Policy must also anticipate potential for inequitable 

distribution of leadership positions among men and women. Practices need to be devised at the department, 

university and national levels (e.g. federal granting agencies) such that women receive greater opportunity and 

encouragement to obtain research-related leadership positions. It is no longer enough to provide grant funding 

opportunities for women as single investigators or primary investigators on projects. This research shows that 

greater attention needs to be placed on intentional creation of STEM centre leadership positions for women” 

(Parker & Welch, 2013, p.346). 

Along these lines, we have intended to explore strategies and measures put in place by universities through 

GEPs to support female leadership and have  found a variety of practices included into the Plans. We will 

consider those aimed at increasing the number of women leaders given the above mentioned definitions. In 

addition,  

Policy measures to promote female leadership have been conceptualized into two main typologies as ‘supply 

or demand side’ actions. Supply side actions typically entail initiatives such as networking, mentoring, training 

basically addressing women and prepare  or better qualify them  as potential candidates.  

As supply side strategies alone have demonstrated to be insufficient to increase the proportion of women in 

senior leadership (Pande & Ford, 2011), complementary strategies have been also set, and are defined as 

“demand-side” which are clustered into three sub categories: 
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(1) Reporting requirements imply measuring the gender gap in leadership positions, analysing its causes 

as well as eventually discussing envisaged counter- measures.  

(2) Targets set goals refer to expected shares/number of women or each gender in leadership positions, 

but with minimal or no enforcement mechanisms or sanctions in case of non compliance. They are 

also defined as soft or voluntary quotas. 

(3) Quotas are mandatory percentages of representation or numbers of women or  each gender in 

leadership positions accompanied by monitoring and enforcement mechanisms for noncompliance.  

Distinction between targets and quotas has been clarified as revolving around the existence or not of sanctions 

and enforcement procedures. 

“Challenging goals, particularly those that challenge conventions or norms, are more likely to be rejected or 

ignored without some accompanying consequences. Therefore, the level of enforcement of regulatory actions 

should impact the performance and outcome. Targets and quotas both include assignment of specific goals, 

but the two strategies differ in the consequences for failing to achieve the goals. Quotas are effectively targets 

with enforcement strategies or sanctions for failure to achieve the goals. Hypothesis 3 is that goals for 

representation of women in leadership that are set with clear accountability and enforcement mechanisms (i.e., 

quotas) will be more effective in increasing female representation than goals without enforcing mechanisms”. 

(Sojo, Victor E. Wood, Robert E.et al. 2016, p.521). 

Reference has to be made to the fact that positive actions –positive discriminations such as quotas in particular 

tend to be received with critical remarks and often opposition arguing about the limits of identity politics as 

contradictory measures applying unfair methods to contrast inequalities, therefore exposed to the risk of 

violating meritocratic principles (Bacchi, 2006). 

Targets are usually presented as more viable and more easily accepted measures within Higher Education and 

research institutions, where meritocracy is strongly embedded into the organizational culture and objective 

and measurable evaluation of research and knowledge production stand as main variables in defining  career 

progression criteria. Although gender studies have shed light on the dark sides of objective research excellence 

standards and explored the gendered constructions behind them and the ways they are operationalized in 

evaluation procedures (Van der Brink & Benschop, 2012; Van der Brink & Stobbe, 2014), still quotas find 

substantial resistance in academic environments in particular.  

A recent study on the subject has stressed again how one size fits all measures such as targets or quotas seem 

to face difficulties in acceptance and implementation in academia, while at least in the realm of hiring 

professors a new so called flexible ‘cascade model’ seems to prove to be successful, although it is still at its 

initial steps of implementation. In the cascade model quotas are based  

“(…) on the percentage of women at the level immediately below for each type of position, are applied to all 

career levels,  mandated by a government and with strong financial incentives and sanctions for non-compliance. 

The benefits of this model are that it is based on real numbers for each individual department or other unit, 

precluding the dangers of one-size-fits-all quotas that do not reflect the recruitment pool; and, the model requires 

the active participation of the unit in defining their quotas, thus ensuring that the values are attainable. Potential 

advantages to be gained from the incentives may also ensure the buy-in of academics. The caveats include 

unnecessarily complicated calculations, potentially leading to a skewing of the estimated target values, and the 

possibility of perpetuation of small numbers due to low numbers at the entry level” (Wallon, Bendiscioli & 

Garfinkel, 2015, p. ii). 

Overall in the last years, according to the European Research Area Survey, there has been a raise in the 

adoption of such softer measures: 

“since 2008, the number of countries applying some type of target or quota regulation (fixed quota (10), cascade 

model (11) or flexible quota (12) has increased from eight to 18 countries today (…). Besides the use of quotas 

and targets, in a total of 19 countries, policies are in place to establish clear rules for the composition of selection 

panels, including roles and gender balance”. (European Commission, 2014). 
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Our respondents answers on the issue of leadership can be grouped into several types, mostly approaching 

the problem from the demand side (11 organizations), showing mainly adoption of soft quotas (4 cases applied 

to leadership positions; 3 cases applied to full professors recruitment) and other 3 different initiatives put in 

place and aiming at changing internal processes and procedures. 

Only 4 institutions have applied supply side measures, and one of them clearly stated they were not adequate 

to meet the goal.  

Soft quota/targets applied to Academic Boards and Council composition 

• The University of Ferrara has established a mandatory quota forcing to have a minimum of 1/3 for 

each sex among candidates to the positions of Administration Board’s members and for the Rector, 

by a Resolution of the Academic Senate and the University Board; if the requirement is not met, the 

deadline is postponed for a second time and collection of candidates has to be continued. This 

provision didn’t work for the Rector’s election but it was successful for the Administration Board 

where for the very first time  there was an equal share of candidates. 

• The University of Iceland applies to its University Council a National Law from 2008 referred to all 

public bodies committees where 40% of each sex has to be ensured and, it was said, the target it is 

‘more or less’ met. 

• The University of Milan took the opportunity of a change of Statutes required by the Higher Education 

National Reform to include gender quotas (3 out of 8 members minimum for each sex) in the Board 

composition (elected by the Academic Council), which is now met. 

• The University of Hasselt is applying a so called ‘gender norm’, after on 13 July 2012 the Flemish 

Parliament enacted a decree  according to which Hasselt University (and the University of Antwerp) 

are bound to obligations aimed at ensuring a balanced representation of men and women in 

management bodies, councils and commissions, although with some acknowledged difficulties in 

implementation tackled via further flexibility measures also presented in the interview: 

In its execution, Hasselt University has already adapted its Reglement Academische Structuur (RAS) 

(Academic Structure Regulations) for the decree implementation with a view to achieving a more balanced 

man-to-woman ratio. The composition rules for the Research Board, the Education Board, and the Statutory 

Commission of Advice were adjusted to that end (…). Adapting the composition of faculties, their respective 

faculty boards and related bodies (departments, examination boards, education management teams, 

advisory commissions for appointments) to the imposed gender norms may in some cases prove difficult (…).  

Soft quotas/targets applied to Professorship recruitments  

• University of Lausanne applies a target quota stating that women should represent 40% of all newly 

appointed positions between 2013 and 2016, jointly with other measures aimed at ensuring 

transparency in recruitment and overcome of gender bias (see interview). The target was only partially 

reached to 30% and then is kept as target goal in the 2017-2020  GEP. The preference rule (in case a 

choice has to be made between two equally qualified candidates) is mentioned in intern regulations 

of UNIL but it’s not legally binding to be applied to individual hiring process.  

• At Radboud University target quota to ensure women candidates to be invited to interviews was 

adopted in one of the participating STEM Institutes as an outcome of the institute’s leaders 

attending the STAGES Project Academic Leadership Course:  

“In one of the Research Institute, as STEM Institute,  they came up with a quota for women invited to interviews 

so it was decided that the Recruitment Committee could not take place if there were not at least two qualified 

women candidates to be interviewed. So it was proposed at the training session and within 2 weeks they 

implemented and it is still in place”.  

• At Dortmund Technical University  the two combined levels  (Federal and State level)  have led first 

to applying a voluntary cascade quota to professorship levels as part of the DFG (German Research 

Foundation) Research Oriented Standards on Gender Equality and then, as the High Education Act of 
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North Rhine-Westphalia was renewed in 2014, the issue of gender equality in leadership positions 

was pushed even further by setting up gender soft quotas for the professorship level.  

Quotas were until then voluntarily set within the DFG-standards using the cascade model to set targets. Since 

the Act was renewed quotas are not voluntary any longer for all universities in North Rhine-Westphalia. Here 

at DTU the Rectorate is negotiating the targets for gender balanced professorships within the period with each 

faculty. The negotiations are based on the cascade model as well, with the difference that not only internal 

numbers are taken into account but also national numbers of potential female professionals with sufficient 

qualifications in the field, what we call “the pond we can fish from.” The final target is also influenced by the 

number of positions foreseen to be opening up in the upcoming years. The negotiated targets are then part of 

the GEP of each faculty. 

• The University of Padova took a softer approach to the issues as the Senate issued a Recommendation 

to take gender inequalities into account in hiring choices and resource allocation, why the GEP 

(Positive Action Plan) is not including any measure as it is only referring to administrative staff where 

vertical segregation is not a strong issue. 

Lulea University is opting for mainstreaming a gender perspective into recruitment processes and guidelines: 

raising the awareness of HR and Centres/Department leaders on the need and profitability of attracting 

women’s talents were mentioned as an alternative measure to achieve the same goal in a context were quotas 

are not seen in a favourable way as they would lead to identifying women as weak subjects. 

A specific and quite unique demand side provision has become part of the Sialuliai University GEP consisting 

of lowering seniority requirements to be eligible as Council’s members in the framework of the Council Elections 

Tactics and Strategy put in place within the INTEGER EU project: 

The regulations for the SU council composition were approved, where the 17.1 section was revised under 

recommendations of INTEGER project implementation team by making it more open for women candidates to 

participate in the elections. Under the revised section the requirement to have 10 years of experience in 

management and supervising was lowered to 5 years. This opened broader possibilities to women to become 

the candidates. 

Also UAIC –Iasi University situated their actions on the demand side type of interventions, but choosing a 

particular scope (female leadership in research meant as increasing the number of women as research 

coordinators and applicants to research grants) and a specific strategy: lobbying National Research Funding 

Institutions for changing external structural conditions by way of changing eligibility requirements and evaluation 

standards  in research funding applications. 

To address these challenges, it was important to connect our actions to national level agencies to become 

effective and the Research Funding Agency in particular, for sustainability, otherwise you cannot be really 

effective in promoting cultural change. We worked for connecting excellence to National Agencies for Research 

Funding to support women leadership in research and increasing the number of new applications by women 

but also to augment the number of women on the management Boards of Research. Based on our cooperation 

the Agency integrated a special statement on Gender Equality in the application form as a criteria for first 

formal eligibility steps, both as equality of research teams and the contents of Research. In a similar way, from 

our cooperation with the National Agency on Quality evaluation in Higher Education, the Evaluation Standards 

Fiches have been integrated with the existence of Gender Equality Plans and Gender Equality Strategies at the 

faculty, university, as well as educational programme level. This is much stronger than simply having a law to 

require GEPs approval. We think it was a very positive effect, we had to struggle but then finally found the right 

path. 

Among our respondents we found also 3 examples of ‘supply side’ measures aimed at supporting and 

motivating women to candidate to leadership positions: 

• At University of Beira Interior and ZRC, women academics have been offered training sessions to this 

purpose. In the Slovenian Research Organization, trainings are going to be targeting  both men and 
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women who plan to apply for promotion and to become appointed as members of Committees, 

while at Beira women considering to candidate to top leadership positions have been addressed as 

the only beneficiaries. Interestingly, Beira has experienced as training does not represent an 

effective strategy to overcome women’s resistances to apply for leadership positions:  

“We had training sessions women on this we set up a protocol with the National commission for Gender 

Equality. We realized that training is not the best way as women do not necessarily lack skills: in the process we 

understood that women do not apply for those positions due to work life balance issues, so at the end trainings 

were useful to exchange experiences and learn from one another, more as spaces for debate and to feel 

empowered by other women sharing similar experiences”. (University of Beira Interior). 

• Motivational and communication actions have been at the core of the successful GEP for the electoral 

strategy at Siauliai University where mainly eligible women have  been addressed to motivate them to 

get candidates and leadership bodies members have been consulted and approached  by way of 

meetings and raising awareness/communication activities. Communication and role models 

promotion have also been extensively used by UAIC in Romania as well as by UBI in Portugal. 

Finally, few of the interviewed RPOs stated leadership issues are not identified as a priority at their institution 

(UTAD) or  not even perceived as  an issue to be tackled (Porto School of Education, University of Torino). In 

the latter case, our respondent referred to how strongly male dominated power networks are resisting to 

change in a caustic and ironic way which might be worth reporting: 

“I see there more attention is paid into having gender balance commissions, but I see it more  as a formal thing 

as when it comes to real decision making positions and environments, women are not there. When the new 

Dean was elected he created his own 11 members all male team, no one from humanities, all from hard sciences 

and medicine. Then, a few of them resigned and were replaced by a couple of women but they were second 

choices... the first round it seemed like a football team.. I told him I was embarrassed about the situation and 

he answered “well but our pro-rector is a lady”, which is true but…. Another typical dynamic is to put women 

into difficult positions where there are tough problems to be solved so they say let’s have a female colleague 

there… but where there’s money, power which facilitate management, we see men can make the ‘right’ choice. 

3.3.6 Gender Mainstreaming/Positive Actions 
Feminist interventions to influence public policies have accumulated a long story from the second half of the 

XX Century until today and extensive literature in political studies has contributed to critically disclose and 

analyse its developments: the table below, elaborated based on some of these studies, is summarizing main 

existing typologies and their guiding principles/policy goals (Rees, 2005; Squires, 2005; Booth and Bennet, 

2002).  
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Figure 11 Types of Gender Equality Policies according to their policy goals and principles 
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As far as EU gender equality policies are concerned,  the predominant strategy has been initially based on 

equal opportunities and equal treatment.  Positive actions have been introduced between the second half of 

the ‘80s and the ‘90s and more recently as equal treatment policies have progressively shown to bear the 

intrinsic limit of treating the symptoms of inequality and missing to tackle conditions and structural- material 

causes hindering full equal rights possession (Lombardo, 2003).  

Positive Actions policies have been grounded in the difference and recognition principles presuming that, 

precisely due to inequalities and differences, citizens cannot make use of equal rights to the same extent: 

adopting positive actions – positive discrimination and specific actions to support women, the purpose is to 

counterweight to given initial conditions in order to make equality between men  and women possible in 

reality. This has been translated into the creation of  Committees and Agencies on Women Politics and the 

establishment of positive actions have been set up and legislated (including quotas) often leading to harsh 

debates  on the adequacy of such measures and their contradictory nature of promoting equality by mean of 

discrimination. 

As in parallel the debate has been shifting from women as subjects/victims of inequalities to ‘gender 

inequalities’ meant as a structural problem pertaining to the relation between men and women and a new 

focus on ‘gender’ has been gained, gender mainstreaming has become the new predominant policy 

orientation , after the Beijing UN Conference on the Advancement of Women launched it globally in 1995. The 

idea behind gender mainstreaming is opening up the boundaries of separated gender/women policy 

structures and embedding a gender view in a cross cutting and transversal way, addressing and structurally 

changing all public policy areas. The Council of Europe has provided a comprehensive definition of gender 

mainstreaming highlighting its radical orientation in terms of promoting structural changes: 

“Gender mainstreaming is the (re)organisation, improvement, development and evaluation of policy processes, 

so that a gender equality perspective is incorporated in all policies at all levels at all stages, by the actors involved 

in policy-making” (Council of Europe, 1998). 

Several risks and limitations have been highlighted also for gender mainstreaming policies, such as that the 

broadened scope would risk to make policies more superficial and less specific (Hoskyns, 1999).  The risk of 

dismantling existing infrastructures, machineries and programmes has been also foreseen, and a dilution of 

gender expertise as gender issues would become “everyone’s responsibility but no-one’s job”, have also been 

highlighted (Lombardo, 2003). 

Partial implementation has been attributed to difficult legislative and political or financial conditions, 

difficulties to establish synergies, necessary for an horizontal policy approach such as Gender equality in a 

mainstreaming perspective, and also resistance towards its goals (Mósesdóttir & Erlingsdóttir 2005; Lombardo 

& Meier 2006; Pollack & Hafner-Burton 2002; Stratigaki 2005). 

Within a process of increasing institutionalization of gender policies, technical reductionism, 

bureaucratization, managerialism have also been spotlighted as detrimental drifts of gender mainstreaming 

as it tends to focus on processes and tools and gender expertise losing grasp of needs and active participation 

of women and grassroots (Squires, 2005; Benschop & Verloo, 2011). 

As gender Mainstreaming’s limitations have been extensively debated, the prevailing orientation is at present 
the so called “double track” approach combining equal treatment and gender mainstreaming, integrated with 
actions targeting women only as well as targets and soft quota.  

Looking at the type of actions included in the Gender Equality Plans of our responding organizations (see table 

n° 7), the dual – triple track orientation is clearly the most commonly adopted approach where equal 

opportunity interventions targeting the ‘disadvantaged sex’ (or both sexes in their parenting – care givers roles 

as far as work life balance is concerned), are  complemented by gender mainstreaming measures and by 

different types of actions aimed at supporting women in particular to compensate existing disadvantages.  

http://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=0900001680595887
http://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=0900001680595887
http://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=0900001680595887
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8 respondents (Universities of Milano, Beira Interior, Padova, Radboud, Lausanne, UAIC, Ferrara, Technical 

University of Dortmund)  have explicitly stated that they have opted for a mixed and comprehensive approach 

combining the three types of approaches to gender equality, although if we give a closer look at the measures 

which have been actually mentioned as implemented (see Table n°8), we see how many more have pursued 

it in practice, and indeed the totality of our interviewees use both discursive frames based on equality of 

treatment and gender mainstreaming5.  

The above mentioned debates on limits and critical aspects of the different approaches have been reflected 

also in the accounts of our interviewees, as for example the Technical University of Dortmund puts in place a 

series of different actions, several of them targeting women only, but made use of a main argumentation 

based on gender equality as a goal and gender mainstreaming whereas it has been acknowledged how the 

focus on women only, until recently kept in the official state policies and regulations on the matter, was not 

fully understood and accepted: 

“Gender Mainstreaming is the overall philosophy behind all our actions. We re-named the plans 

Gleichstellungskonzepte (Gender Equality Plans) in 2010. Originally they were  defined as “Plans for the 

Advancement of Women” in the Gender Equality Act from 1999.  If you take a closer look at the faculties’ GEPs, 

you realize how Positive Actions make the bigger part, and this is fine, as there was never a negative connotation 

or a feeling of reluctance in setting up and accepting initiatives targeted at women in particular” (TU Dortmund). 

It looks like positive actions can get increased legitimacy if they are argued for and presented as specific 

measures and as part of a more comprehensive and broad policy framework which has gender equality as a 

goal. 

Sometimes it is a matter of official policy labels being overcome or re-framed in practice, like it is the case of 

the Italian “Positive Action Plans” required by Law and which definitely go beyond a positive actions approach, 

encompassing mainstreaming and equal opportunity measures. 

What was reported to be seen as really problematic in several contexts is actually the use of quotas6: 6 RPOs 

(UTAD, Porto Polytechnic, University of Iceland, Siauliai University, Lulea University, ZRC) have stressed how 

these would be a problematic issue in their institution and would be contested or not popular for several 

different reasons such as their being perceived as discriminatory or as policy measures which are part of the 

past and not relevant any longer. 

As we have seen in paragraph 3.3.5,  7 institutions among our interviewees have set up targets or soft quotas 

to foster gender equality in academic leadership, and among them only 2 have chosen to formulate them as 

women’s quotas, while for the others the measure applies to the under represented sex. 

In one case our interviewees, namely Hasselt University, have clarified that the internal opposition is actually 

referred to quotas in general and in spite of the fact it had to be accepted and implemented to comply with 

the Flemish legislation.   

“The incentive to develop a gender policy plan was indirectly created by the gender quota decrees that the Flemish 

government issued. Although quota are not perceived as a popular and efficient measure, the necessity to call 

our faculties and central services to account regarding the gender neutral composition of boards and comities 

time and time again, functioned as a sensitization and awareness considering the underrepresentation of women. 

At this moment, the gender neutral composition of boards and comities is now more seen as an evidence” (Hasselt 

University).- 

                                                           
5 Although a more fine grained textual analysis which was out of the scope of this study would be needed to create a nuanced map of discursive 
frameworks at play. 
6  As the formulation used in the guiding questions was referring to women’s quota, it is likely that the comments where referring to this type in 

particular. 
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3.3.7 Bottom Up/Top Down Approaches 
There was clearly a common trait among all interviewed RPOs stating the importance of having support from 

top management at administrative and academic levels. The top down side of structural change processes is 

actually strongly highlighted as one of the main features in most of the EU funded reports and policy 

documents on this issue (European Commission, 2012a & 2013). 

Our respondents have referred to several types of  reasons to  argue for the importance of having top internal 

decision makers on board: 

• Credibility and legitimacy of the entire policy 

• Institutional support and facilitating/ensuring  overall implementation and transition from a policy “on 

paper” to real operations and action 

• Support to mainstream gender across several strategic policy areas and documents of the institution 

• Facilitating the engagement of other levels of the organization by allowing employees to take part to 

GEPs related activities as part of their job’s duties. 

Involvement has meant direct engagement into project teams or consulting top decision makers by inviting 

them as members of Advisory Boards or reporting on particular occasions. It can also be pursued, as in the 

case of Hasselt University, when the whole establishment of GEPs has been an outcome of joint initiative of 

Rectors, like in the case of Hasselt  and Lausanne University (as well as for Radboud, even if for the voluntary 

set up of target quotas for women professors only): 

“In 2012, a few decrees were issued by the Flemish government, which impose gender quotas for the 

composition of academic advisory boards and management boards at universities. These decrees took effect 

on 1 October 2013 on the understanding that a balanced representation of both sexes should be realized at the 

next reshuffle of the relevant boards. From the onset, the rectors have voiced concern over the feasibility and 

purpose of these gender quotas. As a result, a ‘High level Task Force Gender’ has been founded at a national 

level with a view to developing concrete proposals which should be more effective in the long-term than mere 

quotas, and which elicit more sympathy among the Academic Personnel, which is why they developed a Gender 

action plan, which was submitted to the secretaries of Education and Research in 2013. Both secretaries were 

enthusiastic and requested the Rectors to draw up an inter-university charter. In addition, each institute was 

requested to develop an individual gender action plan” (Hasselt University). 

For Lulea University, top down approach and having top decision makers as members of the Genovate –GEAP 

Advisory board has meant also opening the advisory board to other external leaders of organizations from the 

regional –national ecosystem where LTU is active and, particularly relevant for the ICT research center where 

the Genovate Gender Action Plan was implemented, engaging ICT companies CEOs: the main trigger to embed 

a gender perspective into the design of mobile applications came directly from their request to have more 

customized and more marketable  ICT products. 

“The gender-balanced LTU Advisory Board is one of our tools to promote structural change at the university. The 

board members are selected because of their ability to create legitimacy and ensure the involvement of LTU’s 

management in promotion of gender-aware structures of the university. We also tried to have a gender balanced 

board”. 

The bottom up –participatory approach to structural change for gender equality policies was definitely subject 

to a greater variety of different interpretations.  First of all it is worth saying that no one of the RPOs we 

interviewed has structured a participatory process to designing their GEP in a similar way to what the EQUAL-

IST consortium has foreseen, and this reflects the fact that the main innovative feature of EQUAL-IST is 

precisely its crowdsourced GEP design process. Participation is rather intended for better grasping real needs, 

to make sure that the policy is backed by a lively debate in the institution, and to activate the right internal 

stakeholders on the right issues: 
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“In terms of bottom up, we have a lot of pressure from below, both from students’ associations and teachers and 

staff who organize several initiatives.  Therefore there’s a lively debate and awareness raising behind the Plan, 

also sustained by institutionalized research work on gender equality and diversity as we have a dedicated centre” 

(University of Iceland). 

“For me, strategically speaking, having the bottom up approach in mind, it is important, it is what makes things 

functioning; it means also finding the right, competent and motivated person in the right place and for the right 

purpose. It’s a bit of an opportunistic strategy, you might say, profiting for the right situations. (University of 

Lausanne). 

Bottom up approach often means starting from/involving Faculties (vs the central level of the Administration) 

This peculiarity was stressed from RPOs where there is also a GEP in place at central level and where therefore 

coming to a more specific and Faculty-tailored GEPs is framed as a  form of participation (Lulea, Dortmund, 

Lausanne). 

“This is also our bottom up way of working, engaging faculties. (…) We tried to mobilize them all around the 

Vision 50/50 while it was also Top Down because there was the Rectorate behind asking the Deans of Faculties. 

Some Faculties took it more from the scientific side, making studies and analysis while others like the Life 

Sciences Faculties have put in place measures to support women in research with kids” (University of Lausanne). 

 

More than one interviewee has referred to students as their main target when ensuring participation to 

structural change processes, also given their potential role as multipliers also towards their teachers.  

Reaching out to the whole academic community through audit procedures is also seen as an added value and 

a form of participation, similarly to what EQUAL-IST partners are doing with participatory Gender Audits:  

“Students were a replicating leverage as they then raised the issue with teachers by themselves. It was a very 

strong process, so we can really say the goals set in the GEP were really the outcomes of all the working group 

discussions we activated and an interview with the President. We also run a survey with around 500 students on 

their perceptions of sexism and work life balance issues. Interviews with staff members were also conducted”. 
(Porto Polytechnic) 

“For us bottom down approach meant to listen to academic communities needs and perceptions through the 

survey, through focus groups, but also more in general organizing seminars to discuss gender equality issues at 

various levels”. (UTAD). 

Collaborating with associations, city councils, different stakeholders from the territory is yet another way of 

interpreting an open and participatory approach to gender equality:  

“This is general, so we work a lot on bottom up participation, with LGBT collectives and Department of Psychology 

or the so called Pink Line and we have a big network against gender violence where the Committee collaborates 

with City Council, Region and Metropolitan Administration, in organizing joint events during the Women’s Day”. 

(University of Torino) 

Finally, one of the RPOs very explicitly stated that in their case participation was not an important element and 

this might be explained by the specific focus of action in that particular case, being Rector’s and Council’s 

electoral strategies the core goal of the SIAULIAI University. 

More substantial criticism were raised towards structured forms of participation from the University of Beira 

Interior, as potential judgement from managers would prevent employees to express themselves freely within 

participatory processes: 

“Since the beginning we organized activities to raise awareness, introduce the project and get opinions from  the 

entire community but it was not really a deep participatory project. In terms of methodology, I think that large 

scale or large groups participation is not the most effective way as the right dimension for participating to my 

view is small groups, otherwise people do not feel free to express themselves and being exposed to the judgement 

of their bosses. We asked people to come with feedbacks on the project and the plan and its importance but we 
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didn’t get enough reaction. We hope that in our next steps we will manage to work more intensively at all faculties 

level to create more involvement and establish specific discussion groups” (University of Beira Interior). 

3.3.8 Intersectionality 
 Intersectionality is defined as the interlocking, complex system of inequalities and differences in which 

individuals are embedded and through which identities, lived experiences, political alliances and relations and 

cultural representations are shaped and built, discursively and materially (Crenshaw, 1991; Verloo, 2006; Siim 

& Skieje, 2008). The most common definition is broad and includes heterogeneous sites or differentiation axis, 

such as gender, race/ethnicity, social class, sexual orientation, age, disability and religion. It has been argued 

and demonstrated how gender equality policies which do not take the intersectional dimension into account 

strongly risk not to acknowledge differences among women and to over-generalize perspectives and solutions 

which mainly fit white-heterosexual middle class women’s needs and that intersectionality adds on reflexivity 

to gender equality. It is anyway a matter of fact that intersectional gender equality policies are still rare in 

Europe and when intersectionality is taken into account, this is happening more at the level of diagnosis of 

issues and problems than prognosis and proposed-implemented measures. This discrepancy and gap between 

theory and practice has been found to be related mainly to competing interesting and power relations among 

different group as well as scarce resources (Lombardo & Verloo, 2009). As the EQUAL-IST consortium has 

identified intersectionality among one of the main features of its methodological approach, it was also 

included as one of the criteria for identifying good practices in structural change, although with the awareness 

of how as mentioned, in reality this is still a largely unexplored and poorly implemented aspect. All the 

interviews but 2 (University of Milano and Hasselt) have explicitly addressed this topic. 

The picture which is drawn from the collected good practices is quite diversified and still more than half of the 

interviewees, namely 8 of them, have referred to intersectionality as an important element of their GEPs. 

Among them, we have 5 cases where an intersectional approach is both put in place although in very different 

ways and identified as an added value (Dortmund, Ferrara, Beira, Iceland, Pantheion) and 3 of them where 

some difficulties in implementation have been met, someway reflecting  the above mentioned gap between 

theory and practice in this field (Radboud, ZRC, Porto). 

The University of Iceland has an Equality and not a Gender Equality Action Plan in place, and this is reported 

as a gain in legitimacy of gender equality policies as such as they were seen as too narrow in scope.  

“An intersectional approach is accepted and embedded. We have diversity policies in place, the GEP refers to 

equality in a very broad sense; we have an active students’ movement here at the University, as well as several 

queer and feminist associations, they cooperate a lot and we could say there is pressure from the grassroots 

and associations are very cooperative. We have several research institutes working on gender and diversity  

issues. When the Policy (Plan) was dealing with gender only, it was criticized for being limited, now that an 

intersectional approach is adopted, it is more legitimate» (University of Iceland). 

At the University of Beira, raising awareness actions on sexual minorities and students with migrants and 

refugees background are carried out:  

“We continue to do a lot of raising awareness as this is always useful and there are changes in the student’s 

population as well and not all people are motivated. We focused also on discrimination against sexual minorities 

as we realized thanks to our Observatory at the Commission, that this is happening in a quite conservative 

environment. There are more and more students from abroad (refugees, migrants) and the reaction of local 

student population is not always open. We cooperate with other entities and NGOs on these issues as well”. 

(University of Beira Interior). 

The GEP or Positive Actions Plan of the University of Ferrara includes actions at the teaching level such as a 

cross departmental course on pluralism and intersected differences, but also initiatives on supporting students 

and staff with disabilities, up to the recent decision of setting up a dedicate Positive Action Plan on Disabilities. 

Both in Ferrara and in Torino, a specific measure to ensure transsexual students rights has been put in place: 
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“UNIFE has adopted the so-called “Alias career” for male and female students who are in situations of gender 

transition. Following the advice of the University of Torino, pioneer in this field, the University bodies approved a 

resolution to definite the necessary informative procedure for the allocation of an alias career, and the 

confidentiality agreement to be signed between the interested person and the University. Here the resistance 

came from some student associations who were opposing to this for ideological reasons. In order to overcome 

this opposition, the opinion of the Ethical Commission was demanded, opinion which was in favour”. (University 

of Ferrara) 

The University of Dortmund has reported an institutional arrangement where the GEP and the Work of the 

Gender Equality Officer is not featuring an intersectional approach whereas the issue is under the 

responsibility of a Department on Equal Chances and a Pro-rector on Diversity Management: it is argued that 

keeping a thematic separation and at the same time ensuring cooperation between the two levels is proving 

to be fruitful. 

“The GEPs do not take an intersectional approach, but the overall philosophy of Gender Equality is intersectional.  

Issues concerning intersectionality rather fall into the thematic area of the administrative Department for Equal 

Chances, Family and Diversity as well as the Pro-Rectorate Diversity Management.  In any case, we believe that 

linking diversity issues and gender equality gives more severity  to fighting discrimination as a whole. There is an 

ongoing debate on whether Diversity Management shall also be the job of the Gender Equality Officer and at 

many universities in Germany this is actually the case; here at DTU we have this thematic separation and it works 

very well, but the cooperation between the two policy levels is happening thanks to the persons in charge and 

their good communication that finally makes the difference as far as collaborative attitudes are concerned” 

(Technical University Dortmund). 

In some cases, like for ZRC,  the intention of using an intersectional approach and taking it into consideration 

from a research perspective had to face some obstacles and resistances in practices, at HR and academic 

levels, due to different reasons and circumstances: 

“It was a crucial issue for us as we wanted to avoid heteronormativity; the toolkit on gender in research and 

teaching included this approach and we took intersectionality into account also when collecting data. In 

research this was easier, less in practice: where it was much more difficult. The HR Dept. didn’t allow to ask 

candidates about what was considered to be sensitive data and this is actually masking a lot of discriminations. 

Another dimension was ethnicity and in our team we have migrant academics and it was an issue to us  as we 

are imbued in a quite nationalist academic discourse here in our country. People even commented the website 

should been our national language, there’s a discussion on if English shall be included in university courses. It 

was difficult in this context to really pursue an intersectional approach but it was clear that threats came from 

several dimensions, not gender only” (ZRC). 

At Radboud University also there’s an overall acknowledgement of the issue as well as a comprehensive 

diversity policy, still implementation is limited: 

“Diversity Policies at Radboud is including Gender Equality and Migration Background;  having a diverse work 

force is the goal of the university is to become more international, to have more people with international 

background on board. Age or sexual orientation is not really on focus although on paper these are mentioned 

as important.  In practice we didn’t applied an intersectional approach to the extent we would have liked to do, 

but for example after one year we set up the Women Network for Early Stages Researchers we took a series of 

steps to involve more women with a migration background and now the board of the network  is made half of 

Dutch women and half with migration background but it took some time and it was a learning curve.” (Radboud 

University). 

In 3 cases (Lulea, Padova, Torino) reference  was made to attempts which have been pursued but not entirely 

followed up, and in the case of UTAD to a ‘new issue still to be taken into consideration’,  and with a less 

pronounced positive view expressed about an intersectional approach to Gender Equality Plans. 

In Lulea for example gender sensitive recruitment methods have been proposed as examples to address also 

age and ethnicity: 
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“We tried to look not only to gender but also to age and ethnicity. Our strategy was that we proposed HR 

department to use our gender sensitive methods applying it to age and ethnicity when they were trying to 

attract younger people or people from minorities. We understood that we wouldn’t be able to address all the 

intersectional differences. Still gender was our main focus”. (Lulea University) 

Finally, for the Universities of Siauliai, Sumy, UAIC and Lausanne, the issue was considered as not relevant, 

either with reference to their own context or in general, in one case using merit as an argument, in a similar 

way as it is used to resist to gender equality equality policies and actions. 

“We had a few cases and reported to the Ombud person but we found it was confusing to mix the issues” 

(Siauliai University)  

“It was not relevant to us, we took age into consideration only…  probably age is the only dimension which is 

relevant and we addressed it through the young women researcher network as well as establishing awards for 

young researchers. Otherwise no, we didn’t have any type of measures, because all and all the University  is a 

meritocratic environment…if you come from a poor family this doesn’t really matter” (UAIC –Iasi University). 

The argument used by the University of Lausanne was probably the strongest one, identifying a political 

pressure to espouse diversity-intersectionality as a selling point to meet new excellence criteria  for 

Universities in the context of internationalization policies, although not really linked to real needs of the 

academic community:  

“We don’t face this issue as we are not a Diversity office. There is a political  pressure to do so, and indeed we 

have already persons in charge of dealing with disabled persons, we have a campus which is equipped for doing 

so, but there is not a diversity strategy. The board of the Rectors’ Network was institutionalizing and establishing 

a Diversity Delegation, changing name but without contents behind. The selling argument was prevailing and 

Rectors discovered that in the highly competitive framework of the Shanghai Rankings diversity is a selling point. 

UNIL is a very much internationalized environment with half of the professors and almost 30% of students not 

being Swiss, so politically speaking diversity is not an issue, there are not groups asking for the rights of under -

represented groups whatever. But it has become an issue when people has understood diversity is a criteria for 

excellence; what is happening now is that Diversity Delegation is taking over exactly what the equality and Gender 

was doing. The name has changed but we’ll probably go on doing what we have done in the last 15 years”. 

(University of Lausanne). 

3.3.9 Impact  
Among the RPOs participating in our study we could group three main patterns in terms of impact perception, 

where for sure we can imagine that our respondents’ statements to this question were influenced by many 

contextual factors that we cannot fully grasp within the limitations this study, and possibly subjective 

judgements to some extent too.  

Successful positive impact and structural change achieved  

We  had just 4 Universities presenting their impact level as a success in terms of achieving structural change, 

while all other Universities provided a more nuanced picture and described a partially achieved change, or a 

work in progress. 

Significantly, self perceived success applies to Dortmund Technical University and University of Ferrara which 

have both National binding regulations making GEPs compulsory measures but still present dramatically 

different frameworks: the German policy framework being more articulated (a state law + federal standards 

from the German Research Foundation) and resourceful (funds made available to support projects of Gender 

Officers and 2 different Offices set up), therefore it is not possible to refer a positive perception of impact to 

national binding policies on Gender Equality per se. Furthermore,  this was not the case for the other 

interviewed University (Lausanne) backed by a strong national policy framework to boost structural change 

who attributed full success just to few ones among their faculties, and identified many external context related 

factors. 
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At Ferrara impact seems an outcome of the good cooperation and synergy established among the different 

positions and bodies of the Institutional gender machinery and it is defined not only as successful 

implementation of the GEP (or Positive Actions Plans) but rather in terms of mainstreaming and changes 

introduced into policy and strategy documents (integration of Gender related Priorities into the University 

Strategic Plan, changes in the Statutes) and procedures (Senate Resolution imposing to present a gender 

balanced list of candidates to Senate and Board elections).  

“All the work carried out during the last years have been leading us to a main result in terms of mainstreaming 

as in June 2016 the University Strategic Plan foresees in the Strategic Area No. 9 “Equality, equal opportunities 

and well-being for people who work and study in UNIFE”, so that the University of Ferrara will respect and 

promote equality, equal opportunities and well-being in all its actions and policies. 

The Strategic Area No. 9 is organized in the following chapters:  Due to the voluntary activities of people working 

in the two equality bodies and other people involved in the working groups, all the actions programmed in the 

Equality Plan were fully implemented. Moreover, the outcomes of all the actions are monitored and assessed in 

the Gender Report”.  (University of Ferrara). 

At TU Dortmund the impression is definitely to have triggered structural changes  thanks to enforced measures 

from external authorities and the availability of resources jointly with a positive role played by the Equality 

Officer in streamlining and simplifying procedures and processes. The definition of change which is emerging 

is a broad one: from improved numbers (vertical and horizontal segregation),  to a new appointed position of 

Pro-Rector for Diversity Management and a dedicated Department in charge of Equality and Diversity, a panel 

group on Gender Studies but also some changed procedural documents such as recruitment guidelines with 

sections on gender bias and less measurable shifts such as those related to language use.   

“The impact was fed by the GEP: putting gender equality on the agenda through the plans had a big impact in 

triggering structural change as we now have a Pro-Rector Diversity Management and the administrative 

department I mentioned. But also looking at the numbers, we can see the positive development. This could be 

mirroring a general cultural change so it is difficult to link it directly to GEPs or all the policies, but we have the 

feeling that the discourse has become more open. A very interesting change has been related to the use of gender 

neutral language, which is very relevant for German. The use of gender neutral language in every official 

communication is now mandatory. For example, departments’ names were changed: Studentenwerk (literally 

only referring to male students) was changed in “Studierendenwerk” which is a neutral and more inclusive word. 

The guidelines for recruiting new professors include a chapter on gender bias and homosocial prejudices now.  

We also formed a panel group on Gender Studies for the inclusion of gender issues into study programs which is 

advising the faculties on this matter when they want to create new programs.  Obviously, it works on occasion- 

on purpose”. (Dortmund Technical University). 

At UAIC the impact was described in terms of successful internal actions put  in place at the University Level, 

increased numbers of women in top positions, but also an approved sustainability plan after the EU funded 

Stages project conclusion and (in other sections of the interview)  and the change which triggered on National 

Policies and Procedures on Research. 

“At the end of the project we managed to achieve our objectives. I mentioned the impact at national levels with 

the results we got in mainstreaming gender with the Funding and Evaluation Agencies. Impact in numbers of 

women at top positions was also highlighting a successful outcome. Then a sustainability plan approved by the 

University was the best guarantee for us”. (UAIC University). 

When explaining the roots/causes of this success in terms of the adopted strategy, reference is made to 

exploiting a rhetoric of modernization as internationalization of universities  and at the same time, adopting a 

non oppositional discursive strategy.  

“For us it was mainly a process of agreeing on several values: I strongly rely on these values of modern university 

in the world of today, that anybody can say no to. My commitment and mandate within STAGES was also to build 

strong E level connections, and actually this counted. Our University is member of LERU Group (League of 
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European Universities) and in those contexts gender equality is a prerequisite; I look with envy at the Athena Swan 

in the UK for example. 

I wouldn’t define it as a negotiation process as you don’t start from equal positions,  describing the process and 

strategy as relying on and finding common values which have to be met if universities want to get recognized as 

top research and educational institutions is more appropriate”. (UAIC University) 

Also our respondent from Lulea University has defined their GEP as a successful one, referring to a +5% 

increase of women professors in 5 years, and +10% women researchers at the Computer Science Electrical 

and Space Engineering Department in 3 years, a toolkit and individual coaching to researchers to integrate 

gender into their research projects as well as changed recruitment procedures and their contribution to having 

a gender module integrated in the training course for Research Managers and Administrators – EARMA. 

Still, considering  the long history of gender equality policies at Lulea and different recent projects in place 

some of them also connected with the Genovate GEP, it seems difficult to attribute all impacts to the GEP 

itself. 

“We can’t take the credit for all these good results as there were several other interventions at the same time. 

The GEAP was actually including collaboration with existing initiatives” (Lulea University). 

 

We are not there yet_ GEP positive impact is not equal to structural change, which is a gradual process  

The majority of respondents built their answers on impact and the GEPs as transformative measures to achieve 

effective structural change using more cautious and less positive arguments where they distinguished the 

positive and successful implementation of Gender Equality Plans from the achievement of structural change 

or pursue of gender equality more broadly.  The conveyed message  was therefore stressing limits, constraints 

and results still to be achieved, in some cases resonating also in the ‘Resistances and Challenges’ section of 

the Interview.  

The case of Milano is interesting: most of the strategy of the Gender Studies Centre through a series of EU 

funded projects on structural change in research has aimed at adding gender equality  as a new specific 

competence of the already existing Welfare Office and linking the Centre’s identity to the sustainability plan 

of the STAGES project.  The main limit to impact seems to be found in temporary research positions of the 

core researchers in charge of implementing the policy, and to lack of resources, whereas the strategy was 

successful as it allowed to ensure that the two main skilled gender researchers could continue their work, and 

one of them becoming director of the Welfare and Equal Opportunities Office. In the answer about to what 

extent  the achieved change could be considered as structural, individual commitment and roles are identified 

as key factors playing in the process: 

“Even if the project and its GEP were successful, equality is not achieved at all, as these are tremendously slow 

and complex change processes. It is really difficult to assess to what point we have achieved structural change, 

there’s still so much to do (...). It’s a pity that there are first EU funded projects and then inevitably you experience 

a decreased scale of the actions. We are trying to keep the interest high but resources will not be available any 

longer to the same extent and this will make a difference. (…) In my experience equal opportunities policies are 

so much linked to individual personalities and commitment. For this reason we set among the Centre’s objectives 

the sustainability of STAGES’ results. And this was crucial as when now the Centre activities will be assessed and 

decisions will have to be made for the future this will be one of the main issues. And the strategy was also set this 

direction because  all of the Centre’s staff was working on temporary research fellowship contracts» (University 

of Milano).  

As already mentioned, Siauliai University focused its Gender Equality Plan on Electoral Tactics and Strategies 

identified as a good practice by the EIGE, and the action is definitely presented as successful, based on results 

as the increased number of women into the University Board from zero to almost 40%, the revision of 

regulations for SU Council composition, and the success of other actions such as research grants to support 
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parents, the training courses and other communication activities as well. In spite of this, our interviewee has 

stressed how in order to define the achieved change as structural, more time would be needed: 

“I would define our impact level as average (mediate), as these changes take time, minimum 10 years to show 

substantial results. But we started disseminating also at other Universities (Lithuania and EU countries), in local 

Šiauliai Municipality and exploring new areas in gender research such as urban planning and gender equality 

promotion on city level”. (Siauliai University) 

Padova University  marks several mainstreaming results (Gender Budget included as strategic objective for the 

year 2017, a new role established as pro-rector for Equal Opportunities, an Observatory on Equal 

Opportunities): still it was stressed how a long way to go to achieve a change which would entail deep cultural 

change. 

“We managed to carry out everything we planned and to be successful, all seminars were organized, the help line 

in place and running. Anyway, in terms of transformativity,  we can say we started sowing some small seeds. There 

is still a strong need for Positive Actions Plans to address what I consider to be a cultural issue.  You have to think 

there are many of the women we dialogue with who refuse to sign using the feminine declination for their job 

position. This shows where we stand. It’s part of a culturally entrenched system of prejudices where gender, age, 

disability are intertwined. (University of Padova). 

At Lausanne University a complex  Gender Equality Machinery is described and GEP established at the central 

level as well as Faculty level, all foreseen actions implemented, female professorships increased, but still 

partiality of results is highlighted, change described as non linear and at risk of backlashes, subject to external 

hindering structural factors (lack of welfare services, precarious research jobs, violence against women)  but 

also, internally, change of people in key roles. 

“The project Vision 50/50 had a transformative and sustainable impact in 2 faculties, Earth Sciences and Life 

Sciences, with Action Plans, concrete measures, influent people behind the plans, and – in Earth Sciences - the 

nomination of 2 new women professors following their newly developed and very innovative recruitment 

guidelines procedures. Good support of the Rectorate and also from some Deans of Faculties; success depend on 

the people, and if they change…. You can have a Leninist type analysis here like ‘1 step forward and 2 steps 

backwards.’ We are just experiencing it now when we try to promote gender sensitive language as the French 

are very resistant to this almost philosophical issue were the masculine is the norm, this is just a small example. 

Important restrictions are coming from national policies, from a lack of care welfare system and cultural factors, 

especially in the German part of the country, where the mentality is to have the mother at home. We cannot 

establish all alone enough child care offers  here at the university when there is a lack in general, overall the 

country and at local level. After the first action plan we made analysis and monitoring, both qualitative and 

quantitative and overall we can see there is quite a positive impact, 25 measures and actions implemented out 

of 26. But the change is not really measureable, and change is not linear, we are going back and forth even when 

progressing.  Sexual harassment will be an issue more and more, sorry to say but also due to an increasingly 

internationalized campus environment. It might be we’ll have discussions on burkas on the campus one day. 

Violence is still being an issue on campus level. It’s not only about more women into professorship, it is a broader 

issue about relation between men and women in the society. Inequality is exacerbated by more precarious 

working conditions at Universities, project based and temporary positions which mostly affect women, and this 

requires actions at the level of how you structure academic careers and promotion plans”. (Lausanne University) 

At Iceland University the slow pace of change is also emphasized, although assessed in a longer term 

perspective (“last 10- 20 years) and achievements set more at the discursive than the structural level, with main 

obstacles identified as the new scientific excellence mainstream concepts pulling to an opposite direction than 

gender equality, and the attractiveness of internalization rhetoric’s seen as a trigger by others, it is here judged 

as an obstacle to gender equality: 

“Impact goes very very slowly and there is informal and formal resistance, mostly informal. So now we can say 

that in 10- 20 years we have been making progress, but still I would say it more about awareness raising and  

discursive acceptance than structural change.  
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The main contrasting factor is that since 2005 there is a strong emphasis on internationalization, the dream of 

becoming Harvard,  and on performance based measurements.  Research funding’s have become based on 

publications on high impact journals. And all these trends are pushing  us towards an opposite direction than 

gender equality and what our Equality Policy would aim at. So we are in the middle of two opposite directions. In 

our project and GARCIA in particular, we worked to de-construct the concept of scientific excellence because it is 

very much gendered: pressure towards excellence it about increased competition, tougher working conditions, 

publish or perish ideology, therefore it is worsening gender inequalities, but marginalized groups in general based 

on race, gender, disability and precarious research staff are becoming more vulnerable and have less 

opportunities to make it under tougher circumstances. And we see this as one of the reasons why gender 

structural change is not taking place to the extent we were expecting”. (University of Iceland).  

Also at Radboud considerable impact meant as having a GEP in place  (funded and with human resources) and 

soft quota as well, is deemed as something different from structural change and depending on political agenda 

of leaders. The enduring hindering factor is organizational cultures in research which prevent people to make 

use of the measures that have been already set, such as work life balance.  

 “I have to be nuanced about our having achieved structural change: at the raising awareness level by now,  but 

the Deputy Rector is very much in favour of changing the organizational culture and becoming a family friendly 

university. This has become her agenda point. We already have facilities, we have paid parental leaves, 

opportunity to go on part time schemes or work flexible hours but this is all about organizational academic 

cultures and researchers’ fear that devoting time to family  and using these arrangements will hinder their careers 

or that they cannot afford to take that time, but this is a great hindrance”. (Radboud University) 

Lack of visible impact until now 

Three RPOs were found to be less than cautious or moderate and more prone to be either negative or to 

suspend their judgement on the GEP’s impact in view of future  development to be assessed. 

At ZRC  in Slovenia, participation to the GARCIA project has led to make Recruitment procedure more 

transparent and the  project some impact in raising the internal awareness and allowing the design of a GEP 

which still be approved:  

“Best impact we achieved when working on selection procedures, where we manage to make concrete 

implementation jointly with research: we made sure that Recruitment Committees had minutes and that full list 

and short lists of candidates were made available, gender of candidates was not known which was not a normal 

procedure until now (...). The rest is to be settled and verified: we are going to establish a Gender Equality Internal 

Group to take the ownership of the Gender Equality Plan, which is currently a draft”. 

At Torino University, the final conclusive remarks on impact tend to define internal Gender Equality measures  

and the GEP as a  policy which is not implemented, based on individual efforts only under difficult and 

unfavourable circumstances. 

“I have to say behind the GEP there’s my individual work… it would be a transformative policy but I don’t see it is 

really implemented. I lost so many hours on organizational well being surveys that I almost lost hope.. 

We have really hard times into putting gender equality up on the policy agenda. The issue is touching on young 

women with temporary research positions in particular and they are not represented by trade unions, so there’s 

a bottleneck here. Trade unions are the leaders in well being policies and they don’t have very much advanced 

policies in my view. So we keep going working on the right to part-time and flexible working hours for permanently 

employed women, but then we have enormous amounts of non fixes terms contracts with zero protection and 

rights. It’s very difficult… we have PhD candidates in Medicine who wait as much as possible to communicate 

they are pregnant or to decide to become mothers. There is no reflection made on these issues. This would really 

be an issue to work with together with top directors and for a long term strategy but I don’t see this a realistic 

possibility”. 

At BEIRA the GEP (implemented at the School of Education level only and with main focus on work life balance) 

was said to have achieved superficial results, as the increase in the number of women in leadership cannot be 
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attributed to the GEP only but was also an effect of retirement and generational changes, and outcomes in 

work life balance came as this is the easiest topic to be addressed. 

“If you ask about transformative change, my answer would be that we achieved superficial results until now, so 

we are still far from what we would need to be.  Work life balance was the easiest topic to get for women and 

people in general, so much connected to personal distress that many experience. We improved work life balance, 

like flexible schedule is getting more usual and the number of men asking for it has increased, as well as men 

asking for parental leaves and care related leaves, but still there’s a long way to go and gender inequalities are 

embedded in the culture in a way. This issue is so much easier for people to understood, more than access to 

leadership positions: in this area women tend to attribute their not trying to access top position to either their 

own fault of not managing to balance career and private life or their own choice of prioritizing family. We had 

impact in terms of women representation among head of faculties and departments, currently women count for 

30% of them while as head of faculty we still have one woman out of 5. There’s also a generational effect, due to 

retirement of the older male top academics, we like to think that is also due to the project impact. Students 

welcoming rituals for newly enrolled students are an example: they are highly gender biased and discriminatory. 

We made research on these phenomena as they imply harassment, they cause problems at the community level 

but it is accepted and recognized as a tradition”. (University of Beira Interior) 

The remaining Universities such as Polytechnic do Porto, UTAD, Sumy and Pantheion described their actions 

as initial or preliminary stages of structural change processes therefore could refer to impact only to a minor 

extent (initial outcomes like gender sensitive language use or specific child care actions or referring to 

initiatives successfully carried out in the past on which they could rely for future steps)  or didn’t even 

mentioned it. 

3.3.10 Sustainability, Resources, and impact on national 
regulations 

In our question the issue of GEP’s sustainability was connected to 3 main indicators: 

• Having completed a first  implementation cycle 

• Being supported by institutional owners in permanent positions 

• Being integrated into internal Policies and Regulations 

11 of our good practices had GEPs in Place which has already completed their first cycle of implementation, 

most typically lasting three years.   

Most optimistic and positive views on sustainability were offered by RPOs where the GEP is framed into 

national –federal level regulations which  make it compulsory for Universities to establish such policies and 

national resources are invested in specific programs to make Higher Education more Gender Equal. 

As one of the most solid GEPs experiences among our interviewees, Lausanne University, where the Federal 

State allocates the equivalent of 200.000 € per year to each University implementing its Plan,  still considers 

its achievements under fragile conditions and in continuous need of an institutional owner, i.e. an Office for 

Equality as, without this is place, all provisions could quickly evaporate: 

“If you ask about sustainability in time, I can say that if the Equality Office should be dismantled, the results we 

achieved might be dissolved in 12 months because if you don’t have someone who is sensitive and vigilant and 

ringing alarm bells all kind of not gender sensitive practices could be put in place, also from the side of women 

professors, we know that for sure. 

Unless there is continued investment of time and money on these issues there is no guarantee that things might 

be undone”. (University of Lausanne). 

Establishment of an Office – Unit which is in charge of Gender Equality within the administration to 

complement the work of Equality Officers and Commissions definitely seems as a key element to facilitate 
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sustainability or at least a path that several RPOs among our respondents have been pursuing: Milano, 

Lausanne, Dortmund, Ferrara as main examples. 

Still, not all RPOs operating by making GEP mandatory had the same type of experience as it is a matter of fact 

that obligation to set up an Gender Equality Plan can be met also in a purely formalistic way and take the shape 

of a ‘lip service’ policy: both our Nordic interviewees from Iceland and Sweden witnessed how before 

implementing a EU funded project GEP their institutions had their own institutional GEPs in place at the 

university levels but they were not implemented or implementation was fragmented (IS). Also the Italian RPOs 

with a national law in the background requiring all Public Administration bodies to set up a Committee against 

discriminations and approve a GEP have shown different sustainability models but  3 of the four interviewed  

universities (Milano, Padova and Torino) were pointing at several limitations of their GEPs in terms of 

sustainability and resources,  lack of monitoring, management support and integration into internal policies:  

“There’s no monitoring of the GEP at all. The GEP is approved because the University has to comply with law. 

Monitoring would be good sure, but then I am also careful as there are no resources even for the annual 

monitoring. It’s the same for integrating the Committee into strategic change processes: even when they invite 

us to discussion tables: how could  we realistically follow up the enormous internal restructuring process which 

our university was recently undergoing. Even if they would invite us, we could not make it”. (University of Torino) 

Overall, 12 RPOs reported either unsufficient and/or shrinking resources as one of the main challenges they 

have to face to proceed with implementation, iteration of GEPs or both. Only 5 of our respondents manifested 

the perception of having enough funding and HR at disposal was predominant (Dortmund Technical University, 

Lausanne University, Ferrara University, Radboud University), while neither for Sumy University or Pantheion 

this was a relevant issue as they find themselves at very preliminary stages of the process. 

 A peculiar position is the one of all RPOs which have been partners in EU funded projects which are now 

concluded: they are experiencing a reduced scale of action for their GEPs and still define them as sustainable 

if economic and human resources are allocated to continue and institutional support from key stakeholders is 

ensured.  

The issue of integration into internal policies and  regulations includes many different aspects and several 

respondents have referred it to particular documents or policies where gender has been mainstreamed as a 

parallel effect of having a GEP in place: recruitment guidelines and procedures, official University Strategy 

Document, work life balance provisions are some examples.   

If for many of our respondents establishing active collaboration networks with local, regional and national level 

stakeholders have proved to be important for strengthening their internal strategies at different stages of 

implementation (Lulea, Beira Interior, Radboud, Hasselt, Milano, Ferrara, Siauliai, Sumy University, Lausanne 

among the others), some of our respondents as it was the case of UAIC,  put particular efforts in lobbying 

towards National RFOs to influence change in eligibility mechanism for accessing research funds by taking 

gender into consideration. 

3.3.11 Challenges and Resistances 

In the last part of the interview we have tried to understand what type of challenges and resistances where 

met, how they have been approached and tackled  at what levels of the hierarchies and among which type of 

staff (academic or administrative) or the broader  academic community (students), although we didn’t always 

manage to get fully comprehensive and detailed answers to all these questions. In particular for the case of 

resistances, much more subject to referring and pointing to individual colleagues, we felt not all respondents 

were available to openly expose these quite sensitive information in spite of the complete de-identification 

and anonymization guaranteed in the Data Management and Ethical issues Information sheet  agreements 

and the fact that these parts of the interview would be de-identified and anonymized. 
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Probably also due to the fact that these were the last two questions of the interview and most respondents 

happened to be in shortage of time, in many cases a single answer was provided both for challenges and 

resistances. 

 

 

Challenges to structural changes and GEPs implementation 

When it comes to challenges met into promoting structural change through Gender Equality Plans, we could 

detect 7 main types:  

Structural Challenges: external factors  

Several respondents referred to hurdles being part of the socio-political-economic context where their 

Institutions are operating and therefore potentially or effectively harming their action. Some example are 

more or less directly referred to the economic crisis impact, which could have consequences in reduced 

incoming resources, both from public and private sources: 

“This is a very technology driven Research Centre but if something happens in the society this might impact…65% 

of the university’s research resources come from external sources   And what if the money from external funders 

and stakeholders would decrease or if students enrolment would decrease. This is particularly challenging for a 

University such as ours where applied science and technology is fundamental. Gender sensitivity has been driven 

by ICT companies striving for having mobile services able to meet users needs and be more profitable and 

successful, not from the academic community as such: therefore changes into this landscape might impact”  

A challenging aspect is that in time of crisis and austerity in particular this is clearly perceived as an issue 

not to be prioritized, as a luxury, so we need to argue why and how it is important to tackle gender 

inequalities”. (Lulea University). 

Other external factors mentioned in different sections of the interviews and when referring to impact in 

particular where: 

• Lack of welfare support 

• Gender bias in new definitions and performance measurement of excellence in research in connection 

with internationalization: they were found to be penalizing women and youngest precarious 

researchers in particular. 

 

Internal Structural Challenges 

Also power related issues were mentioned, linked to the low status as temporary research fellows of the main 

spokespersons and implementers for the GEP  policy, when almost entirely funded through EU projects and 

highly exposed to the impact of academic politics and changes. 

“We had very powerful professors backing us, 2 of them have been candidates in the Dean’s elections, 

but than as spokeswomen we were the two of us, young and temporary precarious researchers so we 

needed to be credible and present sound arguments to the top leaders otherwise they would immediately 

think of our being non structured personnel and lose availability to take us into consideration and spend 

time on the issue. Furthermore the whole change process depends a lot on many factors and academic 

politics, so for example  we experienced how the issue was losing strengths when recently 2 female 

candidates to the Dean’s post lost the competition we felt that our action had lost efficacy and grasp, 

we were taken into consideration to a lesser extent. New education reform and Faculties disappeared, 

and there was also change in governance so for a while the situation seemed a bit critical, then our 

scientific board members became Deans of Departments and the balance was stroke back again”.  
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Another interviewee has referred to the structural contradiction of enforcing gender equality in leadership 

positions through internal regulations in contexts (like it is the case for STEM and ICT in particular) where there 

are few women employed at the Grade A professorship levels and procedures to justify exceptions have to be 

put in place to adapt to particularly segregates academic environments. 

“Adapting the composition of faculties, their respective faculty boards and related bodies (departments, 

examination boards, education management teams, advisory commissions for appointments) to the imposed 

gender norms proved difficult in some cases. These entities are composed on the basis of certificates, scientific 

expertise and/or teaching assignment of the academics involved. In some scientific fields, men tend to be 

overrepresented or women are hardly represented at all, which is particularly the case within the field of exact 

sciences. In such cases, a temporary deviation from the gender norm is allowed, provided that a specific 

motivation for this deviation and the entities involved is given. At the same time, it should be ensured that 

wherever women are underrepresented, these women should not be over invited.  

Neither could the composition of the Board of Governors be adapted on the basis of this new decree since its 

composition is defined by other rules within the same Hasselt University decree. Consequently, the Education 

Secretary has been asked to adapt the composition rules for the Board of Governors by means of an extra statute 

adaptation in order to respect the imposed norm and to allow exceptions to the gender norm, provided that the 

current composition of faculties or departments prevents its application. (University of Hasselt). 

In project based GEP design and implementation and when financial reporting is required to external funders, 

administrative workload can also become a challenging structure related aspect: 

“Other challenges were the bureaucratic burden on reporting within the project. And the lack of autonomy of the 

School on financial matters and decision which made everything more complicated and time-consuming”. (UTAD) 

STEM professional identities and cultures and, more broadly, lack of awareness  

The cultural trait which was pinpointed can be summarized as lack of sensitivity to social issues and found to 

be particularly relevant for ICT –IST research institutions.  

"People are professionally constructed (without gender equality competence,  not sensitive to social issues, and 

gender equality) and have difficulties in understanding what benefits they could get from social changes in 

academic environment. The process of understanding is long and needs more effective and innovative solutions, 

activities, etc. 

In general in the STEM area people are less knowledgeable about gender equality, as they are not informed on 

social issues, lacking a back ground in social sciences and there’s a lower gender aware. In spite of  this in our 

case the Dean of our School of Engineering and Natural Sciences was extremely supportive being a very open 

minded person even if not informed or learnt”. (Siauliai University). 

Lack of awareness has been reported jointly to the perception of gender inequalities as potentially disturbing 

questions upon which staff members would feel unease to disclose information in gender audit processes. 

“Main challenge at this stage we see it’s the lack of awareness of discriminations. When organizing the survey 

we acknowledged that some people would prefer not to answer to disturbing questions or thought  that is not 

good to disclose information on discriminations. We have the impression this might be more problematic in the 

case of administrative staff, as it has to do with the leadership of the service.  

I think that even if there have been cases of discrimination in the past years, we might not have answers which 

we can consider to respond to reality. This is our main concern until now. We are setting up our strategy on how 

to overcome this difficulty: 405 people are from non teaching staff, we are going to pilot the questionnaire in 

different departments and initially run the questionnaire directly in person, before putting it online . We might 

end up using different methodologies depending on the type of staff members.  

Overall I wouldn’t speak of resistance but rather lack of awareness and denial of the problem by the technical 

staff mainly”.  
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Lack of time and/or resources   

This was actually quite a recurring issue in several interviews, also recalled into the impact and/or sustainability 

related part of the dialogue to justify limitations to expected or desired impacts of policies and GEPs (not 

reported here). The argument was built according to two different frames: either lack of time by invited 

stakeholders from the management or teaching side, asked to join the process and finding it difficult to 

schedule and prioritize this agenda, or as lack of time (and resources) by the Gender Equality Machinery and/or 

other implementing stakeholders not getting enough resources to address very complicated issues and 

processes. 

“Staff is over busy with work, especially women taking family reconciliation issues; our standpoint and our EU 

Project approach was to try to do what was feasible, to set up positive, mediating atmosphere for the project and 

institutional GEP”. 

“A substantial challenge is due to lack of time and resources: to achieve the desired change an intensive  work 

and continued exchanges and collaboration with Head of Services –Units would we required, as this takes 

enormous amounts of time. Then it is also an issue the fact that we get individual cases brought to our attention, 

people contact us and even if this would not be our task we cannot ignore them”. 

“Sometimes it was difficult to have the managers devoting time (2 times x 4 hours each) to the training so we 

had to be very patient and emphasize why it was important for them. Most of the times we succeeded but it 

happened that we heard  comments such as it is not our responsibility, it’s not our priority”.  

“Another challenging aspect is time: because the responsibility for the gender measures is situated by staff 

members/directors of the departments,  time can be an issue in the implementation and evaluation of gender 

measures”. 

Internal Changes  & Turn Over  

“The challenge was definitely to raise and keep the interest alive for 4 years, which is a lot of time and often 

entails governance or administrative change”.  

“Challenge is also when you experience change and turnover in staff and you have to start again all over. I didn’t 

expect it at the beginning of the project but this was the case. You get to have changes but you can never count 

on the issue to be fully self evident”. 

“The issue is that change often depends on the individuals who are there: what if there was a change of CEO at 

the Centre? Our actual CEO is supportive but our Board is now reshaping priorities and the strategy for the CDT, 

will gender get the same attention?” 

Lack of men participating – women’s ghettoes 

2 respondents pointed at the typical situation where mostly women are engaged into gender equality policies 

and project, as the mainly female dominated group of our interviewees actually shows, in the second quote 

using a more negative expression to recall segregation of such policies into women’s only environments. 

“Maybe we could have invited more men, which we actually did in the 2nd part of the project, but there is needed 

more new approach”. 

“The next step would eventually be to have more men involved in our projects, to contrast the ghettoization of 

women”. 

Internal diversity 

“Internal diversity is the biggest challenge, in terms of different ages, positions, social status. Also academic 

backgrounds are varied and therefore make it more difficult to Taylor arguments in favour of gender equality, and 

this despite a strong support from all levels of University management”. 

Strategies to address challenges_ the added value of an insider view and top knowledgeable leaders’ support 

Not all interviewees have related their challenge descriptions to specific strategies into this sections of the 

interviews, but the two who have explicitly done so have spotlighted what we could summarize as the added 
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value of steering the process with a careful and balanced involvement of the right stakeholders requiring an 

insider view and the necessary support of top level professors with high internal reputation. 

What is needed is to know the organization well and to orchestrate the process by activating the right persons 

on the right issues, so to activate stakeholders without extenuating them. If you involve everybody on all issues 

than you will miss them all, you disperse energies. 

Overall, in these processes is very important to be an insider and know the organization very well but also have a 

position, possibly having a full professor as driver, with also membership in National level Boards, for this I could 

be listened by the top decision makers at the University, which cannot really happen if you have lower positions,  

while I see that in several projects there are post –docs or people who are not even employed or just for the 

project duration. 

Tension between researching & implementing structural change  

Finally, one specific challenge which emerged in 2 cases is worthwhile reporting: it could be summarized as a 

tension between research on structural change and the implementation side of these policies. As there’s 

certainly  a need for gender expertise  to sustain gender equality change processes, it is not by chance that 

several RPOs had and still have Gender Studies Centre or Research Units as main institutional owners of their 

GEPs (see also paragraph 3.4.6 Sustainability and Resources ). This is not always necessary as competence can 

be borrowed by expert partners as it is often the case in many EU funded projects and/or gradually developed 

by researchers or administrative staff with different backgrounds. Which are the implications of having gender 

scholars as main implementers of gender equality policies at RPOs? 

The issue is relevant, and challenging under two particular aspects: 

On one side, within scarcely funded policies, having  scholars involved who can have gender structural change 

as part of their research subjects allows to leverage additional and non (entirely) funded extra work as 

potential publications can motivate efforts spent on the subject by researchers who can benefit from them in 

their career. 

It will really depend a lot on the individual people involved in the process: there’s a need to recognize the work 

which is done on gender equality and recognize it as real work  beyond voluntary pro bono commitment. This 

recognition has to come from the Management and this would mean for us Institutionalize the Commission. For 

us it is a way easier as sociologists and psychologists as these topics involve directly our scientific research as well 

and we publish on these topics, and we manage to involve several students contributing, so to be honest I 

wouldn’t say it is entirely voluntary work, it is complicated involvement although all the organizational work is 

not. 

On the other side, researchers with specific gender expertise who undertake this type of projects/activities 

might find more useful to have hard sciences departments as implementation sites, in order not to get trapped 

into theoretical debates but ending up to delivering  more on the practical side of organizing events, trainings 

and meetings often at the expenses of their research and publication productivity as such. 

 We always used an action research perspective: we followed the advice of Alice Hogan and adapted our 

strategies to contingencies and to actions that you sense and experience along the way: they are more likely to 

have an impact and work.  

If we look at actions we implemented, there’s one thing to be said: they were extremely time consuming with 

negative impact on careers of the involved researchers. It was really hard to pursue structural changes and at the 

same time to continue doing research and publications. Keeping the Department of Social Sciences out of Stages 

in terms of implementation was a deliberate choice in order not to have too much high level sociological scientific 

expertise and theoretical debate on the issues at stake and  to privilege a pragmatic approach which is so much 

easier with hard scientists who are not interested in developing their own theories on the subject. They were also 

much more available to give us visibility as this was not hindering their own academic profiles. Priority was to 

achieve change more than studying change processes.  The trade off of this positive alliance with hard scientists 

is that finally all the organizational and logistic aspects were entirely on our shoulders. 
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Resistances, and how to overcome them 

This is one of the most delicate issues as gender mainstreaming policies can always be described as sites of 

productive tensions (Walby, 2005), like it is often the case for policies which are aiming at achieving changing 

and imply a certain degree of conflict and resistance from those willing to maintain the status quo. 

The work of Lombardo and Mergaert has offered a comprehensive classification of resistances in gender 

mainstreaming processes along three main axis: implicit/explicit; individual/institutional; gender 

specific/general which we have found well reflected across our interviews (Lombardo & Mergaert, 2013). 

Great emphasis has been put by most of our respondents on individual/explicit and gender related  

resistances. 

Nevertheless, one examples of generic resistance was also made, which could be described as resistance to 

critical discourse and change: 

Someone labelled us as “those people who like to criticize everything” and took our discourse a direct personal 

critique to their own research work. This is sensitive, really, in particular when we dealt with gender and research 

issues. 

Some have stressed that there was no real resistance but rather influence of gender stereotypes although in 

most cases these type of answer came from institutions being at their preliminary or initial stage of 

implementation and this might have an impact in that sense. 

One respondent referred to implicit resistance as due to specific cultural elements where opposition has a 

negative connotation and another interviewee pointed at implicit resistance  she met as a consequence of 

using a strongly consensus oriented strategy precisely to avoid conflict. 

Sites of resistance: crosscutting gender, generation, type of employment and position, political orientation- 

interest  

From the good practices we collected in on our study, it was clear that respondents tried to identify some 

patterns in their experience and main sources of resistance but in most cases they seemed to be aware of how 

much individually based resistance to gender equality is: in a similar way, a recurring argument in most of the 

interviews was indeed the ‘individual’ factor also in terms of constructive support to gender equality change 

stressed well beyond the last question of the interview. 

Gender, age, type of job and position were referred to as main variables. Their academic- scientific research 

professional identities are found to make people prone to think they are immune from bias. 

“Resistance is coming from men and women at same level. The fact we have men who support is very important 

factor. It is also resistance from HR Departments, there are professors from older generations but also very young 

professors can be resistant as well. To this point having a top down approach is useful”.. 

“Resistance is always individually based, across gender and roles. You can have women who think they are very 

supportive of gender equality but when it comes to concrete actions they are not, they might lack knowledge . 

You could have administrators and bureaucrats who are supportive, have learned how things go by life 

experiences”.  

“Academic staff are among the most resistant groups, neither on positive actions and women representation or 

on discriminations. The average professor feels free from biases, they don’t want to even listen if you refer to 

gender quotas”. 

Interests related to staff position are also mentioned, recalling long time debated conflicting perspectives of 

class and gender (Scott, 1986) both with regards to members of Trade Unions among employees and some 

top managers who seem to be attracted by academic internationalization policies much more than gender 

equality. 
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“I have already mentioned Trade Unions, they care about minimal wage raise for all already employed workers 

and don’t care about the precarious ones…and then there’s a “Gotha” of top managers and leaders who have 

totally different interests. Many of them only care of relations with Chinese Universities … which is fine but just 

not the most equal rights oriented environment.  

“I guess it was also a generational issue as he was very old, he is now retired and luckily he cannot influence any 

longer. There will be soon an intergenerational impact as things are changing in terms of more equally shared 

care responsibilities in couples”. 

Three respondents pointed at women and two of them at senior academic women as the most resistant 

subjects in their experience. Their accounts are recalling studies which have identified a so called  “queen bee 

phenomenon” where women in top positions within male-dominated organizations can end up to distance 

themselves from more junior women therefore in a way being not supportive towards gender equality or 

reinforcing gender inequalities in their work place (Derks, Van Laar & Ellemers, 2011). 

“Resistance was that senior women academics were a bit threatened by these younger women organizing 

themselves they were hostile to us in the beginning and it was not encouraging at all. What we consciously did 

to overcome this was to make the very junior women in their 20s the network as chairs and secretaries of the 

women’s board and contact the senior academics and this finally worked and they started to support us and 

joined our meetings and invited us to their meetings”.  

“We only encountered minor resistance from senior female academics (in particular regarding the replacement 

fund), stating that they “had made career without ‘supporting’ measures”. 

“Many resistances come from women. We have three female Directors in three different Departments and they 

were all opposing our suggestion to use the feminine declination of their job position. Same for female students 

at the faculty of engineering. We experienced that gender stereotypes are sometimes deeply rooted in women”. 

Cultural elements were also mentioned as impacting on resistances being a taboo. 

“Is part of our national culture not to discuss resistances overtly, it is seen as negative”.  

Different discursive structures of the arguments are brought as examples of resistance within the ILO Gender 

Audit Train the trainers workshops 7 : trivializing, denial, inversion, dilution, selection, subversion, 

compartmentalization, tokenism, shelving, lip service, investigation. 

In the collected interviews, one of the most commonly reported forms of resistances has been ‘politically 

correctness’ intended also as ‘lip service’ or formal agreement not followed by concrete availability to offer 

support, which were also the most typical forms of implicit resistance. 

“Challenges and resistances in our country  have mostly to do with politically correctness: it is not possible to 

disagree and state you are against gender equality or do not acknowledge this is  problem”.   

“We also met lack of Interest and lack of time in people who initially committed to support the process while most 

of the time we got support from male colleagues although often only for politically correctness”. 

Denial, trivialization & naturalization seem to constitute the prevailing resistance modes: gender equality is not 

perceived to be a problem any longer or it is not the case at one’s own university/committee or group (denial), 

it is not a priority or doesn’t have importance, it’s a trendy topic; sexist jokes are made to feature the main 

gender equality spoke persons (trivialization), or the status quo is due to different choices men and women 

‘naturally’ do (naturalization): 

In terms of resistance some people made jokes and didn’t want to participate and spend time on the project 

making statements such as ‘we have real problems to deal with’ so to diminish the importance of what we were 

doing. Many of them were women”. 

                                                           
7 See the on line Presentation: “Type of resistances and Strategies” 
https://ecampus.itcilo.org/pluginfile.php/25084/course/section/3468/S4_4%201%20%20types%20of%20resistance.p
df 
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“ ‘This doesn’t matter’; ‘we have already dealt with this’. They can manifest this in similar ways although the 

arguments are different”.  

 

“We didn’t meet any resistances, but rather gender stereotypes, among the most common ones: 

‘Girls and boys have different preferred disciplines’; ‘The topic is not that urgent’”. 

 

“Resistances we met them, sure, denial and sentences like ‘they are all women in this Committee/Panel’  or  for 

example when we tried to have the gender course accredited, one female professor told us this was something 

similar to fashion, or a non scientific -trendy topic”. 

“An example of resistance: an important influential man stating in a conversation “don’t mention anything 

against gender equality as otherwise she will come and beat you with a sweep!’ ”. 

“On the other side he was supportive but for him it was a pain, something he had to comply with although against 

his own will. It’s a double flow, there’s the official side, but also the other one”. 

“It is the typical resistance to gender equality: naturalization of the problem, not seeing it as a priority, don’t see 

the benefit of this type of policies if it is really good for the organization, being considered as a secondary issue 

and this is the most difficult part to my view. It can happen that you meet people who say no we are against it 

and this is non-sense, but more common is to have people whom after the workshops or trainings they come to 

you and say ‘yes, I never thought about these issues, now I can understand, it is important’ but then finally the 

don’t prioritize them”. 

Only one interviewee mentioned they met no resistances at all, due to their GEP being enforced by national 

policies. 

“Our action is strictly connected to overall top down legislation and provisions. Since the 1999 law on gender 

equality was titled “for the advancement of women” the Gender Equality Officer experienced some 

communication problems and reactions like “now we have to do these things for women” as if gender equality 

was for women only, but this was really more of a communication problem than real resistance. The whole 

discourse improved a lot with the Gender Equality Standards by DFG and their change of approach dealing with 

the underrepresentation of women; but since 1999 there was never any real room for resistances as it was due 

by law. We didn’t experience any real resistance. The deans were positive on the proposed measures and the 

members of the sounding board were very enthusiastic about the fact that  University wanted to address work-

life issues in general and gender issues in particular”.  

Strategies to tackle resistances  

Continued Raising awareness  

  “Our HR strategist has been the driving force along the process but you still need to train people, but it was a 

good start. It’s the same at the Department level: they are interested, they are already creating their own activity 

to work on gender related but still more awareness raising is needed”. 

Keep a positive – consensual approach 

“There were a lot of cultural, emotional aspects behind all discussions, we tried to address this also through 

different media, films and more in general by using a collaborative approach and an understanding attitude”. 

“We had no resistances at all: our officer always had a positive and constructive collaboration approach to 

support Faculties with implementing their gender policies”. 

Be patient and aware: it is a long process  

“But we continued, we did even more activities than we planned. Those who were resistant we invited them to 

discuss and to explain their arguments”. 

“We have the impression that things are really changing but it takes a lot of time”. 

Use multiple arguments, adapt them to the type of resistance and the type of audience  
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“We tried to keep a positive approach, focusing on benefits advantages, but also using the human rights/justice  

language as well. We experienced how effective it is to base activities on raising awareness to overcome 

resistances”. 

“In my faculty the second type of statement is very strong (downsizing- editor’s note), you have to adapt your 

arguments to the specific type of resistance you deal with”. 

Show the benefits of equality, highlight the negative impacts of inequalities 

“Main challenge is the lack of awareness, we need to work on this to help people to realize the negative impacts of 

gender inequalities on organizations but also on their own lives”.  

“Arguments we used to tackle these stereotypes were pointing at benefits from gender equality and the importance 

of attracting more girls. We took every opportunity to discuss and raise gender issues, starting from sports event. 

Our Lab on psychological and social studies also released some reports on gender stereotypes and their impacts on 

education which we disseminated”. 

“Our Rectorate’s premise for the advancement of the University  is to attract the “best heads,” the most qualified 

people to study and work at our institution. Hence the tone set by the university’s leadership is that we cannot 

afford to ignore women”. 

 

 

Strategically hide gender on certain occasions  

“A strategy we used was not to display gender as such in titles just to raise curiosity and motivation ; we titled 

one mentoring session like How to survive after a PhD without any specific reference to gender, but then raised 

gender issues throughout the session and it was very successful. We know that if we say gender and mentoring 

this wouldn’t attract that many people, so…” 

Leverage on the personal level  

“Personal level is very important to overcome resistances, involving people and let them talk and share their 

experiences discriminations or work life balance problems from their own lives, like our”. 

Connect with what is there already and make use of unused resources 

“The project and available resources gave us the opportunity to implement more actions, expanding what was 

going on. Also in order to overcome resistances it was important for us to link to what was already in place, to 

join forces with the Teaching and Learning Centre as in the project  we were supposed to work on integrating 

gender into research and teaching; we linked with the Equal Opportunity Committee as well. The project allowed 

to implement and to move the policies from being unused desk products to make them alive; it also allowed us 

to connect Units, enhance internal collaboration,  create a legitimate platform strengthening commitment from 

the University to bring about change. It gave a very good input to what was being  a passive lip service work”. 

As from the quotes reported above, ‘economic benefits’ arguments are considered as useful means to react 

and tackle resistances to gender equality as they resonate with the request from leaders and managers of 

achieving increased quality and productivity. This has been one of the hottest and most contested topics in 

the debate on gender and political studies (Elomaki, 2005; Ronnblom, 2004 & 2009), often contested for 

ending up hindering the transformativity of gender equality policies. 

Among our respondents only one main critical view was expressed about the use of the economic benefit It 

was highlighted how in practice the use of this argument to legitimize gender equality policies needs to be 

supported by scientific proof of evidence in order to be effective, and it is therefore exposed to generate 

further resistances if not sustained by facts & figures in an appropriate way:  

“I thought a lot about the economic benefit argument, I see it can be useful to stress how women’s employment 

can sustain the social security system or overall their participation in active life can benefit organization of society 

as a whole, but it has to be extremely well prepared and well sustained as an argument with accompanying 
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figures as people from the management side in particular could counter argue and you need to dominate the 

issue quite well otherwise it could generate further resistances”. 
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4 Conclusions  
 

At the beginning of this study we identified some key dimensions to define a Gender Equality Plan 

implementation process as a good practice in structural change for gender equality: our 19 interviews 

confirmed that most of the highlighted criteria are meaningful and perceived as such by respondents in 

framing quality and potential  impact of Gender Equality Plans. It might be worth repeating how our goal was 

not to achieve an objective impact evaluation of the good practices participating to our study but, more 

limitedly, to collect perceptions and self reflections of subjects directly involved into GEPs implementation 

about their own strategies and achievements.   

We have been aiming at improving our  understanding of the  conditions under which Gender Equality Plans 

can prove to have an added value as systematic and comprehensive policies in promoting structural change if 

compared with specific interventions or actions addressing particular inequality areas. Within the limitations 

of this study, we had the opportunity to start exploring this encompassing research question, and got a 

confirmation from the field that Gender Equality Plans can be effective in catalyzing interest and commitment 

from Research Performing Organizations as a suitable  strategy to go beyond single one-time actions to 

promote gender equality. 

More in details, one main take-away from interviews is that  GEPs can be put in place as merely  formalistic lip 

services to comply with existing regulations especially in cases where they are proposed as binding measures 

that Universities have to adopt  but adequate funding for implementation is missing.  

National policy frameworks and regulations where GEPs are required and linked to incentives/funds as well as 

to human resources and staff allocation to support GEPs implementation seem to constitute the optimal 

scenario to establish and sustain consistent structural change processes. Still, also in these cases 

implementation is often be uneven and works better in certain specific departments/faculties more than 

others, depending on contexts and decision makers support. 

Strong motivation and active commitment from  core groups of researchers, employees active in Gender 

Equality Bodies, as well as gender experts can represent a crucial factor enabling to attract further resources, 

such as National, Regional or EU funding to support GEPs implementation: several of the good practices we 

identified and interviewed have benefited from this, leveraging on the networking capacities of the involved 

subjects.  

Gender Equality machineries and bodies can be crucial players in these domains but not necessarily have a 

triggering role in pushing the  structural change process forward as they might find themselves stuck into 

contradictions such as formal approval of GEPs on one side and lack of substantial backing and concrete 

endorsement from the organization on the other. 

Structural change processes are acknowledged to be in great  need of problem owners and committed actors 

and mostly from the management levels: the quest for a top down support and approach in policy 

implementation is clearly emerging with a common understanding of what it should all be about: support from 

the Rectorate, Council, Head of Departments and Administrative (mainly HR) managers leading in the best 

case to  integrating GEPs and Gender equality Actions in Strategic Plans of the University and official 

Recruitment procedures. Instead, the added value of a  bottom up strategy which for the EQUAL-IST project 

is a priority, was found to have a much more blurred meaning: it is seen as raising internal awareness and 

consensus building, involving Faculties and Departments as opposed to a centralized strategy only, to engage 

young and non permanent researchers and/or students in order to connect GEPs  as much as possible with 

real needs of the academic community. In this scenario, a formalized participatory and co-design process such 

as the one foreseen by EQUAL-IST is confirmed to be innovative.  
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The so called dual –triple track approach to gender equality policies made of equal opportunities strategies, 

affirmative –positive actions and gender mainstreaming is still considered as the most adequate strategy at 

EU level and in the literature on this topic: it also seems to feature most of the practices which were 

interviewed in our study. Resistances towards quotas perceived as inadequate measures was also mentioned 

by several RPOs with reference to academic and research cultures where meritocracy and evaluation of 

research quality are taken as objective criteria and their gendered, non neutral construction is ignored. Still, 

in several  cases the setting up of targets – soft quotas for the under represented sex seems to meet consensus  

and be an effective tool in several of the cases we involved in our research.  

Intersectionality was found to be more controversial according to the opinions expressed by our respondents: 

the majority of respondents defined intersectionality as an added value for gender equality policies increasing 

its legitimacy (with reference to ethnicity, age, disability and LGBT identities), although some theory vs practice 

implementation concerns and several of the challenges already highlighted by the literature on this subject 

were spotlighted during our conversations. According to some others the approach is either  not relevant, risks 

to disempower gender policies in favor of more blurred diversity measures, or is subject to meet internal 

resistance.  

Overall and in terms of the challenges met in promoting structural change through GEPs,  sustainability and 

continuity in time is identified by most respondents as the biggest hurdle. There is a widespread awareness 

that change is uneven, discontinuous  and slow as well as  strongly subject to backlashes,  even if it is pursued 

by way of a systematic approach through Gender Equality Plans. As anticipated, lack of sufficient human and 

financial resources is a big issue in many cases, that RPOs strive to face by making use of pro-bono work and, 

as said, external funding. Active engagement of gender researchers who can therefore take implementation 

as their own research subject and invest in it for their academic career in absence of dedicated resources is 

also a pattern in use, although research and policy implementation objectives are different and are likely to 

collide at one point or another.  

Resistances are acknowledged as to be met at several levels and across gender, age, employment sectors and 

career ladder’s steps 

The interviews report which we collected are actually mirroring the tensions among different discursive 

frameworks and arguments used to promote gender equality which have been subject of a wide number of 

studies in political sciences in the latest decades: strategies to tackle resistances are either more apt at 

consensus building and adaptation to existing mainstream rhetoric’s (the benefits of gender equality for 

academic productivity and excellence, and internationalization as main examples mentioned) or at struggling 

to highlight contradictions between recent research and higher education policy developments and gender 

equality. In both cases change is generated from the dynamic between dealing with existing power structures 

and achieving support from within and continuing to pushing the boundaries  

A final mention could be worth making of the great variety of actions, measures and projects which are 

comprised under Gender Equality Plans, whereas few main concluding notes could be brought to the 

attention:  
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• Internal assessments and audits turn out to be more than preparatory research to feed into gender 

equality plans design and monitoring their implementation: they can  become actions planned and 

included in the GEPs and  availability of gender disaggregated data is always crucial. 

• The trend is  to have work life balance as a preferred topic in GEPs implementation and perceived as 

an easier topic to be addressed also at initial stages of structural change processes, varying from 

directly offering child care services or facilitated access to them, to promoting parental leave use, 

supporting research trips to parents or revising researchers’ mobility schemes.  

• Strategies and actions to address under-representation of women in academic and research 

leadership position seem to focus on the so called demand side and the use of soft quotas or targets 

is widespread and considered as effective, jointly with reframing recruitment guidelines and 

procedures to make them more gender sensitive. 

• Gender in research content and teaching, services to students and institutional communication are 

the areas where most likely the focus on IST and ICT which is tested in EQUAL-IST could express its 

peculiarities: gender as a variable in ICT and IST design is still under explored as a topic, while initiatives 

to attract female students in informatics and information systems studies also by way of gender 

sensitive institutional communication are definitely found as more common. 
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6 Annexes- Read the full interviews reports 

6.1 Lulea Technical University (SE) 
Context 

Luleå University of Technology (LTU) with 1 700 employees and 19 000 students is the northernmost technical 

university in Sweden and Scandinavia with campuses in four Swedish towns. LTU is situated in the least 

populated area in Europe, the distance between the campuses most far away from each other is 550 km. LTU’s 

strength is its leading-edge research with close ties to industry and 60% external funding. LTU’s 20% funding 

from companies is standing out among the universities in Sweden. LTU has extensive research and education 

in engineering combined with selected areas of humanities and social sciences. Mining engineering, metallurgy 

and ICT are examples of the leading research. Only 17% of LTU’s professors are women despite of a long 

tradition of gender equality initiatives and interventions at the university. 

  The internal and external stakeholders are involved as partners rather than objects of monitoring and 

evaluation, to enable interaction between the LTU team and stakeholders and to promote joint learning 

processes. The aim is to understand stakeholders’ needs and drivers and to inspire stakeholders to promote a 

more gender-aware environment and structures in research, innovation and decision-making bodies as well 

as to promote sustainable change. We see stakeholder participation and promotion of the ownership of a 

change process as key success factors. Based on our experiences from previous initiatives, external 

stakeholders and external attention open valuable doors to internal collaboration as well. 

 We built on a very long tradition on gender equality started in the 1980s already.  A Central Equality Plan was 

in place at the beginning of the project but was not really implemented.  

Areas of Intervention of the GEP 

As crosscutting goals, LTU aimed at: 

• Mainstreaming of gender in ICT in innovation systems and decision making bodies 

• Support and collaboration with LTU’s ongoing initiatives 

• Further development of tools and methods 

Focus areas of the GEP is the Department of Computer Science, Electrical and Space Engineering as initiator 

of the project. The GEP was designed and delivered in close collaboration with internal and external 

stakeholders. 
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• Innovation Systems 

Access to strategic networks and innovation systems is crucial to career development and 

opportunities for both women and men. On school level staff of Centre for Distance-spanning 

Technology (CDT) are our “change agents” with aim to embed gender equality and diversity in ICT and 

ICT innovation systems in close collaboration with local, national and international stakeholders. CDT 

is a research, design and innovation joint venture with 150 national and international partners and 

can make a difference not only at the university but in a wider context. CDT’s extensive network covers 

private and public sectors, multinational enterprises and SMEs as well as academia and non-profit 

organisations. 

• Recruitment and promotion 

University's Human Resources (HR) department implements a gender-aware and sustainable 

recruitment process with support of the Genovate LTU team. The HR utilizes results of a previous 

gender research project “Gender-aware and Sustainable Recruitment”. HR has improved recruitment 

and promotion guidelines and support documents based on a perspective of equality, diversity and 

cooperation. HR has also established quality assurance and follow-up systems with the university 

appointment and recruitment committees to promote structural and sustainable change. The support 

from the Genovate LTU team includes regular meetings with a HR specialist, contribution to the 

university's central equal opportunities plan, delivery of training sessions as well as benchmarking and 

spreading activities together with HR staff in local, national and international workshops, conferences 

and the university's website. On school level the Genovate LTU team uses the School of Computer 

Science, Electrical and Space Engineering with 170 employees as a test-bed for implementation. 

Outcomes form a project on Gender sensitive recruitment practices which was just concluded when Genovate 

was initiated, so that results could be exploited in Genovate as well. 

 Leadership Issues:  

The glass ceiling issue was addressed by integrating a gender perspective into recruitment protocols, also with 

regard to full professorship recruitment (see below for results- impact). 

Gender Mainstreaming/Positive Actions 

As we have been working on these issues since the ‘80s we have left those type of actions. Positive actions 

and quotas are considered as something that is not any longer useful in our context. Using quotas would imply 

identifying women as a problem while we prefer to base our strategy on the ‘quality’ argument, therefore, as 

a mean to improve our field and making it more attractive to more women. 

Still, women are not equal yet, we have tried to improve here at the ICT Department. At some workshops it 

can happen there are more women than men, but still the issue it is not solved and we don’t want to address 

it only as something related to women’s under representation as it is about both men and women.  

Bottom Up/Top Down Approach 

The gender-balanced LTU Advisory Board is one of our tools to promote structural change at the university. 

The board members are selected because of their ability to create legitimacy and ensure the involvement of 

LTU’s management in promotion of gender-aware structures of the university. We also tried to have a gender 

balanced board. The high-level members of the board (“change agents”) are: 

-          Pro-Vice-chancellor (F) 

-          Dean of Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences (F) 

-          Scientific Director for Enabling ICT (M) 

-          Head of School of Computer Science, Electrical and Space Engineering (M) 

-          Former CDT CEO (M)  
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-          Sogeti Site Manager (W) 

-          Director of Regional Growth, Luleå Municipality (W) and 

-          New CEO of Centre for Distance-spanning Technology with industry background (M) 

 They met 8 times over 4 years  

The Genovate LTU team itself is based on collaboration between ICT experts and professionals from CDT, 

Centre for Distance-spanning Technology (“change agents”) and gender researchers and experts from Human 

Work Science. The team is designed to achieve maximum effect and output when contributing to sustainable 

change of culture and structures of the university.  The faculty of Natural Sciences and Technology is engaged 

in the project through the Dean who is a member of the Genovate LTU core team. 

For us Starting from the Department level gave a bottom up feature to the project. 

The need to attract more women to Professorships was strongly needed at the broader University level too. 

As a Department level we also aimed at increasing the number of female researchers.  

We tried to find the key players for the GEAP. Besides involving gender researchers, we picked people in a way 

to benefit the GEAP; as an example, the senior researcher on the Gender sensitive recruitment practices was 

also Dean of one of our biggest Faculties. In the application phase it was me taking the initiative in joining 

Genovate application and I tried to identify the key players since the very beginning, finding the perfect match 

head of CDT and the  Chairman of the board of the faculty of natural sciences and technology (also principal 

scientist in the project on gendered recruitment) together with me we were the Genovate Core Team. 

About the relation between the Faculty/Department and whole University Level: we started from our 

Department (170 employed people) as it is a highly male dominated environment. Since the beginning, the 

team foreseen collaboration between CDT and Human Work Sciences as well as the Natural Sciences and 

Technology Faculty. All activities on embedding gender into recruitment policies and practices were referred 

to the entire staff of the University. 

We have 6 Departments at our University. We decided to start from the Computer Sciences, Electrical Space 

Engineering as we have so few women here, but our work and methodology could be used by the Department 

of Education to change their own opposite gender imbalances, where they have much more women than men. 

When we looked at professorships in Education and Health we realized that full professorships were also 

mainly took by men, by the way. 

Intersectionality 

We tried to look not only to gender but also to age and ethnicity. Our strategy was that we proposed HR 

department to use our gender sensitive methods applying it to age and ethnicity when they were trying to 

attract younger people or people from minorities. We understood that we wouldn’t be able to address all the 

intersectional differences. Still gender was our main focus. 

 

Impact 

Transformation was generated by the Genovate project but also due to other running projects. 

1. Women professors at university level increased from 17% to 22% (2012-2015) 

2. Women in scientific positions at Computer Science, Electrical and Space Engineering Dept. (170 employees) 

increased from 11% to 21% (2013-2016) 

3. Integration of gender in 25 funding applications within ICT field 

4. Implementation of gender dimension in five research and innovation projects within ICT field, ongoing 
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5. A gender course module in the EARMA (European Association of Research Managers and Administrators) 

certificate programme for research managers, the programme is up and running 

6. Genovate Toolkit (eBook) developed together with the Genovate Consortium and stakeholders 

We can’t take the credit for all these good results as there were several other interventions at the same time. 

The GEAP was actually including collaboration with existing initiatives. 

Changes in Recruitment Procedures: when we decided to be part of Genovate we decided to start 

implementation from day one, differently than other partners who needed some preparatory work,. Our 

intention was to be very hands on, not writing a lot of documents but being very concrete in embedding gender 

into procedures and structures. Concerning HR dept., they were already interviewed into the previous project 

and we already had the baseline and there were already instructions and recommendations. 20 years ago we 

had 0% women professors, now we are 22%. 

What they did was that they actually re-.wrote their strategies and instructions to embed a gender perspective 

and established a follow up system and have meetings with the university appointment and recruitment 

committees. They went through everything, every single document. Our Department Head was taking part to 

the process, to implement these things also at the Department level. 

When we were looking for a full professorship –chaired professorship here at the Department  the recruitment 

team included both men and women, we went through the recruitment advertisement and the Head of 

Department  gave good instructions to the Head Hunting Agency to make efforts to find women candidates. 

The approach was really to start from the need of the Department, my own position into this Department as 

project leader was crucial, as you need a place to implement things which would not be possible in other 

Departments. We didn’t succeed with students because we didn’t have a facilitator at that specific service, 

while as I said here it is my own environment. 

I think it could be transferred and used by other universities in Sweden with similar challenges and a similar 

baseline, not for Universities with less background. 

GEAP was not approved by Senate or other formal approval process. We didn’t need any more written formal 

documents as we already have all the state regulations in place whom the University is complying with. We 

needed to have hands on activities instead. In our countries there are not so many people who would say no 

to a gender equal society, but there are less who are interested into knowing concretely how to achieve it, 

and few who actually knows about it. 

At Lulea University when we started we had an Equality Plan in place already, but still there were not so many 

concrete things happening based on that document. While in the last year during the project so many things 

happened:  a national action has just started to coordinate universities in order to mainstream gender into 

research, covering all Swedish universities and colleges.  

It’s not that was our direct impact but we, among other universities, were invited at experts’ dialogue. The 

Ministry for Research has allocated resources to Goteborg University to coordinate all actions to mainstream 

gender in research in the country.  

In terms of integrating gender into research, some of our funding agencies (Swedish Research Councils and 

EU) require gender to be integrated into research therefore it didn’t take a lot of time for us to have many 

colleagues coming and asking us to support and coach them in preparing their research funding applications. 

This proved to be even more effective than organizing seminars or lectures on gender in research. 

Sustainability and Monitoring 

How to achieve sustainable change is a key challenge for our university.  We mean that stakeholder 

participation and promotion of the ownership of a change process are key success factors. To achieve 
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sustainable change of the culture and structures of the university we also need the legitimacy of the 

management. The involvement of the internal Advisory Board was crucial (all of them permanent roles)  

Monitoring of gender indicators is already part of routine from HR Department and it will be continued. 

When we started with Genovate the university also began collecting statistics on gender in HR at the 

Department Level with the goal of the increasing women’s  academic presence 

Resources  

Beside the Genovate resources, The HR Department allocated some strategic resources to promote hiring of 

women researchers at the University level from under represented groups, when and if they find the money 

to employ some people and when a female talent is found. Actually this measure was formulated to target 

under represented groups, not women in particular. It was last year, 10 of the already hired researchers who 

were approved money to go to full professorship they were 9 women out of 10 people. They were given money 

– internal grants to make research and so they will be full professors in a few years 

National Regulations  

A national level initiative to mainstream gender in all Universities has been established last year. 

In the autumn of 2015, the University of Gothenburg launched a 4-year programme to gender mainstream its 

operations. The Swedish Secretariat for Gender Research provided support during the initial stages of the 

programme. The Swedish government is investing 2,5 million euros in making the country’s higher education 

sector gender equal. On 16th April 2016 a nation wide -four years  programme was launched: thirty-three 

universities and university colleges will receive gender mainstreaming support from the Swedish Secretariat 

for Gender Research. Ylva Fältholm and Paula Wennberg were invited to an expert dialogue on February 9, 

2016 in Stockholm organised by the Swedish Secretariat for Gender Research to discuss which challenges the 

programme should focus on when mainstreaming gender in the Swedish Higher Education. Investing 

resources (2,5 mln for a 9,5 mln population country) and providing technical support to Universities to 

mainstream gender equality across their core activities – research, education and outreach – and there must 

also be a clear connection to their control and management systems. This is seen as a necessary work to ensure 

Swedish Universities' global competitiveness and quality. Tech Faculties at the forefronts of most pilots 

(Gothenburg and Chalmers University). 

6.2 Siauliai University (LT) 
Areas of Intervention of the GEPs 

The GEP was designed and implemented within the INTEGER project, which got a strong support from the top 

management since the beginning and building on a strong competence and prestige gained by the University 

and its  Centre for Gender Studies already since the 90s , thanks to many national and EU projects but also by 

setting up of a Child Care Centre at the University Library (for students and staff members), consultation 

services, distance learning infrastructure and study course modules for the students and lecturers having 

families.   

In the INTEGER project 4 main topics of areas of interventions were covered: 

• Engagement of decision makers (mostly University Senate and Rector; less the University Board 

because the election regulations were changed at national level) 

• Career Progression 

• Organizational Structures 

• Work life Balance  

Target of all actions were researchers and academics from 2 Faculties: Mathematics & Informatics and 

Technology Faculties. The actions have been organized so to mainstream gender following the academic life 
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cycle and across main institutional activities. The main point was to think, identify essential gender equality 

problems at University and design GEP with respect to our own relevant activities, without copying from other 

countries GEPs’ actions. 

We have established and funded grants to support career advancement of researchers with kids (both men 

and women) to allow them to attend conferences, to write and translate scientific articles, partly to cover 

expenses on the defence dissertations’, etc.   

 The most successful action was related to the elections of the Rector and University Board where plans have 

been pursued to find a suitable number of candidates. 

Council Election Tactics and Strategy8 

The Project INTEGER has taken on a pioneering role at SU and in Lithuania as a whole as regards institutional 

transformation for bringing about gender equality in higher education institution. In 2010 no one woman was 

elected to the Council of SU which consists of 11 members. Referring to the Law on Higher Education and 

Research (2009) the Council of a state university is one of the main collegial management bodies. Council 

approves the institution's vision and mission, a strategic action plan; set the procedure of management, use 

and disposal of funds of University. Within the frame of the INTEGER project, SU has designed and piloted 

University Council Election Campaign Tactics and Strategy for the top decision making body elections. It aimed 

at increasing the gender balance at top-tier decision making levels and promoting women candidates. The 

timing for this initiative was convenient and integral due to circumstances of an upcoming election. The 

election campaign of project INTEGER was coordinated by the GSC and the Implementation team. This was 

done via active candidate search and recruitment, planning, consultations with legal officers and dissemination 

actions. According to the collected data on gendered composition of the Council in 2010, no one woman 

among the total 11 members was elected to the Council of SU. The Law on Higher Education and Research 

(2009) identifies that the Council of a state university is one of the main collegial (corporate) management 

bodies. The University Council approves the institution's vision and mission, a strategic action plan; set the 

procedure of management, use and disposal of funds. The law of Equal Opportunities of Women and Men is 

a general legal norm in SU, however, quota for more balanced representation of women in decision making 

bodies is hardly possible. Thus, till present there is no any legal document to oblige introducing quota system 

for gender-balanced representation in decision making bodies of an institution. Therefore it is hardly possible 

to apply quota system in local university or RPO documents. 

Though women have very high professional capacities, their representation in higher academic and 

management positions is limited due to persisting stereotypes, prejudices and masculine academic culture. 

SU decided to draft a strategy for the purpose of increasing of women’s representation in decision-making 

bodies. The strategy integrated a thorough planning in each elections’ phase: selection of right candidates, 

lobbying and support for women candidates. Purpose of the initiative was to increase women’s representation 

in 2014 SU Council election in average reaching critical mass (up to 25%). Actions taken to increase women 

representation: 1. Development of Siauliai University (SU) Council Election Tactics and Strategy Plan. 2. 

Informing the Rector and Chair of the Senate of the proactive participation of the project in the election, 

seeking women representation. 3. Drafting regulations related to Council election detailed analysis (Law of 

Studies and Science, SU Statute, election regulations and procedures). 4. Consultations with University lawyer 

about the possible ways of making representation of women in the Council’s election more fluent. 

                                                           
8 The Strategy was actually presented and named as the Integer GEP. The whole process was described during 
interview and as a final description to be included in the report, our interviewee finally suggested to use the 
description from the EIGE website referred to Siauliai as a good practice in Gender Structural Change in academia  
http://eige.europa.eu/gender-mainstreaming/good-practices/lithuania/council-election-strategy-siuliai-university-
council-election  
http://eige.europa.eu/gender-mainstreaming/tools-methods/gear/legislative-policy-backgrounds/lithuania 

http://eige.europa.eu/gender-mainstreaming/good-practices/lithuania/council-election-strategy-siuliai-university-council-election
http://eige.europa.eu/gender-mainstreaming/good-practices/lithuania/council-election-strategy-siuliai-university-council-election
http://eige.europa.eu/gender-mainstreaming/tools-methods/gear/legislative-policy-backgrounds/lithuania
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“The law of Equal opportunities of Women and Men is a general legal norm and the ŠU statute is designed on 

the basis of Science and Studies Law, where the representation in terms of gender is established. Therefore, 

while preparing the ŠU Council election regulation, the inclusion of more equal representation for women and 

men (quota) is impossible. While seeking women’s representation, the main intervention should be planned via 

election procedures: awareness raising, lobbying and support for women candidates.9” 

Looking for candidates: Search for women candidates within ŠU’s internal and external representatives 

 5. Participation in the preparation of the election regulations: providing suggestions and participating in 

discussions. 6. Search for women candidates from SU representatives, lobbying and recruitment according to 

criteria: 1) loyalty to the university; 2) preparation and willingness to implement gender equality at the 

university. Description of the candidates was provided in Moodle. 7. Writing a public letter to the Rector from 

the INTEGER SU manager reminding the employers’ duty to implement equal opportunities of women and 

men at the university. The letter was announced during the meeting at Rector’s office. 8. Meeting with the 

candidate and identifying the potential candidates who have experience in academic and management fields 

and expressed their motivation to run for the elections. This was necessary for ensuring the support from 

science community, stakeholders and students. 9. The regulations for the SU council composition were 

approved, where the 17.1 section was revised under recommendations of INTEGER project implementation 

team by making it more open for women candidates to participate in the elections. Under the revised section 

the requirement to have 10 years of experience in management and supervising was lowered to 5 years. This 

opened broader possibilities to women to become the candidates. 10. Design of individual election campaign 

to each of the candidates: different need to display their talents to work in the Council, construct professional 

decision making image; different publicity professional and communications elements. Each woman 

candidate’s strategy was discussed with the communications and marketing director of SU: SU public relations, 

dissemination on city and national media levels and means (videoconference in the local newspaper) website, 

university webpage, perhaps a format of discussion on the TV, an interview in regard to women representation 

and participation at the management of SU). Tactics – to position women candidates emphasizing their high 

professional capacities, active scientific work, internationality, credit, academic (professional) activity and 

family balance, personal qualities, development of units they have managed, etc. 11. Monitoring of the 

election process (inside and outside). 12. Awareness raising about the results of the elections to the University 

Council. Results: Step-by-step Guide reflected in Siauliai University Council Election Tactics and Strategy and 

academic impact of this social innovation was increased – women representation reached from 0 to 36% at 

University Council. Further research is necessary by testing certain types tactics and strategies by comparing 

their results brought by social innovation when implementing institutional change. 

Other actions 10 

Across sports activities women have been featured as well as during Christmas celebrations we awarded 

excellent female researchers. 

In terms of career progression the main activity encompassed establishment of grants to support researchers 

with kids (women and men) for travels and publications. 

For the entire project period we consulted the University Lawyer and we were striving to have gender 

embedded and mentioned in the University Strategic Plan  which was under definition, but the advise was not 

to duplicate national law on Science and Education which is already stating equal opportunities as a principle 

any universities have to comply with. 

Leadership Issues: our action and above mentioned Strategy was strongly focusing on the leadership issue and 

we managed to have an impact on the Council’s elections. In addition, an awareness raising course was 

                                                           
9 Quotation from the interview referred to this specific aspect. 
10 Next paragraphs are again from the interview. 
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organized and piloted in 2 seminars with a very innovative – non traditional methodology  and specifically 

designed for ICT people. It was very important to have internationally renown and very competent speakers, 

as this is crucial for gender training to be successful. 

Gender Mainstreaming/Positive Actions  

National legislation does not foresee positive actions. We have been addressing the National Ombudsperson 

to propose changes to the national legislation and include positive actions but this is still ongoing. Our measure 

on grants to support researchers had to address both men and women, otherwise it would be perceived as 

discriminatory. 

Bottom Up/Top Down approach 

Participation was not important for us, having the support of the managers was mostly important, as well as 

making them accountable “It’s your responsibility, I remind them all the time”. 

Expanding the scope of action from Faculty/Department to the University level was achieved through a new 

research project jointly between STEM and Social Sciences faculties. 

We kept participating regularly to Rectorate meeting and functioning as watchdogs for any new challenges 

and issues which will  emerge. We follow elections regularly and mobilize to find new candidates.  

Another link between Faculty and University level was ensured by Students’ associations which joined the 

project. 

Intersectionality 

We had some cases related to gender intersected with other discriminations, which we analysed; we  sent 

papers and reports to the Ombudsperson, but mostly we found it confusing to  mix these two different levels. 

Impact  

I would define our impact level as average (mediate), as these changes take time, minimum 10 years to show 

substantial results. But we started disseminating also at other Universities (Lithuania and EU countries), in local 

Šiauliai Municipality and exploring new areas in gender research such as urban planning and gender equality 

promotion on city level. 

Council Election Tactics and Strategy to increase women representation in 2014 SU Council election was 

selected as good practice case to promote gender equality in universities and research institutions. 

Sustainability and Monitoring  

About leadership issues, even after the end of INTEGER (June, 2015) we have been acting as watchdogs for 

ensuring a woman vice-rector could have the chance to be elected (we were successful and in 2016 April one 

woman became vice-rector; at the moment at University senior management 2 men and 1 woman are 

represented as critical mass). 

We still have an on going website www.projectinteger.lt  and continue communication activities on gender 

equality issues. 

We are integrating gender into the Trade Union Agreement related to all staff at the University, although this 

is still ongoing and there are changes in the national bargaining rules which will impact follow up activities at 

University. At the end of 2016 the GEP will be updated for the 2017-2020. 

We regularly monitored each activity during INTEGER also in terms of costs and we are still monitoring. 

Resources  
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The GEP has proved to be sustainable: we have a new research project approved on gender issues, we have 

researchers and PhD grants working on this; The website was kept; additional staff was hired at the Library to 

run the Childcare centre. There is obviously a different scale now, a more reduced one. 

Impact on National Regulations  

We managed to influence the Ministry for education and our project was mentioned in the Recommendations 

on Gender in Higher Education Institutions issued by the Ministry itself11. Also the national context and 

sustainability will be influenced by the new National Strategy on Higher Education under definition: the 2013 

version included gender equality.    

6.3 University of Padova (IT) 
Context 

The governance of equal opportunities at UNIPD has quite specific features: contrary to the most widespread 

model in Italy where CUG (Comitato Unico di Garanzia- Single Committee of Guarantee12) is composed of 

members from administrative, academic staff and students, at UNIPD we have different bodies. This is still 

allowed within Italian National Regulations and the University chose to have one Committee CUG only for 

administrative and technical staff, one Equal Opportunities Commission (only academic members and one 

Observatory, which was established within he GenderTime EU Project). The current PAP (Positive Actions Plan, 

which is mandatory in all public administration bodies)  2015-2017 is the first one after few years when there 

was a gap, although compulsory by law. The former PAP was in 2004 and then again in 2011. The current one 

covers the years 2015 -2017 but it was formally approved and adopted at the beginning of 2016. only. 

Areas of intervention of the GEP 

We designed it without a baseline of gender disaggregated data, and this is also why we decided to have 

Gendered Data Collection as the first and primary focus area of the PAP. It comprises overall 4 areas, therefore 

in addition to the Data Issue: 

• Working environment 

• Institutional communication  

• Work life balance 

We initially had the intention to deliver a Gender Budget and started to monitor working times and female 

presence in Top positions as well as mobbing.  We wanted to study career progression paths within scientific 

professions, also jointly with the Commission. The aim is integrating all available data, including surveys carried 

out by the Academic Evaluation Committee (Nucleo Valutazione di Ateneo) on well being  and work related 

stress and this data collection is still ongoing. 

 We started with single actions already in 2015 before formal approval, with a training session on gender 

equality and the creation of a Working Group on Gender in Language use within Administrative Documents 

writing. 

A good result already at this stage was that delivery of a Gender Budget in 2017 became part of the Strategic 

Academic Objectives official document. And this was related to a change in the academic governance at the 

end of 2015 when a new Dean’s delegate on Equal Opportunities was nominated who is also Chair of the 

Commission: her political influence was a crucial factor in this process. This led to the creation of a Working 

                                                           
11 
https://www.mruni.eu/mru_lt_dokumentai/centrai/akademiniu_reikalu_centras/teises_aktai/SMM_lygioms_VM_g_u
ztikr_AR_2015_02_12.pdf . 
12 In charge of Equal Opportunity policies, anti-discrimination, mobbing, harassment, organizational well being  

https://www.mruni.eu/mru_lt_dokumentai/centrai/akademiniu_reikalu_centras/teises_aktai/SMM_lygioms_VM_g_uztikr_AR_2015_02_12.pdf
https://www.mruni.eu/mru_lt_dokumentai/centrai/akademiniu_reikalu_centras/teises_aktai/SMM_lygioms_VM_g_uztikr_AR_2015_02_12.pdf
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Group on Gender Budgeting (still in progress) and another one on Institutional communication, with mixed 

participation from internal and external personnel based on competences. 

 Leadership Issues 

They were not addressed by the Plan as it pertains to administrative personnel only and among administrative 

staff there is not a gender unbalance. Middle managers are prevailingly women, the general director is a 

woman. This issue was rather addressed by the Academic Senate through a decision to issue a 

Recommendation on how to split and allocate resources for hiring teachers and professors, taking into account 

gender inequalities in the hiring process. 

Gender Mainstreaming/Positive Actions 

It seems to me that we have a well balanced approach including both. 

 Bottom Up/Top Down Approach 

Bottom up was reflected in a way in the whole process where the Committee was seeking consultations with 

the Observatory and the Commission and integrated their comments into the Plan until the final approval from 

the General Director. There was a lack of support from the Administrative hierarchies, while the academic 

ones where definitely more supportive.  Trade Unions’ representatives within Committee arranged some 

further consultations with their own constituencies. 

The whole process led to include new seminars into the Plan and from the Trade Unions in particular there 

was the request to Activate a Helpline centre. Overall, there was scarce support from the Administrative 

hierarchies, the General Director in particular in spite she was a woman. 

Intersectionality 

Due to national changes in legislation on Equal Opportunities, Committees are now not dealing with gender 

only. Disabilities and age were  took into account since the very beginning. 

Impact  

We managed to carry out everything we planned and to be successful, all seminars were organized, the help 

line in place and running. Anyway, in terms of transformativity, we can say we started sowing some small 

seeds. There is still a strong need for Positive Actions Plans to address what I consider to be a cultural issue.  

You have to think there are many of the women we dialogue with who refuse to sign using the feminine 

declination for their job position. This shows where we stand. It’s part of a culturally entrenched system of 

prejudices where gender, age, disability are intertwined. 

Sustainability and Monitoring 

We monitor implementation, although not in a systematic way,  we have an attention to quality. After each 

event we ask participants to fill in evaluation forms although we did not set specific Key Performance 

Indicators.   

Consider that the entire work of the Committee is based on voluntary –pro bono work:  we have to submit an 

annual report to follow the PAP up and we do it but we always struggle with deadlines and are constantly in a 

lack of time and human resources. Deadline for the annual report Is 30/03 each year and we still have to 

submit it, although we have a part time employee who is supporting us with the administrative tasks. 

About sustainable impact: I am sure we’ll manage to conclude all foreseen actions but in terms of 

sustainability, you never know, to face halts and new hurdles is always possible as things could happen in terms 

of Governance. 
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As far as integration in internal regulations is concerned, we are trying to have a gender approach taken into 

account into the Institutional Regulations which are now being changed. A small example is the goal of not 

having meetings to be scheduled during late afternoon or evening time. 

We are also proposing that the Academic Senate approves to have one delegate from the CUG into 

Commissions established on Economic Benefits, Telework, Parking. 

Resources  

20.000€ x year are allocated to the Committee, but in addition we manage to get additional funds for specific 

initiatives by using resources which are under the budgets of involved Services- Units. Furthermore, we have 

the part time administrative support I was referring to. 

Since when the Observatory and the Commission were been established (the former as an outcome of a EU 

funded project) the University has allocated 20k € to respect to each of them as well, therefore the overall 

investment on Gender Equality has been tripled. 

National Regulations  

As explained, the entire Plan and the Committee Activities take place in the framework of Italian Legislation 

on Equal Opportunities. Furthermore the recent Legislative Decree 80/2015 gave strong impulse to telework 

and beyond, promoting smart working principles. We have been acting in a coordinated effort jointly with: 

• National Conference of University CUGs 

• Forum of Public Administration CUGs 

With the former one we have prepared a seminar on Gender Budgeting and a document on Gender Budgeting 

addressed to the Conference of Rectors; with the latter we have met the Minister to discuss work life balance 

measures in public administration. 

6.4 University of Ferrara (IT)  
Context 

In the University of Ferrara, three bodies operate to promote gender equality: a Single Guaranteeing 

Committee where administrative staff only is represented, an Equality Counsel where academic and 

administrative staff and students are represented, and a Rector’s Deputy for Equal Opportunities. 

All the work carried out during the last years have been leading us to a main result in terms of mainstreaming 

as in June 2016 the University Strategic Plan foresees in the Strategic Area No. 9 “Equality, equal opportunities 

and well-being for people who work and study in UNIFE”, so that the University of Ferrara will respect and 

promote equality, equal opportunities and well-being in all its actions and policies. 

The Strategic Area No. 9 is organised in the following chapters:   

 9.1 Work life balance for employees and students 

9.2 Promotion of initiatives aimed at ensuring equal representation of men and women in Universities bodies 

and integration of people coming from EU and non EU countries 

9.3 Promotion of training to raise awareness about equality and equal opportunities, and research projects 

aimed at promoting equality 

9.4 Strengthening of support services in favour of people with disabilities (students and employees) 

In this new scenario, a Rector’s Deputy for equal opportunities is no longer necessary. Indeed, the Presidents 

of the two equality bodies have now been charged to monitor the implementation of the University Strategic 

Plan. 
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The new Statutes of the University openly recognises and promotes gender equality (Article 5), specifying that 

UNIFE respects a gender sensitive language in all administrative and academic resolutions and all internal acts. 

Moreover, UNIFE supports the quality of life of each person who studies or works here, guaranteeing the full 

inclusion of people with disabilities (Article 7). 

The University has completely fulfilled its triannual EP (2014-2016 Equality Plan) and it is going to adopt a new 

EP for the period 2017-2019. Moreover, beyond law requirements, it has designed and implemented a PAD - 

Positive Actions Plan against Disabilities. 

UNIFE main strength has been the synergy between the two bodies that promote gender equality and the 

Rector’s Deputy on gender equality.   

Areas of Intervention of the Equality Plan 

The University of Ferrara was the first Italian University to adopt a Gender Report (GR) in 2011. On November 

the 15th the fifth edition of the Gender Report (2015 Gender Report) was presented. The GR is now mentioned 

in the new University Statute. Therefore, it has become a structural part of University policies and budget. 

The GR reports the different gender composition of the groups who operate in the University of Ferrara, and 

the participation of women and men in University boards. Furthermore, the GR presents the plan of positive 

actions adopted and initiatives undertaken by the bodies active in University to promote gender equality and 

equal opportunities. In the 2015 GR, a new chapter has been added on gender impact assessment of policies 

in support of equal opportunities, through the analysis of the resources allocated and the effectiveness of the 

main actions taken. 

Among the most interesting actions UNIFE included in its current Equality Plan, it should be mentioned the 

Interdepartmental Seminars to allow students to discover how pluralism can be declined in different subjects 

and to acquire the instruments to approach diversity in multiple scientific and social fields. Seminars were 

structured in 3 different but interconnected modules (gender, disabilities and ethnic origin) each student can 

decide whether to attend the full course or just single modules. 

Violence is also addressed in UNIFE Equality Plan. UNIFE offers discounted enrolment fees to women who have 

been victims of domestic violence. In 2016, one woman entered the engineering course and one the 

Pharmaceutical studies. In addition, UNIFE is organising a pool of lawyers offering free of charge services to 

the same target group. 

Work life balance is as well on our agenda: telework is a consolidated outcome, and it is going to be 

transformed in smart working which is more flexible. UNIFE has promoted agreements with public and private 

entities to facilitate access to childcare and elderly care services for the entire academic community. In 

particular, UNIFE has accredited structures where its personnel and its students can benefit from discounts. 

Concerning well-being at work, UNIFE created a commission to develop a project to monitor and measure the 

degree of well-being at work (with attached funds). On 22nd July 2015, the results of the questionnaire were 

presented to the University Board. The report was also presented to the Evaluation Unit and inserted in the 

ANAC website and the analytical report concerning the results of the survey was published, according to the 

regulations in force, in the UNIFE website, in its Administrative Transparency section. 

The Equality and Diversity Portal is also part of the Equality Plan. It is supported by voluntary work from 

University staff. Thanks to the Rector’s support, the Equality and Diversity Portal is accessible from the 

University home page.  

Finally, UNIFE has adopted the so-called “Alias career” for male and female students who are in situations of 

gender transition. Following the advice of the University of Torino, pioneer in this field, the University bodies 

approved a resolution to definite the necessary informative procedure for the allocation of an alias career, 

and the confidentiality agreement to be signed between the interested person and the University. Here the 
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resistance came from some student associations who were opposing to this for ideological reasons. In order 

to overcome this opposition, the opinion of the Ethical Commission was demanded, opinion which was in 

favour. 

Leadership Issues 

As highlighted in the Gender Reports, female participation to University boards was (and is) very low. Due to 

the commitment of the Rector’s Deputy for equal opportunities, UNIFE adopted, in May 2014, a resolution of 

the Academic Senate and of the University Board on the Constitutional Principle of equal opportunities 

between men and women. According to the resolution, it is now compulsory to collect and present a list of 

potential appointed members and if the gender representation is below the 1/3 threshold for both sexes, the 

deadline is postponed to continue collecting candidates.  

The outcomes of the resolution, monitored in the 2015 Gender Report, have not always been positive. For the 

Rector’s elections for example, there where only 3 male candidates, so the terms were re-opened  and more 

male candidates only were collected.  

For the Administration Board, where the academic component counts for the 50%, one of the sexes cannot 

hold more than 2/3 of the positions where there are the conditions to do so. After the adoption of the 

resolution, in 2016 for the very first time 8 men and 8 women were applied. 

Bottom Up/Top Down Approaches  

In order to develop their projects, the two equality bodies have created working groups open to the entire 

Academic Community. Moreover, every person that has ideas or suggestions to increase equality and well-

being in the University can write to the two equality bodies. 

Effective impact  

Due to the voluntary activities of people working in the two equality bodies and other people involved in the 

working groups, all the actions programmed in the Equality Plan were fully implemented. Moreover, the 

outcomes of all the actions are monitored and assessed in the Gender Report.   

Sustainability/ Monitoring 

The University has created a Welfare Office to support and coordinate gender equality and well-being actions. 

Moreover, Gender Report annually monitors the implementation of Equality Plan. 

Resources  

Until last year we were asked to establish a budget for each programmed action and the budget request was 

spread among the different offices involved in the action implementation. After having integrated our actions 

in the University Strategic Plan, we were demanded to assess a triannual budget, corresponding to the actions 

here programmed. 

Impact on National Policies 

UNIFE has been identified as a national best practice in 2014 since it was the first Italian University to 

implement a Gender Report. Therefore, UNIFE was asked to deliver dissemination actions to benefit other 

national universities on gender report, through a dedicated project named GERPA (Gender Budgeting for 

Public Administrations). A research Group was established and during 6 months it has delivered a publication 

containing all tools for implementing GR as a monitoring and planning tool. We got dedicated funding for 

dissemination for about 185.000€ and a co-financing from UNIFE. This led to organize and deliver support and 

coaching to other universities. This project was the outcome of our intense work in Communication: it  is 

extremely important to ensure  visibility to what is done and achieved both internally and towards external 

stakeholders. 
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6.5 Politecnico do Porto (PT) 
Context 

The GEP was the outcome of a project funded by the state and promoted by the National Commission on 

Gender Balance through ERDF funds and national co-financing which started beginning of 2010 and ended in 

2012. We were 1 full time and four volunteer teachers working on the project. The call for proposal was open 

to all organizations public and private and had as a goal to fund internal actions leading to Gender Equality 

Plans. To get there we organized a series of training activities involving more than 300 people (students & 

staff)  as well as workshops and open discussion groups. We also did 3 studies; “The Self-Diagnosis of 

Organizational Practices” (with the President of the school); “Representations of ESE.IPP collaborators on the 

process of balancing work, family and personal life and the role of the Organization in this area” (with people 

that work in the school - teachers and no teachers) and “Ambivalent sexism, attitudes towards the roles of 

gender and strategies for anticipating conciliation between family life and work life” (with students). In these 

studies we involved more than 600 people. It was not the entire Polytechnic to submit and participate but the 

School of Education only. We do not have internal machinery for gender equality in place.  

Areas of Intervention of the GEPs 

Equal Opportunity Policies as a general principle to be made effective in HRM. 

Communication-Language Images: deconstructing  the image of education as a pink- doll related subject which 

has also an impact in having almost only girls enrolling. 

• HR Management 

• Work Life Balance  

• Well Being 

Some concrete measures included establishing parental leaves for fathers.  

Creating a time bank for staff members.  

Leadership Issues 

This is not an issue and was not perceived as such at our School as there is a balance in governance, all vice 

presidents are women, the president of the Polytechnic is a woman. The GEP itself it  was approved by the 

School of Education President. 

Gender Mainstreaming/Positive Actions 

We opted for mainstreaming actions mainly or equal opportunities: the results of the initial studies showed 

that this is not the right moment in time for positive actions – because we realized that we have not the 

possibility to do all what we identify as important and we decided to start with mainstreaming actions involving 

all the school, improving the awareness and promoting reflection about this questions.  

 

Bottom Up/Top Down Approach 

Strong support from the President but, still, the approach was  very much participatory as we involved staff 

and students and it was the very first time many of them were approaching such issues. 

The fact that we had support from the President meant that people were able to contribute and attend to 

initiative within their working time based on formal approval from the Administration. 

Students were a replicating leverage as they then raised the issue with teachers by themselves. It was a very 

strong process, so we can really say the goals set in the GEP were really the outcomes of all the working group 

discussions we activated and an interview with the President. We also run a survey with around 500 students 
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on their perceptions of sexism and work life balance issues. Interviews with staff members were also 

conducted.  

Intersectionality 

It was addressed in the debates but then not in the Plan; one part of the training course was dedicated to 

intersectionality. It is not part of the way people perceive inequality and it is not an issues in our environment. 

We have people who have changed their identity-sex and it is not seen as a problem. 

Impact 

We achieved some permanent changes in the way we communicate towards the outside, and avoiding gender 

bias in language use. 

Activities for the kids during holidays were established and are still ongoing – this is a strategy to help the staff 

in the schools holidays periods (help men and women in the conciliation between family and professional life). 

The department of Linguistic has started a research project on gender and language.  

Department/Faculty Level 

We didn’t try to expand from the School to other Schools as they have too different realities and problems. In 

Engineering gender related projects are much tougher. We would have liked to do it but we didn’t have enough 

resources/capacity and time.  

Sustainability 

We couldn’t ensure neither implementation or sustainability as the allocated resources did not foresee this. 

We didn’t apply for a second time to the national call because in the meantime the School was facing a very 

hard period: the office which had supported us in preparing and submitting the application has been 

dismantled in the meantime. So in spite of the fact that National Funds from the Equality Commission and 

ERDF were still there, we couldn’t continue. And for the dignity of the matter we didn’t want to continue  and 

work for free; some of us who were working full time at the school have now shifted to part time positions as 

teachers. Currently a similar call is open but only for Local Governments and Universities. We are not eligible 

to apply any longer. 

Resources  

Project budget allowed us to have 1 full time and 4 volunteer teachers working on the project. 

 

 

6.6 University of Lausanne (CH) 
Context 

Switzerland has federal incentives requiring all cantonal Universities to develop gender equality policies since 

the year 2001 (Swiss federal Equal Opportunities programmes). A new framework was introduced in 2013 

obliging all Universities to submit Gender Equality Plans at the beginning of each 4 year funding period, in 

order to get the federal funding (=matching funds, max. 50% federal contribution to cover the costs of the 

action plans). The plans for 2013 – 2016, and the new plans for 2017 – 2020 were developed by the Gender 

Equality Offices of the universities, accepted by the university boards and under federal evaluation at the 

moment. 

This programmes and especially the last two programmes with the instrument of actions plans were an 

outcome of lobbying from a federal equal opportunity network, that is now institutionalized (Diversity 

Delegation) in the Rectors conference, Swiss universities.  
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All 10 Swiss Universities pushed for having the new Federal Programme in place. The call is setting precise 

standards and requirements about actions that have to be pursued. Funding has been decreasing along the 

years but it is still generously funded. It is considered to be seed funding and the idea is that it will be reduced 

as resources will progressively have to be invested by universities themselves. 

Areas of Intervention of the GEPs 

6 areas are foreseen 

✓ Institutional Grounding of Equal Opportunities 

✓ More women in Professorial Staff and Decision Making Bodies  

✓ Promote Junior Faculty Development 

✓ Better condition for people with family commitments Work life Balance  

✓ Horizontal Segregation in the choice of study courses  

✓ Equality and staff management and development  (Administrative and Technical Staff). 

Leadership Issues 

Our actions on Leadership have been started by over soliciting the few women professors to candidate for 

leading positions but the issue is obviously more complex and reflect a problem in recruitment of professors 

and researchers by Faculties.  

As a measure at UNIL and – in more or less the same form in other Swiss universities like Geneva and Berne - 

we have the obligation to appoint one person from an internal board (Equal Opportunities Delegate) into the 

recruitment commissions for professors, with the role of following up on this matter. The person is either a 

professor or a senior lecturer. This instrument is good but has to be developed and improved as these persons 

are not always professionalized and aware of the challenges of gender stereotypes and discrimination 

potential in recruitments. They need to be trained. So the appointed person has to check there are no 

discriminations or biases in the application text and process, that there are enough women candidates and 

shortlisted and if not to remind that deadlines can be postponed to apply and in general to make 

recommendations to the Head of Faculty and to the Rectorate in case of discriminations. Delegates are 

supposed to follow the recruitment commissions in a different faculty than their own, but then given the 

different academic fields it’s more difficult to recognize subtle gender bias if you are not familiar with the 

excellence criteria of the academic field. And  in many case we still don’t have any or very few female 

candidates. 

We want to define systematic indicators and criteria for each stage of the recruitment process for 

transparency. We managed to increase substantially the number of female assistant professors and associated 

professors. To be head of institute or be part of Dean office is required to be full professors.  

We had an overall soft quota of 40% at least of the newly appointed academic positions (junior to full 

professorship) from 2013 to 2016 should be women. We didn’t reach this but we had 30% which is a clear 

progress ands success and we maintained this goal in the new Action Plan 2017 - 2020. 

This was a soft measure, formulated as a women’s quota. It’s not for the under represented sex to be regarded 

as priority. The preference rule (in case a choice has to be made between two equally qualified candidates) is 

mentioned in intern regulations of UNIL but it’s not legally binding to apply to individual hiring process.  

Some Universities has applied this but this not the case of UNIL: in our case it is not compulsory and it is part 

of the overall action plan, as a target. 

We take into serious consideration the issue of gender bias into recruitment procedures : we had a 2 days 

gender awareness  training in 2013 with 2 American professors. One of them is the author of the gender 

tutorial developed within the Advance Programme by NSF (US). We are also finalizing a video clip 5 minutes 
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to raise the awareness of members of recruitment boards, on subtle and unconscious gender bias: the strategy 

is not to make them feel guilty, giving good example. 

Gender Mainstreaming/Positive Actions 

Our way to achieve crosscutting results for mainstreaming gender equality and also to favour a bottom up 

approach pointed at having GEPs implemented at the 7 Faculty levels also so we invited all Faculties to join 

the Vision 50/50 Project ;  the Rectorate asked all faculties to analyse their situation, we funded their work to 

establish internal working groups and design tailored  GEPs, so that part of the money we got from the Federal 

government were used  for this purpose; we consider Vision 50/50 overall as a success. 

In some faculties it was more successful. We think politically and institutionally is a very important 

management process to be implemented. Mentoring programmes and initiatives or positive actions  to “fix 

the women” are good but not enough. We promote a “fix the institution” approach and Vision 50/50 is really 

our lighthouse project. 

Overall this was made possible by the Resources of the Federal programme, although they have been reducing 

those funds along the years as it is considered to be a seed funding whereas Universities have to be supported 

in the initial stage but needs to invest themselves afterwards, and we have been successful to do so (for smaller 

Universities it is still more difficult).  It is still a programme which is generously funded. 

A lot of the Gender Equality Offices in Swiss Universities were created through these funds, and then they 

managed to get funds. The funds where distributed very fairly based on indicators (number of students plus a 

flat rate contribution for all). 

We at UNIL  had almost 1 million of Swiss Francs for the last 4 years (922.000€) 

This is also our bottom up way of working, engaging faculties. The top down strategy and lobbying from Rectors 

made possible to establish this Funded Programme: all 10 Universities in Switzerland applied for and got those 

funds.  

We involved also student’s associations, feminist organizations asking them what was more relevant for them, 

in this way for example the Life Sciences Faculty implemented very interesting actions. We tried to mobilize 

them all around the Vision 50/50 while it was also Top Down because there was the Rectorate behind asking 

the Deans of Faculties. Some Faculties took it more from the scientific side, making studies and analysis while 

others like the Life Sciences Faculties have put in place measures to support women in research with kids who 

can now engage someone at their places during maternity leaves but also setting more structural measures 

like ensuring that at conferences there are at least 40% of women as speakers. For me, strategically speaking, 

having the bottom up approach in mind it is important, as that’s what makes things functioning; it means also 

finding the right, competent and motivated person in the right place and for the right purpose. It’s a bit of an 

opportunistic strategy, you might say, profiting for the right situations. 

Intersectionality  

We have not done that. We don’t face this issue as we are not a Diversity office. There is a political  pressure 

to do so, and indeed we have already persons in charge of dealing with disabled persons, we have a campus 

which is equipped for doing so, but there is not a diversity strategy. The board of the Rectors’ Network was 

institutionalizing and establishing a Diversity Delegation, changing name but without contents behind. The 

selling argument was prevailing and Rectors discovered that in the highly competitive framework of the 

Shanghai Rankings diversity is a selling point.  

UNIL is a very much internationalized environment with half of the professors and almost 30% of students not 

being Swiss, so politically speaking diversity is not an issue, there are not groups asking for the rights of 

underrepresented groups whatever. But it has become an issue when people has understood diversity is a 

criteria for excellence; what is happening now is that Diversity Delegation is taking over exactly what the 

http://www.unil.ch/egalite/home/menuinst/promotion-de-legalite/projet-vision-1.html
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equality and Gender was doing. The name has changed but we’ll probably go on doing what we have done in 

the last 15 years. 

Impact 

Vision 50/50 had a transformative and sustainable impact in 2 faculties, Earth Sciences and Life Sciences, with 

Action Plans, concrete measures, influent people behind the plans, and – in Earth Sciences - the nomination 

of 2 new women professors following their newly developed and very innovative recruitment guidelines 

procedures. Good support of the Rectorate and also from some Deans of Faculties; success depend on the 

people, and if they change…. You can have a Leninist type analysis here like 1 step forward and 2 steps 

backwards. We are just experiencing it now when we try to promote gender sensitive language as the French 

are very resistant to this almost philosophical issue were the masculine is the norm, this is just a small example. 

Important restrictions are coming from national policies, from a lack of care welfare system and cultural 

factors, especially in the German part of the country, where the mentality is to have the mother at home. We 

cannot establish all alone enough child care offers  here at the university when there is a lack in general, overall 

the country and at local level. 

After the first action plan we made analysis and monitoring, both qualitative and quantitative and overall we 

can see there is quite a positive impact, 25 measures and actions implemented out of 26. 

But the change is not really measureable, and change is not linear, we are going back and forth even when 

progressing.  

Sexual harassment will be an issue more and more, sorry to say but also due to an increasingly 

internationalized campus environment. It might be we’ll have discussions on burkas on the campus one day. 

Violence is still being an issue on campus level. It’s not only about more women into professorship, it is a 

broader issue about relation between men and women in the society. 

Inequality is exacerbated by more precarious working conditions at Universities, project based and temporary 

positions which mostly affect women, and this requires actions at the level of how you structure academic 

careers and promotion plans. 

Sustainability 

If you ask about sustainability in time, I can say that if the Equality Office should be dismantled, the results we 

achieved might be dissolved in 12 months because if you don’t have someone who is sensitive and vigilant and 

ringing alarm bells all kind of not gender sensitive practices could be put in place, also from the side of women 

professors, we know that for sure. 

Unless there is continued investment of time and money on these issues there is no guarantee that things 

might be undone.  

Permanent roles and institutional owners are: 

• Bureau of Equality; 

• One of the vice rectors is in charge of Equal Opportunities; 

• The GEP is embedded in the Strategic Plan of the University; 

• Faculty Deans- or vice Deans in charge of these issues.  

 

6.7 ZRC Slovenian Academy of Sciences (SLO)  
Context 

GARCIA Project 
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Areas of Intervention of the GEPs 

We are in the phase of designing and implementing actions: some of them will be included in the final GEP, 

some others will not be included. In this way we are sure we’ll have a customized and self tailored GEP from 

the STEM School as well as the Institute  of Social Sciences and  Humanities. One test institutions was internal 

to our Institute (we are a research institute not a university) - the other one was external as the second 

Slovenian piloting institution was the University of Ljubljana –Department of Agronomy. Through the GARCIA 

project we have concluded the diagnostic part and made practical proposals, still every action has its own 

pace. We have been focusing on micro and meso levels in our analysis. Talking to individuals and researchers: 

the aim was to go beyond structures but at the same time understand the influence of national gender regimes 

and academic contexts and policies. We realized, after all, that in many cases national policies are not applied 

in practice. 

Our proposed actions for the plan are the following: 

• Decision making processes; 

• Organizational; 

• Gender in recruitment practices and construction of excellence.  

We delivered guidelines for diagnosis in each one of these particular areas based on statistical indicators as 

well as interview structures. 

Furthermore, in GARCIA we  had a peculiar  focus on young research careers and precarious employment and 

carried out a first analysis of gender regimes in precarious research. 

We targeted HR Offices to collect gender sensitive data and experienced a lack of data: out of this, a firm was 

hired to build a new gender sensitive software to collect HR data and this turned out to be very positive to 

overcome resistances and entrenching a structural change into an organizational innovation process, and at 

the end everybody was satisfied, although it required negotiation and being sensitive. 

We run a survey through a questionnaire and held 39 semi structured interviews, more women than men, 

around perceptions of organizational culture and research identity. Informal individual talk with people -

Expressing gender hierarchies.  Integrating Gender in Research and Teaching: we worked on this by mapping 

all research projects, conducting comparative analysis between STEM and SSH, creating a toolkit on gender in 

research and teaching, which we translated in Slovenian, and running two pilot interactive workshops. We 

plan to continue with the workshops every year. 

Leadership Issues 

We analysed the gender composition of Boards and Management Committees and used the figures to raise 

awareness; the GEP will include actions on this such as training courses for people who plan to apply for 

promotion but also members of committees. 

Gender Mainstreaming/Positive Actions 

Hidden resistance, as we already have gender balance as a legacy of socialism and with positive actions we 

face quite some resistances, while mainstreaming seems to be more suitable to our context. We have actually 

been working on quotas but through a different project on women in business, where a proposal for a national 

law on quotas came out. Child care and summer camps were also proposed.    

Bottom Up/Top Down Approach  

Contact with association of Young Academics and at the same time support form leadership was very strong: 

our Director (SSH Institute) was member of the Project and the vice director also: this helped us to overcome 

resistances. We had some issues with the middle managers as some of them could not understand the 

importance of the project. Heads of Departments in particular were not recognizing the project as relevant 
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and, as a consequence, we had quite some difficulties in contacting and interviewing people. We also had 

engaged another institution in the research, the University of Ljubljana and the Institute of Agronomy and in 

this case the fact we were external implied people were more open when being interviewed.  There were 

certain advantages and disadvantages, it was somehow ambiguous.  

Intersectionality 

It was a crucial issue for us as we wanted to avoid heteronormativity; the toolkit on gender in research and 

teaching included this approach and we took intersectionality into account also when collecting data. In 

research this was easier, less in practice: where it was much more difficult. The HR Dept. didn’t allow to ask 

candidates about what was considered to be sensitive data and this is actually hiding a lot of discriminations. 

Another dimension was ethnicity and in our team we have migrant academics and it was an issue to us  as we 

are imbued in a quite nationalist academic discourse here in our country. People even commented the website 

should been our national language, there’s a discussion on if English shall be included in university courses. It 

was difficult in this context to really pursue an intersectional approach but it was clear that threats came from 

several dimensions, not gender only. 

Effective impact – 

Best impact we achieved when working on selection procedures, where we manage to make concrete 

implementation jointly with research: we made sure that Recruitment Committees had minutes and that full 

list and short lists of candidates were made available, gender of candidates was not known which was not a 

normal procedure until now. It was justified as a data protection issue, as you need to give back to candidates 

all material they have provided within 20 days after the interview, but still it is feasible to deliver minutes. Our 

proposition was included into formal and official acts and was made possible by the fact that we had Director 

and Assistant Director in our team. It might be not look spectacular but in our context it was important. 

The rest is to be settled and verified: we are going to establish a Gender Equality Internal Group to take the 

ownership of the Gender Equality Plan, which is currently a draft. 

Sustainability Monitoring 

The project just finished, we now plan to establish an  internal group on gender equality which shall go on 

working on these issues and possibly also with an intersectional approach. We have made a draft of our own 

Gender Equality Plan. We first have to finalize our publication in Slovenian. We have made a mission statement 

out of the GARCIA project and what we plan to do is to discuss it at the first meeting of the Gender Equality 

Body that shall be established. That body shall be sustainable and ensure sustainability in time. We plan to 

have both research and administrative staff.  

Resources 

EU funded GARCIA Project Resources.  

6.8 University of Iceland (IS) 
Context 

The current one is the 4th Gender Equality Plan that is in place since the year 2000.  This is in the framework 

of Icelandic Law, all work places having more than 25 employees on annual basis and is designed by the 

Equality Officers and the Gender Equality Committee, approved –adopted by the highest governance levels, 

the Council and the Rector. As all Equal rights policies, it applies to all faculties. 

Areas of Intervention of the GEPs 

• Staff working conditions and salary; 

• Teaching;  

• Students. 
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Quotes from the documents “University of Iceland Equal Rights Policy 2013-2017”. 

Approved at a meeting of the University Council 16 January 2014. 

• Ensuring the integration of the equality dimension in all operations at the University of Iceland 

• Fostering diversity amongst employees at the University of Iceland; 

• Taking the equality dimension into full consideration in organising studies, in teaching and in research; 

• Taking the equality dimension into full consideration in the implementation of administrative projects. 

It is not detailed enough to cover also professorship recruitment.  

It is framed as an equality and  diversity policy; it primarily refers to equality between men and women, work 

life balance then also people with disabilities, and equality against discriminations. 

Quote: “The Policy aims to ensure that all individuals are afforded their rights within the University without 

facing discrimination that marginalises or offends any individual or group on the basis of sex, gender, gender 

identity, sexual orientation, age, disability, health, nationality, race, skin colour, origins, religion, views, culture 

or position in any other sense.” 

 Specific Measures foresee: 

http://english.hi.is/university/equal_rights_policy 

Promotion of visibility and awareness (Equality Days). 

Dynamic and coordinated work on equality matters (Meeting held annually between the UI Equal Rights 

Committee, the UI head of quality administration, and representatives of the foremost institutes in the field 

of equal rights  

Prepare educational material on the following topics: 

• general guidelines on integration in the work of UI; 

• guidelines / checklist for integration in hiring and promotion; 

• guidelines / practical examples for integration in budgeting; 

• guidelines / practical examples for integration in teaching and research within UI, in order to share 

experiences and ideas. 

Present the educational material at a meeting of central administration personnel at UI and, following this, 

continue to disseminate the material to other staff as appropriate. 

Leadership Issues 

According to a national Law from 2008 on all public committees/quotas have to apply a gender quota ensuring 

40% representation for each gender. It applies to the University Council and more or less it is observed. 

Gender Mainstreaming/Positive Actions 

Our GEP is mainly oriented toward equal opportunity and mainstreaming measures, as positive actions are not 

really used and not popular in our country. 

Bottom Up/Top Down Approach  

In terms of support we have a new Rector elected 2 years ago, he is quite supportive. Before that we have had 

a female Rector who has been in office for 10 years or so and during that time we had 2 Gender Action Plans 

and that was mostly lip service: the documents looked very good but the institutional support was not enough. 

We have the review of the Policy 2008-2011 and it is clear from that it emerged how there was a lack of 

knowledge and interest from top man agers at the University and lot of fragmentation in terms of gender 

equality measures. In terms of bottom up, we have a lot of pressure from below, both from students’ 

associations and teachers and staff who organize several initiatives.  Therefore there’s a lively debate an 

http://english.hi.is/university/equal_rights_policy
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awareness raising behind the Plan, also sustained by institutionalized research work on gender equality and 

diversity as we have a dedicated centre Each School should create their own GEP, they are expected to do so, 

so it is a two level policy system, and Heads of the Schools are members of the Equality Committee. Now, all 

the 5 Schools have their own Action Plans, at these levels the Heads (Deans) of Schools are responsible for 

their implementation. 

Intersectionality 

An intersectional approach is accepted and embedded. We have diversity policies in place, the GEP refers to 

equality in a very broad sense; we have an active students’ movement here at the University, as well as several 

queer and feminist associations, they cooperate a lot and we could say there is pressure from the grassroots 

and associations are very cooperative. We have several research institutes working on gender and diversity  

issues. When the Policy (Plan) was dealing with gender only, it was criticized for being limited, now that an 

intersectional approach is adopted, it is more legitimate.  

Impact 

Impact goes very very slowly and there is informal and formal resistance, mostly informal. So now we can say 

that in 10- 20 years we have been making progress, but still I would say it is more about awareness raising and  

discursive acceptance than structural change. Since 2005 there is a strong emphasis on internationalization, 

the dream of becoming Harvard,  and on performance based measurements.  Research funding have become 

based on publications on high impact journals. And all these trends are pushing  us towards an opposite 

direction than gender equality and what our Equality Policy would aim at. So we are in the middle of two 

opposite directions. In our project and GARCIA in particular, we worked to de-construct the concept of 

scientific excellence because it is very much gendered: pressure towards excellence it about increased 

competition, tougher working conditions, publish or perish ideology, therefore it is worsening gender 

inequalities, but marginalized groups in general based on race, gender, disability and precarious research staff 

are becoming more vulnerable and have less opportunities to make it under tougher circumstances. And we 

see this as one of the reasons why gender structural change is not taking place to the extent we were  

In terms of the relations between Institutional Gender Plan and GARCIA Action Plan: it was all about 

connections between the existing policies and the actions we put in place in GARCIA; the project and available 

resources gave us the opportunity to implement more actions, expanding what was going on. Also in order to 

overcome resistances it was important for us to link to what was already in place, to join forces with the 

Teaching and Learning Centre as in GARCIA we were supposed to work on integrating gender into research 

and teaching; we linked with the Equal Opportunity Committee as well. The project allowed to implement and 

to move the policies from being unused desk products to make them alive; it also allowed us to connect Units, 

enhance internal collaboration,  create a legitimate platform strengthening commitment from the University 

to bring about change. It gave a very good input to what was being  a passive lip service work. 

Sustainability and Monitoring 

I hope what we have being doing will be sustainable at least in some areas but this will depend on people, 

individuals and their being more or less interested and committed. Through all the meetings and interviews 

we undertook, we spoke to members of evaluations committees, I am sure we have raised the awareness 

although it will depend also on how the Gender Equality Committee will work in the future. We have now a 

very active Committee, but if you have gatekeepers or inactive people in such bodies, I am afraid we would 

see stagnation, but for now I am rather hopeful and optimistic. 

Monitoring is about a Report and Survey commissioned by the Rectorate to our Social Sciences School several 

times in particular on staff, and figures on women in professorship and so on. Numerical equality is monitored 

on a regular basis. Still  it is clear that in spite of people thinking they know about gender mainstreaming and 

believing they are achieving under this respect, this is not the case. As an approach, it was more easy to be 

adopted as it is less confrontational and fits better with ‘business as usual’,  but it can end up in lip service. 
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The lack of impact on internal existing policies- procedures is one of the weaknesses. As I said under new public 

management frames we have this strong emphasis on excellence and we went through the review process in 

selection and dug deeper into the excellence buzzword which most of the people think it has nothing to do 

with gender, but we just started  the process and to raise awareness here. A much longer work would be 

needed to embed a gender perspective into recruitment and evaluation procedures.  

And on these issues it is very difficult to impose views, in the academic environment most people think it is all 

about merit and qualifications and nothing else, that this is beyond all and untouchable, and it has nothing to 

do with gender, so it is very difficult to convince as resistance is very very deep. The fact that the Equality 

Policy and GEP is seen as a separate policy also makes it difficult to integrate it into all operational levels. 

Resources  

We have a full time Equality Officer being a medium sized university with 13.300 students, 65,5% of them 

female: not enough considering the broad scope of equality policies and the fact that this position has to deal 

with all type of inequalities. The Committee has very little resources, enough to commission a small research 

report per year based on some data collection. 

 

6.9 Sumy State University (Ukraine) 
Context 

Sumy State University was the  first university of Ukraine where was applied the practice of establishment of 

University Gender Resource Center. Later this experience was extended to other universities in Ukraine (for 

example to Mykolaiv National University V.O. Suhomlynskoho). Sumy Gender Resource Center has been 

working in Sumy State University since June 2009. It works under support of the Program of the Ukrainian 

women equal opportunities and rights. Main activities of the Center13: 

• Analysis of gender equality situation in Sumy region and in Ukraine. 

• Information work - providing necessary and objective information about men and women status in 
the region. 

• Public opinion study - organizing and carrying out social research on gender equality and observation 
of regional media. 

• Creation of experts network specializing in gender issues. 

• Uniting efforts of educators, researchers, NGOs and local authorities in order to achieve gender 
equality and to spread the information. 

• Development of methodical and teaching materials for schools and universities. 

• Building connections with mass media in order to inform people about gender issues fast and with a 
high quality. 

• Students debate about gender equality and release from gender stereotypes. 

• The Center innovations: 

• Methodology of the gender audit of institutions; 

• Initiative "Family friendly institution". 
 
From 2015 Gender Resource Centre is the focal point of the All-Ukrainian Network of Gender Education 
Centers of Universities. 

Since July 1 2015, Sumy State University began the implementation of the nationwide project "Gender 

mainstreaming in HEIs of Ukraine”14. Elaboration of approaches to gender audit alongside with adaptation of 

                                                           
13 http://gendercenter.sumdu.edu.ua/index.php/works 
 
14http://sumdu.edu.ua/int/en/news/2-ssu-helps-ukrainian-heis-to-implement-gender-equality.html 
 

http://gendercenter.sumdu.edu.ua/index.php/works
http://sumdu.edu.ua/int/en/news/2-ssu-helps-ukrainian-heis-to-implement-gender-equality.html
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International Labour Organization methodology, relevant to the Ukrainian universities context; methodology 

adaptation and preparatory processes started from 2014.     

SSU is the focal point of the All-Ukrainian Network of gender education centres drafted a gender audit of 15 

universities from different regions of Ukraine. The project was supported in 2015 year's contest by local fund 

initiatives of Finnish Embassy in Ukraine15. 

Areas of Intervention of the GEP16 (in this case of the AUDIT) 

Our goal through this project was to support all partner universities through our Gender Resource Centres  to 

make high education institutions more gender sensitive and we  worked on the following areas: 

• Relations between students and teachers; 

• Including women into scientific projects and increase the number of women appointed at project 

managers; 

• Promote participation of women to Post Graduate careers, and their enrolment into Masters of Arts 

and Doctoral Degrees where we have lower presence of women. 

At our University Trade Unions (including students trade unions) are strong promoters of gender equality and 

they support work life balance issues,  and overall in creating a gender sensitive working environments.  

As we had started the internal auditing process and we  supported other 15 universities along this process, we 

felt the administration is ready for such a change and next year (2017) we plan to make a follow up of the 

recommendations that we released  after the Audit end (in accordance with grant agreement we completed 

gender audit project on 31 October 2016).  

The Audit was mainly focused on the Humanities Departments  as we felt it wouldn’t be easy to transfer the 

methodology to technical universities. Our own audit  lead to point at the need for further expansion of the 

child care facilities, and the need to continue engaging other departments. 

All Universities in the project  carried out the Audits themselves as the process is entirely internalized.  

A survey  and qualitative study was also conducted, with workshops targeted at: 

• Trade Unions members; 

• Students’ council members ; 

• Academic staff. 

We are very proud we just created an algorithm (recently copyrighted)  to  support Universities running and 

conducting their gender audit (setting the stages, the indicators, the schedule). Publication with algorithm of 

university gender audit has being recently issued in Ukrainian:  

http://gendercenter.sumdu.edu.ua/images/docs/12345.pdf 

Leadership Issues 

Having more women as principal investigators in projects is one of the overarching goals: the audit processes  

helped identifying suitable measures to address leadership issues. 

Bottom Up/Top Down Approach 

                                                           
 http://www.sumdu.edu.ua/int/old/pl/news/news-archive/1405-ssu-expands-the-international-cooperation-on-
gender-mainstreaming-in-the-ukrainian-universities.html 
 
15 http://gendercenter.sumdu.edu.ua/index.php/news/177-nazarinho90  
 
16 In this case, it is referred to the preliminary Gender Audit.  
 

http://gendercenter.sumdu.edu.ua/images/docs/12345.pdf
http://www.sumdu.edu.ua/int/old/pl/news/news-archive/1405-ssu-expands-the-international-cooperation-on-gender-mainstreaming-in-the-ukrainian-universities.html
http://www.sumdu.edu.ua/int/old/pl/news/news-archive/1405-ssu-expands-the-international-cooperation-on-gender-mainstreaming-in-the-ukrainian-universities.html
http://gendercenter.sumdu.edu.ua/index.php/news/177-nazarinho90
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We got strong support from the management and the Rector but also worked bottom up through trade unions’ 

engagement. 

Intersectionality- Gender Mainstreaming- Positive Actions  

An intersectional approach was not pursued, all our actions were framed as gender-equal opportunities  and 

gender mainstreaming. 

Impact  

Our previous gender-sensitive projects have been impactful therefore we are optimistic also for the future 

endeavours which will result from the auditing recommendations.  

We refer to the Family Friendly University Project17 in particular which made our University a national good 

practice. It was  and still is targeted at students with children in particular. Until 2015 it was  funded by the EU, 

but since then all the support for this initiative functions was taken by our University. 

Specific  project activities were consisting of18: expanding capacity of the internal nursery service (more space, 

one additional professional in the staff), psychological consultations, raising awareness activities. In addition, 

flexible teaching modules and e-learning were introduced to facilitate students –parents, and trainings on 

parenting to students  were held. All these initiatives were undertaken in compliance with internal collective 

employment agreements. 

We have therefore developed a model to be transferred to other Universities in the country and in the Region. 

Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine recommended such model to other universities throughout 

Ukraine (provided Letter of Support). 

We cannot refer to impact of a Gender Action Plan as it was not formulated and approved yet, but it would be 

strongly needed for sure. 

Sustainability 

Not relevant at this stage, with regard to a GEP as it still has to be designed and implemented; but the following 

projects which were implemented by Sumy Gender Resource Center prove its sustainability as a structure: 

• "Gender mainstreaming in higher educational institutions of Ukraine" (supported by the Embassy of 

Finland in Ukraine); 

• "Equal opportunities in getting profession for young mothers-students in higher educational 

establishment" (funded by the European Union); 

• "16 days against violence" (in partnership with civil society organizations); 

• "Business start for women" (supported by the Program of the Ukrainian women equal opportunities 

and rights); 

• "Gender portrait of Sumy region" (supported by the Program of the Ukrainian women equal 

opportunities and rights). 

19Monitoring 

As we worked through projects all actions were and are being carefully monitored. 

                                                           
17 http://essuir.sumdu.edu.ua/handle/123456789/34362: link to the tutorial "Extended initiative Family Friendly 
University: implementation experience of SSU. 
http://essuir.sumdu.edu.ua/handle/123456789/20390: link to the collection of the best practices"Toward the family. 
The collection of best family friendly practices". 
18 Retrieved from http://leleka.sumdu.edu.ua/en/2013-06-05-05-27-44/2013-06-05-06-03-14.html 

 
19 http://humf.sumdu.edu.ua/uk/kafedra-flosof-poltolog-ta-nnovacjnih-socalnih-tehnologj/gendernij-resursnij-centr.html 

 

http://essuir.sumdu.edu.ua/handle/123456789/34362
http://essuir.sumdu.edu.ua/handle/123456789/20390
http://leleka.sumdu.edu.ua/en/2013-06-05-05-27-44/2013-06-05-06-03-14.html
http://humf.sumdu.edu.ua/uk/kafedra-flosof-poltolog-ta-nnovacjnih-socalnih-tehnologj/gendernij-resursnij-centr.html
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National Regulations  Impact on National Policies 

We lobbied and proposed to include a specific provision in an under approval  Labour Code, to make it possible 

for Universities (as work place) and for any other work places to hire nursery staff which was not possible  

before. The family friendly University project had, as its final step, the elaboration of a proposal for state policy 

on gender equitable balance between work-study- and life  which was submitted to deputies of Supreme 

Council (Verchovna Rada of Ukraine).   

6.10 University of Torino (IT) 
Context 

We have al long tradition since the `90s when the committee was established by a nationally renown 

sociologist who gave input to set it up and build its reputation. 

It was recently then transformed into so called CUG, to respond to changes in the national law, so from dealing 

with gender equality only it now has the role to contrast also mobbing, and to promote organizational well 

being and tackle all type of discriminations. 

This change was not a positive one to my view, it led to diluting gender equality so that gender equality is not 

on top on the agenda now. 

The composition of the actual committee doesn’t help as you find many nominated members from technical 

staff and trade unions who are not fully committed to gender equality. For trade unions gender equality is not 

seen as an important topic as we have a 63% female work force at our University. In general I would say there’s 

a lack of interest also among teaching staff, and students participation levels are quite low, so sometimes  we 

found some students’ representatives in the Committee who get really engaged but they don’t have real 

constituencies they are linked with among students. 

Areas of Intervention of the GEPs 

Our University conceive the GEP (or PAP- Positive Action Plan according to Italian legislation) as a merely 

bureaucratic duty- document without foreseeing any particular commitment attached to the plan, so we 

cannot really tune our work as a committee with the administration. So, formally, the CUG Committee is the  

trigger of the Action Plan, which has to be verified in terms of economic sustainability and get the formal 

approval from Trade Unions. Then sometimes it happens that the Dean takes the ownership of one particular 

action included in the Plan and starts deploying it by himself, but there’s definitely a lack of synergy and 

orchestration. Academic staff is not really very much interested into it, and active students are a minority. 

The current Plan is for the years 2016- 2018. It is building on the previous one and continuing the actions on 

Gender & Language as we released some  Guidelines on the gender bias in Italian language and we aim now 

at continuing the ongoing change to adjust administrative language accordingly, as well as delivering a training 

course on this specific topic targeted at Technical and Administrative staff. 

We have also been pioneers in Italy in issuing the so called double registration certificate to all transsexual 

students undergoing a  gender transition and are still waiting for  approval from the Court so, if they require 

it, they have the right to a double certificate, the first one with the native sex attribution and the second one 

with the new post transition one. We want to extend it and make it available also independently from the 

surgical operation and medical treatment, just on request. 

We committed to activate Gender Studies and Women’s History courses in different Departments, which is 

not easy as funds at the department level have to be raised and there is resistance from many colleagues. 

Funding the most bizarre courses seems easy but when it comes to gender issues…this would be important 

and feasible, maybe difficult just for mathematics, chemistry and physics but as for all the other departments… 

and still it is not considered to be a priority, this is my impression. 
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Still we set this as a priority in our plan and to be deployed in collaboration with our cross departmental centre 

on gender studies. 

 In parallel, the Dean promoted and funded a cross departmental course on omnisexualities and LGBT rights. 

We also included in the PAP raising awareness and communication events linked to symbolic dates such as 

25th November and the International Day on violence against women: as a CUG we wrote to all Professors and 

ask them to include in their courses one or two lessons on violence against women, and I organized an event 

inviting a nation wide renown author. 

Leadership Issues 

This is not an issue at all in our GEP. Only thanks to our Administrative Director who has a personal sensitivity 

towards the issue as she is a young mother, we discuss figures she collects and regularly  presents on lack of 

women in top positions, as to the classical gender scissors with many women among researchers and far less 

among full professors. Few years ago we promoted a comprehensive study on this but then the top positions 

have not been renewed –updated in recent years due to limits in new recruitments. 

I see there more attention is paid into having gender balance commission, but I see it more  as a formal thing 

as when it comes to real decision making positions and environments, women are not there. When the new 

Dean was elected he created his own 11 members all male team, no one from humanities, all from hard 

sciences and medicine. Then, a few of them resigned and were replaced by a couple of women but they were 

second choices... the first round it seemed like a football team.. I told him I was embarrassed about the 

situation and he answered “well but our pro-rector is a lady”, which is true but….  

A typical dynamic is to put women into difficult positions where there are tough problems to be solved so they 

say let’s have a female colleague there… but where there’s money, power which facilitate management, we 

see men can make the right choice! This I my impression, maybe is biased… for sure I am not frustrated as I 

am a full professor myself. 

Gender Mainstreaming/Positive Actions 

Bottom Up/Top Down Approaches Most of bottom up activities come from the LGBT grassroots organizations 

which are supported by many colleagues who are committed to LGBT rights and activists. It seems not 

politically correct to neglect priority to these issues while in a way gender equality is always perceived as 

secondary. This is happening not only at the University but more in general and I think it has to do with the 

fact that LGBT organizations are really collaborative and proactive while this was not the case for feminist 

organizations which failed for being too much ideological in their approaches and ending up in internal 

debates.  

This is general, so we work a lot on bottom up participation, with LGBT collectives and Department of 

Psychology or the so called Pink Line and we have a big network against gender violence where the CUG 

collaborates with City Council, Region and Metropolitan Administration, in organizing joint events during the 

Women’s Day. 

Intersectionality 

See above. 

Impact  

I have to say behind the GEP there’s my individual work… it would be a transformative policy but I don’t see it 

is really implemented. I lost so many hours on organizational well being surveys that I almost lost hope.. 

We have really hard times into putting gender equality up on the policy agenda. The issue is touching on young 

women with temporary research positions in particular and they are not represented by trade unions, so 

there’s a bottleneck here. Trade unions are the leaders in well being policies and they don’t have very much 
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advanced policies in my view. So we keep going working on the right to part-time and flexible working hours 

for permanently employed women, but then we have enormous amounts of non fixes terms contracts with 

zero protection and rights. It’s very difficult… we have PhD candidates in Medicine who wait as much as 

possible to communicate they are pregnant or to decide to become mothers. There is no reflection made on 

these issues. This would really be an issue to work with together with top directors and for a long term strategy 

but I don’t see this a realistic possibility. 

Sustainability and Monitoring 

As far as permanent stakeholders are concerned, we have positive collaborations with the Learning and 

Training Unit, plus we have several HR officers who support implementation of the welfare projects, and the 

Communication Unit and Director is also very supportive; the Director is also quite supportive. 

There’s no monitoring of the GEP at all. The GEP is approved because the University has to comply with law. 

Monitoring would be good sure, but then I am also careful as there are no resources even for the annual 

monitoring. 

It’s the same for integrating the Committee into strategic change processes: even when they invite us to 

discussion tables: how could  we realistically follow up the enormous internal restructuring process which our 

university was recently undergoing. Even if they would invite us, we could not. The Union’s they join every 

table but unfortunately they are chauvinist. 

There’s the tendency to dump on us as a Committee difficulties in implementing at several sectors like it was 

the case for re submitting the Telework Project to the Regional Authorities. Not that I am very supportive of 

telework: I still think women have to go to work; working from home means you work, than you do a bit of 

childcare and meanwhile you put up the soup…let’s talk about it, there are some paradoxes in telework 

policies, it might be very useful in certain  life periods. Extenuating discussions on safety, who pays for the Wi-

Fi connections etc.….  

Resources  

All these Actions without a budget as we don’t have one, we never got one, and I have to ask to each Unit’s 

Director to provide in kind or financial support. In terms of resources we have just one administrative staff 

member from the Rectorate who on paper is working part-time for the CUG. 

I have to say that I am even happy not to have the responsibility to manage a budget and have to do with 

accounting for just about few thousands Euro, until when I ask for needed support this is given. 

The interdepartmental centre on gender studies got autonomous structure and budget though EU funds but 

it lost autonomy recently as the Dean decided to go to this direction and centralize. 

Last year we got 30.000€ funds from the Region on a Project to implement telework and we had been awarded 

with a Family Friendly award in 2009 from the National Department on Equal Opportunities on our project for 

Summer Camps  where we offered care –leisure services to kids from primary and middle schools thanks to 

the engagement of students in Educational Sciences and their internships and in collaboration with us. 

But this is occasional external funding. 

After that the Summer School was funded internally from the administration as a welfare project. So basically 

the strategy is to set up some pilot projects as a Committee and then when successful to integrate it in the 

official university budget, this is the only thing that we can do. I now will have to lobby and ask for more funds 

up to 80.000€ as the demand is increasing and we cover the entire summer period until September.  

6.11 Pantheion University (EL) 
Context 
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The University doesn’t have a GEP in place, neither an internal Gender Equality machinery. The whole 

interview was focusing on the activities of the Centre for Gender Studies, as it is also trying to promote gender 

equality policies and organizational structural change. The guiding questions’ list was therefore adapted and 

conversation was following a less structured path to understand the specific context. 

The Centre for Gender Studies was established between 2002 and 2003 within a National Project partially 

funded by the EC with several partner universities where one of the project’s actions was precisely to establish 

a gender studies centre. Since then, we have managed to finalize many research projects. 

We were initially a cross-departmental centre joined by 6 different Departments, while since 2006 the Centre 

has become part of the Social Policy Department. Since 2008 we have led 2 research projects under FP7, one 

on gender and migrations and the other one on migration, gender and digital networks, completed in February 

2013. We have also cooperated with the Mediterranean Institute of Gender Studies on a project on trafficking 

for labour exploitation and we are currently partners in 2 Daphne Projects on gender violence and one EEA 

grant on work life balance. We are at the moment also preparing a project to be funded by the Attika Region 

which is designed as an action research on gender based violence. 

Our Centre is operated through  EU funds only, we don’t have internal resources on which we can rely. 

Beside projects we organize lectures, we have a publications’ series and a gender library. There’s not a specific 

gender curriculum at our university but different modules on gender issues are included into other curricula 

of many departments. 

When it comes to promoting structural change at our own University we have several initiatives in place: 

In the current project on Gender Based Violence we have included a review of regulations on GBV at 

Universities that we want to disseminate afterwards and use to promote internal actions. 

We have submitted a proposition to the Administration in order to include a specific Chapter on gender 

equality in the University Statutes: as for now we only have a general reference to equal opportunities while 

we are proposing to make more precise mention of promotion of equal treatment and ban of discriminations, 

to contrast moral and sexual harassment, to establish a Gender Equality Committee and creation of a 

Monitoring Mechanism. It would be specified in several paragraphs. The Committee would monitor cases of 

discriminations but it could also intervene to mainstream gender in curricula. 

The first request to amend the Statutes and incorporate gender equality in it was dated 12 years Ago. Our new 

Rector has officially announced that she is going to proceed to this direction and our request is still pending, 

is not that we have being denied or met any resistances, it seems a question of time only. 

Data exists but they are not systematically gathered and analysed. We know the gender distribution along 

hierarchy lines; based on the situation as we know it by partial data, the main problems seem to be 

• Equality in research: research is in general male dominated; this is a social and political sciences  

university therefore it is more balanced, in terms of student population it is even female dominated, 

considered as a soft science environment more suitable to women; 

• Gender dimension is not mainstreamed across all Departments; this is happening only in social and 

political sciences. 

The context is ready to welcome these type of issues, last year a Master’s Programme was established on 

gender issues and many students enrolled. There were debates in TedEX and we think that among researchers 

and students the context is ripe enough. Also other projects at our University beyond our centre had a focus 

on gender. 

There are some researchers and professors who are also engaged on gender issues as activists. 

Local Authorities have to mainstream gender and have plans by Law but for Universities is not mandatory. 
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Only Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and Aegean University have established Committees and did it 

voluntarily. 

The most relevant challenging topics that we envisage would be needed to address are: 

• Female participation to Boards; 

• Gender budgeting and distribution of resources; 

• Sexual harassment and set up of a sort of “readiness” mechanism to report and investigate into 

cases. 

We can imagine our Centre being engaged in the Committee if it will become a reality, and we think it will 

most likely have the typical representation this kind of machinery usually has, therefore including academic, 

technical staff and student population as well. 

In general we are aware of the fact that things do not change rapidly at the structural level but we believe in 

this stage we have a more mature situation to start designing and implementing internal gender policies. 

A challenging aspect is that in time of crisis and austerity in particular this is clearly perceived as an issue not 

to be prioritized, as a luxury, so we need to argue why and how it is important to tackle gender inequalities. 

6.12 University of Beira Interior (PT) 
Context 

We involved all 5 faculties of Beira Interior University. We noticed that we had more impact in the Social 

Faculty, more people participated into the project activities, and were aware of the project; we worked with 

the Rector office and the Central Administration to negotiate the Plan Since the beginning we also worked 

with the intermediate management, so  HR and Technical Services. 

We had more difficulties with the Technical Faculties. 

Since the project started, 5 central administrators changed and this made things a bit difficult…  

We started in 2011 for a 3 years Gender Equality plan and the University decided to continue although it is not 

funded anymore, it has become internal measure, still not embedded as it should be, I’ll tell you more about 

this.  

The National Programme was funding the initial stage of GEPs implementation but was not intended for 

continuation, so even in case there might be new calls open, we would not be eligible any longer. Objective of 

the National Call for Proposals was to promote structural changes in public  organizations but no to 

sustain/maintain GEPs implementation in the long term.  

The Commission for Gender Equality is the implementer but it is much focused on the Social Sciences Faculties, 

and it is composed by  3 persons, from teaching staff only, and from Social Sciences only, and this is not enough. 

We are trying  right now to enlarge the Commission and have representatives from all Universities and have it 

always present in main management  meetings. 

We realized the Commission has not the power and the needed staff as for now. 

The Commission was founded as an outcome of the GEP from the project team but we see now that there is 

lack of impact in decision making. We started to analyse the idea of achieving this by changing the Statutes 

but this appeared to be extremely difficult and we agreed that our strategy would rather be to have the 

permanent presence of someone with decision making power in the Commission itself, like for example a Pro 

Rector, possibly the Quality pro- rector also in charge of Ethics, than changing the Statutes. We wouldn’t find 

opposition to this, but rather a reaction like saying yes it would be the case but then postponing it forever, so 

we decided we need to be more strategic than that. 
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The context is made even more difficult in terms of taking gender equality as a priority from the side of the 

top management in critical times for the University in general, like it is at present:  we just got news on further 

cuts in research funding from the Ministry. 

 

Areas of Intervention of the GEPs 

We tackled the organizational Structure, aiming at having 40% women in all positions specially in Leadership 

positions. 

We have balanced number of students, but we see that certain curricula are gender segregated (sociology); 

we want to raise the awareness of students and increase their knowledge of job opportunities across sectors 

and occupations. 

We continue to do a lot of raising awareness as this is always useful and there are changes in the student’s 

population as well  and not all people are motivated.  

We focused also on discrimination against sexual minorities as we realized thanks to our Observatory at the 

Commission, that this is happening in a quite conservative environment. There are more and more students 

from abroad (refugees, migrants) and the reaction of local student population is not always open. We 

cooperate with other entities and Ngoc on these issues as well. 

An Annual Report on Progress in Gender Equality is looking at gender disaggregated statistics and this is also 

an outcome of the Plan, that we managed to have all gender disaggregated data. The GEP itself is linked to a 

set of indicators that we annually monitor, although this is now mostly quantitative, while for the qualitative 

part we do not manage to make it  in a systematic way as it was done at the beginning as we do not have 

resources for that type of analysis any longer. We made the reports public first to the Rectorate and then to 

the whole academic community. 

We used mixed methods, we relied on already existing policy documents and in addition we ran 2 surveys, one 

for teachers and one for students, exploring gender social roles and norms. We made documental analysis and 

in depth interviews with top managers and to middle managers as well. 

Other focus was on work life balance constraints for academic and technical staff and then the GEP dealt also 

with students welcoming rituals for newly enrolled students: they are highly gender biased and discriminatory. 

We made research on these phenomena as they imply harassment, they cause problems at the community 

level but it is accepted and recognized as a tradition which is paradoxical as UBI is a very young University. It 

is a serious issue because it has to do with communication and the University image, which is depicted as 

sexist. The Ministry itself is aware this is not positive and has issued recommendations to contrast this type of 

initiatives. 

Leadership Issues 

We are valuing the stories of women who are in leadership positions to providing  role models to those who 

are considering to apply or candidate to top leadership positions. 

We had training sessions women on this we set up a protocol with the National commission for Gender 

Equality. We realized that training is not the best way as women do not necessarily lack skills: in the process 

we understood that women do not apply for those positions due to work life balance issues, so at the end 

trainings were useful to exchange experiences and learn from one another, more as spaces for debate and to 

feel empowered by other women sharing similar experiences.  

Another obstacle we detected is the challenge to manage the relations  and internal cultures of each 

department, difficulties in internal communication. 

Gender Mainstreaming/Positive Actions 
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We used a mixed approach: we tried to involve more men in gender equality we want men to understand how 

they could benefit as well from gender equality;  

Then of course we are aware that  empowerment for women only is still important, this is why we opted for 

measures such as the trainings 

Also for teachers with work life balance constraints while there is the rooted stereotype that teachers have a 

lot of free time due to the fact that the time schedule is quite loose, while constraints just take different 

shapes. 

Specific actions are needed for women, but also for subjects of other intersected discriminations, this is why 

as I mentioned we tried to embed and intersectional approach to our GEP. 

Bottom Up/Top Down Approach 

Since the beginning we organized activities to raise awareness, introduce the project and get opinions from  

the entire community but it was not a really deep participatory project. In terms of methodology I think that 

large scale or large groups participation is not the most effective way as the right dimension for participating 

to my view is small groups, otherwise people do not feel free to express themselves and being exposed to the 

judgement of their bosses. We asked people to come with feedbacks on the project and the plan and its 

importance but we didn’t get enough reaction. 

We hope that in our next steps we will manage to work more intensively at all faculties level to create more 

involvement and establish specific discussion groups. 

As we are small, we initially though we’ll target the entire University and all Faculties but then we had to realize 

that it didn’t work, me mainly got impact on our own Faculty, at the other Faculties people didn’t even know 

about the project. So now we have to go back to a Faculty based approach. For example we have a Health 

Faculty which has its own procedures and its quite and exclusive environment, very difficult to involve and we 

now want to address this in our next phase. 

I have the support from top managers but not the enthusiasm; you have to know that the Rector’s Team which 

started the project changed in 2013, when we had managed to conquer almost all the Rector’s team, then we 

needed to start from scratch. 

From the top  management side the issue was accepted, and respected we can say, but not owned, they 

delegated all to us asking us to go to them if we needed support. 

We’ll have a new change now soon, and this will need to start again as I know the new candidates are not 

aware of gender issues, and this will take a lot of time, time that would be precious to do other things. 

Intersectionality 

Yes, an intersectional perspective was part of the GEP (See above). 

Impact 

If you ask about transformative change, my answer would be that we achieved superficial results until now, so 

we are still far from what we would need to be.  

Work life balance was the easiest topic to get for women and people in general,  so much connected to 

personal distress that many experience. We improved work life balance, like flexible schedule is getting more 

usual and the number of men asking for it has increased, as well as men asking for parental leaves and care 

related leaves, but still there’s a long way to go and gender inequalities are embedded in the culture in a way. 

This issue is so much easier for people to understood, more than access to leadership positions: in this area 

women tend to consider their not trying to access top position as their own fault (not managing to balance 

career and private life), or their own choice of prioritizing family. 
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We had impact in terms of women representation among head of faculties and departments, currently women 

count for 30% of them while as head of faculty we still have one woman out of 5. There’s also a generational 

effect, due to retirement of the older male top academics, we like to think that is also due to the project impact 

Students welcoming rituals for newly enrolled students are an example: they are highly gender biased and 

discriminatory. We made research on these phenomena as they imply harassment, they cause problems at 

the community level but it is accepted and recognized as a tradition. 

Sustainability and monitoring 

If we manage to achieve the Changes we are trying to have in the Commission, this will allow us to really 

internalize and institutionalize the GEP And make it sustainable in time and permanent. 

It will really depend a lot on the individual people involved in the process: there’s a need to recognize the work 

which is done on gender equality and recognize it as real work  beyond voluntary pro bono commitment. This 

recognition has to come from the Management and this would mean for us Institutionalize the Commission. 

For us it is a way easier as sociologists and psychologists as these topics involve directly our scientific research 

as well and we publish on these topics, and we manage to involve several students contributing, so to be 

honest I wouldn’t say it is entirely voluntary work, it is complicated involvement although all the organizational 

work is not. 

HR are very enthusiastic after the trainings we can really count on them  but the pro-rectors for quality might 

also be changed. What is sustainably integrated now in terms of changed is flexible schedule, the Bank of 

hours, the and the gender disaggregated data collection. 

*(Bank of hours is organized in a way so that when you do extra work you don’t get paid but you can have 

those hours accounted and take them back for care or health related issues. The need arose as from contract 

you formally  wouldn’t be allowed to work extra hours but then there is so often a  work overload that 

employees end up doing extra work) 

For the future we asked to systematically analyse all research programmes and projects from dissertations to 

funded research and see how/if they are embedding a  gender perspective. 

National Regulations  

UBI is involved in regional council on gender equality work with schools and associations. We are involved in 

Regional and Municipal Council activities on gender equality: collaboration with these entities are established 

through protocols on gender equality among local and national level entities and UBI is part of all these formal 

agreements which are encouraged by the National State of Secretary on Gender Equality promoting GEPs and 

cross institutional partnerships  at regional and local levels. We also intensively cooperate with schools and on 

domestic violence which is a widespread problem in Portugal. 

 

Impact on National Policies 

So this has led us to be recognized as a national and regional best practice and get viability also for our external 

networking. In a way we are networked and in a dialogue, we influence our regional environment and are 

taken as national good practice for other universities but as fare as I know there is no national monitoring of 

GEPs unfortunately, or if it is performed we are not informed about it. Also sustaining this position of national 

good example is not easy in terms of communication, as we would be expected to keep our website updated 

but we cannot do that, and we don’t have enough resources for that either, we would like to have it in English 

too.. 

6.13 University of Milano (IT) 
Context 
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At our University we have developed quite an experience in EU funded projects on Gender Equality in Research 

Institutions. We have partnered with the National Department on Equal Opportunities in projects such as 

Prages, Whist, and then more recently STAGES. We have initially been researching on good practices related 

to structural change in US and Canada, than supported pilot experimentation at other research institutions 

such as Fraunhofer and the European Space Agency, and then finally in Stages we have switched from 

consulting for other organizations to promoting and implementing an internal action at UNIMI. 

When we started the University was really in a deep transformation in terms of Gender Equality Policies, as 

the previous Committee for Equal Opportunities was being transformed in a Unique Committee against 

discriminations (so called CUG) to comply with national regulations, there was a Positive Action Plan under 

approval but we deliberately decided not leave it aside within the project design and implementation as we 

felt they were not the right actors to have a dialogue with, especially since prof. Beccalli who was leading the 

Committee had retired. We consequently decided to leave work life balance out of our work plan as it was one 

of the main tasks within CUG and very difficult to handle.   

At the same time the context was made even more complicated by the newly approved national education 

Reform (well known as Riforma Gelmini). 

Areas of Intervention of the GEPs 

Our focus was on enhancing women’s careers in research on one side and to integrate gender in research on 

the other. Taking part in the STAGES projects where 2 Faculties, Agricultural Sciences and Medicine.  We had 

a top level supporter such as prof. Claudia Sorlini who opened us the doors at the Medicine Faculty and School, 

she was leading the Expo Scientific Committee. 

The first action for us was to find and analyse data to make ourselves credible so we gathered gender 

disaggregated data on women along hierarchical lines, and  started a 4 years research on medical careers 

based on the Medical Studies Faculty and its 600 permanent research staff members as well as 4 Hospitals 

while we started working on gender medicine as far as research content was concerned. At the Agricultural 

studies School was concerned, it was a smaller unit whom we already had deep knowledge about and we 

therefore focused on supporting women’s careers by establishing a EU project design school targeted at 

permanent researchers and teaching staff and a support network for temporary post doc researchers to 

facilitate them in increasing quality and quantity in publications (note that both schools have been recently 

included as good practices in the EIGE Toolkit on Gender Equality Plans). The network we named it “A room 

on one’s own” to recall Virginia Woolf novel: we started it based on women’s expertise in the specific 

disciplines and then opened it to men as well. 

Another specific action included in the GEP was a workshop on Gender Medicine: here we managed to raise 

the interest from the Regional Council and we had them as co-organizers so that as they are coordinating 

Health Policies and Services in the Lombardy Region, we managed to have 350 representatives from medical 

staff at each event, and we saw the seminars growing and reinforcing one after the other as time was passing.  

Finally we held gender equality courses for top managers where we managed to gather 30 top leaders from 

the two Schools and the whole University, such as Departments’ Deans, Head of the Academic Senate, Board 

of Administrators’ members. The course focus was gender bias as we really think that focusing on gender 

balance is at risk of conflation and reductionism. 

Here we met typical resistances from youngest generations such as a researcher stating that gender equality 

is not an issue any longer pointing at our almost all female panel… 

From the top managers resistance was out rather a formal commitment followed by no real support  and still 

we think we have managed to trigger several virtuous circles in the 2 schools. Our strategy was to activate all 

possible synergies and not giving an exclusive ownership on the issue to anybody and I think this is crucial for 

structural change processes. 
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Leadership Issues 

We addressed the issue although in terms of full professors’ recruitment this is difficult to be influenced as 

there is no direct hiring in Italy. As a member of the Senate prof. Sorlini managed to activate the Consulting 

Committee in charge of revising the University Statutes as foreseen by the new National Reform of Education 

and to propose to amend it to include gender quotas to the University Board: we have been really successful 

in this and today the Statutes foresees that 3 out of 8 members of the Board who are elected by the Academic 

Council,  have to be of the under represented gender.  

Gender Mainstreaming/Positive Actions 

GEPs in Italy are named Positive Actions Plans and are usually be designed and implemented by CUG 

(Committees). At our University from 2011 to 2014 we have been in a transition time and had no Committee 

in place, we only have an Equal Opportunities Committee which was in place as a merely formal machinery. 

When the CUG was nominated it was not convened for an entire year, and then the process was reactivated 

but with huge internal problems. This is why, as I said, when we started working on GEP we considered that 

collaborating would be a waste of time and we tried to do different things: during project implementation it 

became clear how the GEP was not the institutional and compulsory Positive Action Plan.  

Anyway, many of the actions we pursued can be framed as positive actions, support to women’s research 

careers in particular; still STAGES was also strongly mainstreaming oriented, as for example the work on gender 

medicine. What we are trying to do now  at the Medical University is to have at least one lesson on gender 

medicine taught within each course. 

Mainstreaming gender in research has proven to be easier in medicine than in other disciplines. In Medicine 

it is more immediate in a way, easy to understand although we have been among the first ones to explore the 

gender medicine issue and this raised a lot of interest.  We would have liked to broaden this work also to 

Agricultural Studies but it was pretty impossible: we didn’t foresee it in the initial work plan, but in addition it 

is objectively more challenging, there are so many sub disciplines and micro research themes, and female 

dominated in most cases (50% of female among full professors in the Food Sciences) and the opposite in other 

cases (Hydrological Studies). For us this was a sort of laboratory. There are so many issues still to be 

understood. 

 

Bottom Up/Top Down Approaches  

We connected our actions to the networks of young researchers we created to build Gender Equality Plan’s 

actions, and this I very much consider it a bottom up approach, but we also focused a lot on Top Down support: 

it was important to have STAGES project implementation formally on the  University Senate as well as 

Departments’ Board Meetings presented and discussed once a year.   

Effective impact  

Even if the project and its GEP were successful, equality is not achieved at all, as these are tremendously slow 

and complex change processes. It is really difficult to assess to what point we have achieved structural change, 

there’s still so much to do. It’s a pity that there are first EU funded projects and then inevitably you experience 

a decreased scale of the actions. We are trying to keep the interest high but resources will not be available 

any longer to the same extent and this will make a difference. The Centre Genders was created in 2014 based 

on the project, and starting from the already existing Women’s Centre created in 1995 (after the Beijing 

Conference). The strategy was anyway clear: from an initial approach to gender studies mainly focused on 

sociological and political sciences studies, also in conjunction with the approved projects on structural 

changes, decision was made to reshape the centre and have it focused on gender in science and education. 

So also the Board of the Centre was involving Social Sciences Department, Law Studies, Medicine and 

Agricultural Studies and from a strong personal involvement of Prof. Beccalli and Sorlini, a path was followed 
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to institutionalize in a way the project based activities also as prof. Beccalli was close to retire. In my experience 

equal opportunities policies are so much linked to individual personalities and commitment… For this reason 

we set among the Centre’s objectives the sustainability of STAGES’ results. And this was crucial as when now 

the Centre activities will be assessed and decisions will have to be made for the future this will be one of the 

main issues. And the strategy was also set this direction because  all of the Centre’s staff was working on 

temporary research fellowship contracts.  

Sustainability Monitoring 

The way we have approached this was to make sustainability of the STAGES project and its outcomes a 

research subject for the Genders Centre, in order to have institutional bodies committed towards sustainability 

and stability of results. We always used an action research perspective: we followed the advice of Alice Hogan 

and adapted our strategies to contingencies and to actions that you sense and experience along the way: they 

are more likely to have an impact and work.  

If we look at actions we implemented, there’s one thing to be said: they were extremely time consuming with 

negative impact on careers of the involved researchers. It was really hard to pursue structural changes and at 

the same time to continue doing research and publications. Keeping the Department of Social Sciences out of 

Stages in terms of implementation was a deliberate choice in order not to have too much high level sociological 

scientific expertise and theoretical debate on the issues at stake and  to privilege a pragmatic approach which 

is so much easier with hard scientists who are not interested in developing their own theories on the subject. 

They were also much more available to give us visibility as this was not hindering their own academic profiles. 

Priority was to achieve change more than studying change processes.  The trade off of this positive alliance 

with hard scientists is that finally all the organizational and logistic aspects were entirely on our shoulders. 

These actions have to be measured on the credibility you manage to achieve: this is the key to succeed, but 

credibility is defined by the context, we relied on a board of experts that we continuously consulted. If you 

don’t manage to be credible you are identified as the “theatre” of those who discuss of inequality. Our 

credibility was built by having two candidates to the Dean’s position in our research group and this made it 

possible to acknowledge our own post doc temporary researchers legitimacy in the eyes of the highest 

academic hierarchies.  

Project implementation was coordinated by our team of temporary researchers at the Genders Centre which 

was already existing and focusing on gender studies while there was a so called Equal Opportunities Office 

which was serving the Equal Opportunities Committee –CUG and which was transformed and re-named  in 

2013 as Welfare and Work Life Balance Office. The Office is in charge of the People Care Plan which costs 3 

millions € and provides private health insurance to all staff members up to associate professors; in addition its 

competences include summer camps, right to life long learning for employees children, remunerated mobility. 

Close to the STAGES project conclusion, the sustainability issue was approached by adding Equal Opportunities 

as additional competence to the Welfare Office and when a director for the office was to be hired as a 

permanent administrative employee,  a public call was issued, I applied and won the selection. We’ll continue 

working on issues related to Leadership now that the Office’s competences have been expanded beyond 

welfare issues. Other researchers from the Genders Centre who were working on STAGES are continuing to 

work on gender medicine issues, one of them focusing on careers in bio technologies. Due to my position I am 

(now more closely ) engaged in the Positive Action Plan design and we are including a Women and Science 

Programme covering the entire University. 

Resources  

(see sections above) 

National Regulations/Impact on National Policies 

(see sections above) 
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6.14 UAIC IASI University (RO) 
Context 

Gender inequality at our University it is not seen as a highly problematic issue as we are above EU values in 

terms of women representation in researcher, but still there are important imbalances in life science, social 

sciences, STEM and Computer sciences, and Humanities as well, and to a bigger extent in ICT. However, in the 

last few years at the level of Bachelor Degrees Romania had the highest levels of Women in ICT according to 

EIGE: all these statistical general data shall be understood in their peculiar contexts 

A broad legal framework on equality between men and women is dated 2002 (Law n° 202), although it has 

been updated several times,  including very general statements and regulations on equality, not on peculiar 

domains and landscapes. 

We don’t have special law on Gender in Education we have then Law n°1/2012 on Education which mentions 

Equality of Opportunities. In terms of policies the Romanian National Authority for Equal Opportunities closely 

collaborates with the Ministry for Labour and Family: these national bodies have also a very general strategy 

are also very broad and do not include anything specific on education and science.  

Our national context foresees a strong autonomy of University, they are responsible for their internal 

strategies, and this made possible to integrate gender equality into the University Charter. I therefore took 

the opportunity to use this autonomy and advance on gender equality issues. 

There is no gender equality machinery in place at our University, only a requirement from the Dean to observe 

the main legal framework of equal opportunity. 

We joined the STAGES project with our own Research Centre on Social Management and Community 

Development which was settled in the year 2000: we set up  a Master Degree on Gender Studies. All the 

projects on gender issues at our University were run by our Centre. We had 15 years experience in running 

FP6 and FP7 projects as well as projects funded by DG Justice and awareness campaigns as well as projects on 

structural funds. But we involved since the beginning 9 Faculties plus another one we involved it along the way 

in the and also the EU Studies Centre. 

 We had a strong participatory approach and therefore  involved all faculties in different actions  

For us designing the GEP for STAGES was a forecast exercise included in the Description of Work, but we 

conceived the GEP as an iterative process. Our approach was based on  strategic action research so that after 

each activity we had  evaluated them through conversations and interviews and re-moulded the Plan: originally 

we had 29 actions and at the end we came to a total of 40 actions included in the GEP, each of them containing 

several events, so overall we put in practice 90 activities along the 4 years duration of STAGES.  

All activities are described on the Timeline on our Websites20. 

In the initial Description of Work of the project the GEP was too general, it was drafted based on our 

background scientific knowledge production but  then when your objective is structural change, then you need 

to challenge managerial cultures and therefore need to target all the management levels: 

• Top and middle management 

• Human Resources 

• Project Management 

• Financial Management 

                                                           
20 http://stages.csmcd.ro/index.php/practicingstages; http://stages.csmcd.ro/index.php/timeline 

http://stages.csmcd.ro/index.php/youngcareer 

 

http://stages.csmcd.ro/index.php/practicingstages
http://stages.csmcd.ro/index.php/timeline
http://stages.csmcd.ro/index.php/youngcareer
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Areas of Intervention of the GEPs 

As far as the issues at stake are concerned, I would say that we are all swimming in the same water, as women 

and men share the same culture, for some women for example it was still normal making coffee for their male 

colleagues in the morning, but now it is not the case any longer! 

Our first internal evaluation indicated gender blindness in male and female colleagues; the second time at the 

end, the survey showed how awareness has increased. 

We invested a lot to achieve this result: we organized workshops, conferences direct meetings study visits, 

awareness raising visits. After the first evaluation I was surprised to see how gender blindness was widespread, 

between men and women: after repeating the evaluation we saw a series of topics which were considered not 

to be relevant for gender equality became topical issues.  

One example of this changed perception was women’s access to management Board or also work life balance. 

We are the only university with a kindergarten and primary school for internal staff to support work life balance 

in dual career couples, which might have peculiar problems when both parents are travelling at conferences; 

we also  established summer camps. Thanks to agreements with parochial organizations (facilitated by the fact 

that we have two theological faculties, one orthodox and one catholic)  we were also able to offer overnight 

accommodation of few days. We strived to involve both women and men in our change process. 

A suggestion I would give to any university involved in similar projects is to be acknowledged as the permanent 

point of contact for gender equality and also liaise with National Authorities. 

Communication played a big role in our Action Plan as we set up a communication and visibility strategy  to 

make sure that top managers were aware of the fact the project was going to get public visibility, and this 

actually made them more open.  

One of the biggest problems women reported to us was their being not represented or mentioned in defining 

the public image of the university and its excellence when academic and scientific excellence was to be 

showcased in public. We therefore establishes the Women Researchers Day and created  profiles of junior and 

senior researchers/women in sciences, and a series of films afterwards.  

“Initiated by the STAGES project at the UAIC, the training programmes on gender equality in science aim to 

increase gender awareness and cultivate a proactive understanding of different actors and beneficiaries 

involved in strategic areas that are relevant for improving the dynamics of gender equal opportunities in 

academic and research activities at the UAIC:  

• management staff, especially Human Resources Management; 

• academic and research staff; 

• early-career researchers, post-doctoral fellows, PhD candidates and MA students of the UAIC” 

• The centre’s staff took part to the ILO course on Gender Audit 

• Training programme  

Leadership Issues 

Leadership in research is the biggest problems at Romanian Universities and ours as well: on the Website 

timeline initiatives on pages 6-7-8-9 were aimed at tackling these issues. To address these challenges, it was 

important to connect our actions to national level agencies to become effective and the Research Funding 

Agency in particular, for sustainability, otherwise you cannot be really effective in promoting cultural change. 

We worked for connecting excellence to National Agencies for Research Funding to support women leadership 

in research and increasing the number of new applications by women but also to augment the number of 

women on the management Boards of Research 
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Based on our cooperation the Agency integrated a special statement on Gender Equality in the application 

form as a criteria for first formal eligibility steps, both as equality of research teams and the contents of 

Research. 

In a similar way, from our cooperation with the National Agency on Quality evaluation in Higher Education, the 

Evaluation Standards Fiches have been integrated with the existence of Gender Equality Plans and Gender 

Equality Strategies at the faculty, university, as well as educational programme level. This is much stronger 

than simply having a law to require GEPs approval.  

We think it was a very positive effect, we had to struggle but then finally found the right path. 

Gender Mainstreaming/Positive Actions 

We have used both approaches: involving both women and men but also setting up specific actions for women 

when needed. 

You have to use a stick and carrot strategy, so we both used mainstreaming and positive actions  

We  just had new elections recently at the beginning of October: we now have 2 women as Dean of Faculties 

and 6 Vice Deans  and about Departments: half of them are managed by women. This is really that first data 

show how we are starting to collect the fruits. Changes in the management after the project was concluded 

didn’t ended up being a backlash, but rather  showed success. 

Bottom Up/Top Down Approach  

We didn’t need to convince our managers actually, as our University is member of several EU level Network 

of University: joining the network of universities at the EU level on gender equality is a common value and 

management was interested into these developments.  So our management was very supportive since the 

very beginning and when we proposed to have a gender action plan in place and join the project the Dean was 

very supportive 

We have received the HRS4R logo in 2014 mainly due to activities undertaken under the STAGES programme. 

Dean of the ICT Faculty was member  in our International Advisory Board and tool part to our travels; he had 

the opportunity to understand how relevant gender equality in research is as an issues at the European level 

and he ended up proposing a woman as his vice Dean once the previous one had to retire, so nowadays we 

have a woman as a vice Dean at the ICT faculty; this was also connected to our work as you know women do 

not always accept but she did it as she who was also part of our Network  of Women in Academia  (we are 

actually one of the few in Europe). 

We set up a network named Women in Academia: to build a strong partnership in order to being able to 

discuss with top managers: we invited women with power and high EU-level visibility; we brought from 10 

faculty women with such an important status and visibility, they were the right knowledgeable partners to 

dialogue with top managers, and this actually worked. 

Intersectionality 

This is not very relevant to our university; probably age is the only dimension which is relevant and we 

addressed it through the young women researcher network as well as establishing awards for young 

researchers. Otherwise no, we didn’t have any type of measures, because all and all the University  is a 

meritocratic environment…if you come from a poor family this doesn’t really matter   

Effective impact  

At the end of the project we managed to achieve our objectives. I mentioned the impact at national levels with 

the results we got in mainstreaming gender with the Funding and Evaluation Agencies. Impact in numbers of 

women at top positions was also highlighting a successful outcome. Then a sustainability plan approved by the 

University was the best guarantee for us.  
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For us it was mainly a process of agreeing on several values: I strongly rely on these values of modern university 

in the world of today, that anybody can say no to. My commitment and mandate within STAGES was also to 

build strong E level connections, and actually this counted. 

Our University is member of LERU Group (League of European Universities) and in those contexts gender 

equality is a prerequisite; I look with envy at the Athena Swan in the UK for example. 

I wouldn’t define it as a negotiation process as you don’t start from equal positions,  describing the process 

and strategy as relying on  and finding common values which have to be met if universities want to get 

recognized as top research and educational institutions is more appropriate 

Sustainability Monitoring 

As you can see from the website timeline we have continued to implement activities after the end of the 

project: This year we produced the Women get to the top film, we organized Awards and Prizes for women 

researchers, so we have continued beyond the project duration and we are still doing so. Our GEP is currently 

running, we showed how gender equality is normal fact of life at our university. 

Having a structure such as the Centre for Gender Equity in Science formally in the organigram of the University 

to Run the GEP and a network of professors , senior and  junior researchers well rooted in the Economics and 

biology Departments  but also in all faculties was crucial for sustainability. Also our International Advisory  

We have applied for funding at the University Administrative Board and now have a 5 years budget allocated 

of approximately 10.000 €  per year which was not in place before. We also  manage to get some sponsorship 

from companies, multinational industry working in our region, donations. We are actively looking for funds 

and submitting applications to EU Calls for Proposals 

Actors behind our GEP are the Network, the Centre, HR leaders, and the Rectorate as well as the vice president 

of the Senate were also crucial to ensure sustainability.  

The Centre is delivering our annual Gender Audit Report  and presents it to the Senate, to re-evaluate the Plan. 

Today the GEP is part of the general and formalized strategy of the University towards 2020, embedded into 

formal documents 

Resources  

3 professors are currently actively engaged in gender equality policies implementation; in addition, we have 1 

person from the  HR department with IT expert background is supporting statistical data and delivery of gender 

statistics  (for about 200 hours x year of her work obligation). 

Impact on National Policies 

See above 

6.15 University of Tras o Monte  e Alto Douro (PT) 
Context 

 The GEP was an outcome of the will of a specific person, who had the idea, from the cabinet of the Dean’s 

office, in 2013. Before it was designed, we had administrative and political changes, with impact on the office 

too. So we designed the Plan,  but these changes caused delays so we didn’t come to a full implementation 

yet. Also budget constraints caused further delay. 

A team was formed to design and implement the GEP: we involved 1 department, economics, sociology and 

management with a team made of teaching research and administrative staff including learning and training 

services. The GEP it was signed this year by the Dean in a public way. 
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We accessed the  National programme on promoting Gender Equality Plans in Public Administration bodies 

co-funded by ERDF and this allowed to make a full diagnosis at staff and student levels and also at leadership 

positions. 

Areas of Intervention of the GEPs 

Our diagnosis was dealing both with horizontal and vertical segregation at the whole University level. 

We found out that among teaching staff there is a strong gender gap to pay, as we found men earn 155€ more 

than women on a monthly basis.  

Much more men can be found among associate professors and full professors, more women among the lowest 

research ranks. 

There are mostly men in political and management positions as well as among full and associate professors or 

directors of Schools and Depts.  Women seem to take more time to get there in a way. 

First measures we designed are about work life balance mainly, as we were aware we couldn’t impact on 

vertical segregation on the short term. In particular, the managerial positions are all occupied for 5 years, so 

there was no way to achieve results for the current term. 

For example, we adjusted the time schedule of training courses to gender differences as we realized men 

prefer to have intensive trainings each day after normal working hours, while women tend to prefer shorter 

sessions only two-three days per week after work to better conciliate family life with career.  

We also started to design a survey on work life balance needs targeting teachers, administrative staff and 

students to explore their perceptions about gender equality issues at the university more broadly. 

We are also planning to have focus groups to decide about which actions were relevant with internal members 

with important roles and also external stakeholders, such as a Spanish University, but the composition of the 

Focus Group is not set yet as we first need to have the  results from the survey. 

We plan to finish by the end of 2017 but we are not sure, it might be that we will need to take also the first 

semester of 2018.  We also plan to run these actions at the whole University level as, after all, our University 

is not so big. 

We have also planned actions to integrate gender in research and curricula. In our Social Sciences Faculty it 

should be easier, we would like to have a gender studies course but also some lessons, we realize though that 

in some other Departments and Schools this might me much more difficult, like for example Engineering. This 

is an experiment, we start with the Degree which is already more sensitive to these issues and see how it 

works. 

We would like to have gender issues in each course but also include specific classes on gender. Obviously, we 

cannot modify the Study Plan as it is centrally defined by an external state agency but we can introduce specific 

classes in specific courses. For example in a course on Economic Development we can more easily introduce a 

class on gender and development; in a Sociology Degree we might create an entire  course on Gender Studies. 

We will have a Guide on Communication and good practices on language use to be applied to internal and 

external communication and documents.  

 

 

Leadership Issues 

Not addressed at this stage (see above). We acknowledged the problem in our diagnosis but chose to focus 

on other priorities at this stage.  

Gender Mainstreaming/Positive Actions 
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No gender quotas or positive actions the approach is more oriented towards mainstreaming. 

Bottom Up/Top Down Approach 

For us bottom down approach meant to listen to academic communities needs and perceptions through the 

survey, through focus groups, but also more in general organizing seminars to discuss gender equality issues 

at various levels. 

Intersectionality 

It is a new issue we are considering; until now we didn’t foresee it for now, but we are still thinking if this 

would be useful and feasible. 

Impact  

The GEP is at its initial analysis and design steps so it is too early to define impact levels. Our perceptions based 

on what we have done so far and the opinion collected into the pilot study, is that although everybody seems 

to agree on the principle of gender equality, for example among non teaching staff they don’t acknowledge 

the existence of gender inequalities. We think the impact will be positive with the academic staff, many 

professors welcomed the project very positively as something which was needed. So we believe if will have an 

impact, although not in the short term. So far we managed to raise the issue and stimulate debate on these 

issues. To achieve change it will take time as the positions are continuously changing after 4 years and we 

don’t know what to expect already next year. 

Sustainability and Monitoring  

We are going to create a Commission and it will be permanent made of Dean’s Office member, a 

representative for each school, representation from administrative staff and one representative from our 

Group, Local Authorities, other universities.  We plan to have also external members as they have expertise 

and interest in these issues and we believe it is important to promote exchanges across organizations, public 

institutions in particular. The Commission will operate as a monitoring body of the GEP. 

We will attribute the Commission a monitoring role with regard to the GEP’s implementation and as it is 

thought of being a permanent body this should compensate the changes related to political cycles. 

As a way to integrate the GEP and gender issue in the overall organizational  routines of the University we plan 

to have the Communication Guidelines on gender sensitive Language use (see above). 

Resources 

It was initially funded by national –EU funds programme co-funded within the ERDF. There is no budget 

allocated for GEP implementation, probably we will manage next year.  

EU funds Budget was to make the initial  assessment, now that project is finished but there is commitment by 

the Dean’s Office to proceed with the survey and focus groups and it is quite likely we will get internal funds, 

although not in big amounts.  

 

National Regulations/Impact on National Policies 

At present as the funded project allowing us to conduct the pilot study and the gender diagnosis is concluded, 

we are acting only in the framework of the will of the current Dean’s Office committing to implement the GEP. 

.Someone from the teaching staff defined the questions as a difficult and challenging one, as they never 

thought of using a gender perspective when thinking of their careers, employment or research work. We don’t 

know yet what the final outcomes will be. 
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6.16 Technical University of Dortmund (DE) 
Context 

It wasn’t actually our decision but it was about implementing a law as in 1999 the State of North Rhine-

Westphalia issued the Gender Equality Act, a regional law, giving very detailed instructions so that every unit 

of state administration with more than 20 employees has to set up a Gender Equality Plan (in the law they are 

referred to as “Frauenförderpläne” which translates to “Plans for the Advancement of Women”). This includes 

every faculty at every public Research PO. 

At DTU every faculty, every administrative unit and every Research Centre with more than 20 employees has 

its own GEP, so when we speak of the DTU Plan we are actually referring to approximately 20 plans (16 for the 

faculties alone). Each of them includes data analysis and foresees actions; they don’t need to go under an 

internal formal approval procedure, as they are required by law and they have a triannual scheme. 

The first part is always a status quo analysis in terms of figures and determining areas where action is required, 

looking at students, HR, and leadership positions with the goal of reaching parity. 

At our university a majority of the faculties are from STEM disciplines and most of them lack women among 

their students. On the opposite, there are few male students in the Humanities; all faculties experience the 

renown ‘career scissors phenomenon’, so decreased shares of women along the career ladder.  

By law the dean of each faculty is responsible for the GEP. 

The university’s Gender Equality Officer has the role of a watchwoman in a consulting position, and is part of 

the whole process consulting and advising all faculties so that they can have their GEPs in place. Since she 

came into office in 2010 our current Gender Equality Officer has managed to simplify and streamline the 

process a lot and provided templates in order to relieve the faculties’ workload. We try to make it as little work 

as possible for them. 

Other internal mechanisms have been implemented in the meantime: Any GEP has to be presented and 

approved by a Gender Equality Commission of the university’s senate which oversees the overall process. 

An important triggering factor in the German context was the campaign for Gender Equality Standards 

launched in 2011 by DFG (German Research Foundation) asking research institutions to sign up and commit 

to regular reporting about the status quo in relation to the standards. Our DTU Gender Equality Officer has 

connected and merged the two procedures into one (DFG-standards + legal GEPs) creating one single 

instrument to serve both purposes. The DFG-standards evoked very positive results in uplifting the morale of 

the university’s leadership in writing these Gender Equality Plans, and the Rectorate Office stood behind this 

commitment. This gave Equality Policies much more weight and importance. It brought the process to the next 

level and everything has become smoother since then.  

Another law very important in this context is the High Education Act of North Rhine-Westphalia which was 

renewed in 2014. This renewal pushed the issue of gender equality in leadership positions even further by 

setting up gender soft quotas for the professorship level. Quotas were until then voluntarily set within the 

DFG-standards using the cascade model to set targets. Since the Act was renewed quotas are not voluntary 

any longer for all universities in North Rhine-Westphalia. Here at DTU the Rectorate is negotiating the targets 

for gender balanced professorships within the period with each faculty. The negotiations are based on the 

cascade model as well, with the difference that not only internal numbers are taken into account but also 

national numbers of potential female professionals with sufficient qualifications in the field, what we call “the 

pond we can fish from.” The final target is also influenced by the number of positions foreseen to be opening 

up in the upcoming years. The negotiated targets are then part of the GEP of each faculty. 

Areas of Intervention of the GEPs 
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These are very specific in each faculty, but we can say that all of the faculties often have GEPs focused on 

actions aimed at: 

• Increasing the number of enrolled girls in STEM faculties or boys for the Humanities faculties; 

• Getting more women in professorship positions; 

• Work life balance is always a chapter but these policies are also implemented in the central 

administration of the university as a whole; our university has signed a Charta with other universities 

to improve the situation of families and employees as well as students with care burdens. We have a 

dedicated office at our university, which is part of our central administration and was also 

implemented as a result of our general GEP in 2009, 10 years after the Gender Equality Act was 

enforced. This office is called “Equal Chances, Family and Diversity” and lead by a former Gender 

Equality Officer of the university. 

In addition to the GEPs actions at each faculty the Gender Equality Office has several projects in place which 

are organized centrally and based on our own data analysis for the university as a whole and specific 

research/studies on gender at DTU that we carry out.  

We offer a one year mentoring program for girls aged 12 to 14 which focusses on the STEM faculties. We invite 

the girls to visit our university and create a mentoring relationship with female students of STEM subjects in 

order to motivate them to consider enrolling in a STEM discipline themselves after finishing school. The project 

is called MinTU. We offer an equivalent project for boys the same age who have the chance to discover the 

Humanities and get in touch with male students of those disciplines. This project is called 12+. 

Another project called female.2.enterprises aims to prepare female students to get highly qualified jobs 

outside the university. 

Leadership Issues  

In addition to the cascade quota targets that I mentioned above, the internal guidelines for hiring new 

professors were entirely re-written in 2012; the Gender Equality Officer was fully involved in this process. The 

renewed guidelines guarantee more transparency in the procedures and also take gender issues into 

perspective.  

The Gender Equality Officer is furthermore included into the process of hiring new personnel and – by law - 

has to be informed about every single hire the university makes. She has the opportunity to query a 

recruitment when the new employee is part of the overrepresented group within the unit that is hiring. In that 

case a detailed explanation has to be given or the entire process has to be reconsidered.  

Overall we can observe a positive development. A good example is the faculty of Business, Economics and 

Social Sciences. There’s gender parity among students and then the higher we go in the career levels, the 

worse it looks. Until few years ago there was just one female professor in this faculty. But then the leadership 

of the faculty has committed to change and things have improved a lot until now.  

There is a general improvement detectable when regarding the figures, although it is difficult to directly link 

this to the measures foreseen by the GEPs. It is always easier to detect what measure didn’t work. In the 

Gender Equality Office, we are evaluating our own projects but the evaluation of the faculty measures is fully 

in their own hands.  

When recruiting new personnel in leadership positions, of course, qualification always comes first. But there 

are steps to be taken prior to this decision that can have a positive influence on the chances that a woman is 

hired and these are suggested and overseen by the Gender Equality Officer. For example, more efforts are 

being made to address women directly and encourage them to apply for an open position.  
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The problem is not that a faculty doesn’t want to hire women, but often women are stuck somewhere on 

lower career levels and do not even enter “the pond” I was mentioning; a prior step is therefore also to ensure, 

that women are given the opportunity to qualify for leadership positions. 

In this context, good practice for us is that our faculties reserve 3 ‰ of their budget for gender equality and 

they can use this money – for example – to send scientists of the underrepresented gender to conferences in 

order to support their further qualification.  

Gender Mainstreaming/Positive Actions 

Gender Mainstreaming is the overall philosophy behind all our actions. We re-named the plans 

Gleichstellungskonzepte (=Gender Equality Plans) in 2010. Originally they are defined as “Plans for the 

Advancement of Women” in the Gender Equality Act from 1999.  

If you take a closer look at the faculties’ GEPs, you realize how Positive Actions make the bigger part, and this 

is fine, as there was never a negative connotation or a feeling of reluctance in setting up and accepting 

initiatives targeted at women in particular. 

Bottom Up/Top Down Approaches  

Top Down approach by way of national enforcement proved to be effective; the typical stigmatization of 

quotas could be evaded like this, since the overall reaction is “ok, we have to do it” and suddenly there are no 

issues with setting the targets.  

Our Rectorate’s premise for the advancement of DTU is to attract the “best heads,” the most qualified people 

to study and work at our institution. Hence the tone set by the university’s leadership is that we cannot afford 

to ignore women.  

In 2011, a Pro-Rectorate Diversity Management was established along with committing to the Gender Equality 

Standards by DFG; she is a professor, and she is, for example, handling all the negotiations on the quotas with 

each faculty.  

The Gender Equality Officer works as a satellite in the university’s organigram, and is unbound from any 

particular faculty or department but cooperates with all of them. 

There is cooperation on policies and projects between the Gender Equality Officer and the Pro-Rector Diversity 

Management, but there is no designated binding relation. 

While the Gender Equality Officer is elected by all female members of the university every 4 years, the 

administrative Department for Equal Chances, Family and Diversity is headed by an administrative staff as a 

permanent position. The department is embedded within the structure of the central administration and 

works very closely with the Pro-Rector Diversity Management.   

The Pro-Rector Diversity Management is appointed by the Rector. This triangle – Pro-Rectorate, administrative 

department and Gender Equality Officer – is not common in Germany. At DTU it was developed throughout 

the years and it is working very well. The head of the administrative department used to be the Gender Equality 

Officer herself so she knows the matter by heart. 

Bottom up for us means reaching out to the faculties. Since the GEPs are in their own hands, there’s no 

structured participation process in place. Some faculties have created commissions or dedicated project 

groups including students as well as researchers and other employees to advance the issue but this is based 

on their individual choice as a faculty. We encourage discourse on every level and these commissions are 

useful but we cannot prove that this approach is more effective than another. 

About our ICT-IST faculties data shows how those are the ones which have the most challenging starting point 

due to major imparity already on at the student level. We therefore have a special focus on them but they 
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don’t have more weight than others in our eyes. Within the MinTU project we cooperate a lot with them, but 

it is the same for all STEM faculties between Physics and Informatics.  

Intersectionality 

The GEPs do not take an intersectional approach, but the overall philosophy of Gender Equality is 

intersectional.  Issues concerning intersectionality rather fall into the thematic area of the administrative 

Department for Equal Chances, Family and Diversity as well as the Pro-Rectorate Diversity Management.   

In any case, we believe that linking diversity issues and gender equality gives more severity  to fighting 

discrimination as a whole. There is an ongoing debate on whether Diversity Management shall also be the job 

of the Gender Equality Officer and at many universities in Germany this is actually the case; here at DTU we 

have this thematic separation and it works very well, but the cooperation between the two policy levels is 

happening thanks to the persons in charge and their good communication that finally makes the difference as 

far as collaborative attitudes are concerned. 

Effective impact  

The impact was fed by the GEP: putting gender equality on the agenda through the plans had a big impact in 

triggering structural change as we now have a Pro-Rector Diversity Management and the administrative 

department I mentioned. But also looking at the numbers, we can see the positive development. This could 

be mirroring a general cultural change so it is difficult to link it directly to GEPs or all the policies, but we have 

the feeling that the discourse has become more open. 

A very interesting change has been related to the use of gender neutral language, which is very relevant for 

German. The use of gender neutral language in every official communication is now mandatory. For example, 

departments’ names were changed: Studentenwerk (literally only referring to male students) was changed in 

“Studierendenwerk” which is a neutral and more inclusive word. 

The guidelines for recruiting new professors include a chapter on gender bias and homosocial prejudices now.  

We also formed a panel group on Gender Studies for the inclusion of gender issues into study programs which 

is advising the faculties on this matter when they want to create new programmes.  Obviously, it works on 

occasion- on purpose.  

Sustainability and Monitoring 

Timewise there is sustainability as GEPs have to be evaluated and rewritten every three years.  

The Pro-Rector Diversity Management is appointed by the Rector and the Gender Equality Officer – by law – 

is elected every 4 years by the female members of the university. Hence, these are not permanent positions. 

But there is a kind of consistency at DTU: our Gender Equality Officer has just entered her third period for 

example. The one position which is permanent is the head of the administrative Department for Equal 

Chances, Family and Diversity. 

We have a straightforward data analysis and long term statistical data collection concerning HR developments 

and the student population by our Statistical Office and we conduct a thorough evaluation of the projects we 

centrally run, but I am not sure to what point the faculties monitor their individual measures. Presumably it is 

more a kind of experiential monitor to come to an assessment of whether a specific action worked well or not. 

Resources  

3% of each faculty’s budget are reserved for gender equality measures and we have a State Programme for 

Gender Equality in Higher Education Funds. We apply to that programme for the projects that we carry out as 

an office but also the faculties can apply. We feel these are sufficient resources.  

Initially, we had to apply for each project individually but meanwhile it has become an allocated budget from 

state to university for which the rectorate is attributing responsibility to the Gender Equality Officer. 
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6.17 Radboud University (NL) 
Context 

I have been coordinating STAGES which is now concluded and now we are into EGERA .  

In 2012 there was no integral GEP at the University but there were some target figures on female professors 

and there was a mentoring action planned but  not put in place due to lack of financial means. 

It was on the agenda and there was a Gender Institute with courses taught on gender and a limited amount 

of staff doing research on gender; so that was the starting situation. 

When we got a grant, we had the possibility to expand those planned action so we had 4 rounds of the 

mentoring programme until now and we are starting the 5th.  

Since the beginning we worked closely with the Diversity Officer at the University: he was allocated only half 

a day per week on this task but  we involved him in the design and he was also member of the Advisory 

Committee that we established, made of 7 people, 5 of them  academic managers,  together with the Research 

Institutes Leadership, so they were involved in designing and planning of the GEP: along the 10-12 meetings 

we sent them all research materials we produced and they gave us feedback and at this made them feel 

owners of the process. We were a small team and beside me as project coordinator with also half a day per 

week there was a PhD student making all of the data collection work and organizational work and after the 

end of the project she was hired as a Diversity Officer, the second one working jointly with the one who had 

been working in the Advisory Board. 

Diversity Officer is an administrative job and she has 4 days per week while the other Senior Diversity Officer 

is now on 1 day per week and for the rest he is involved into HR work, so yes at our University Diversity Officer 

is an administrative full time position currently split on 2 persons. 

Areas of Intervention of the GEPs 

There is now a GEP in place at the University thanks both to STAGES and EGERA but it took almost 3 years 

before the University Board could put this on their agenda and acknowledge that a coherent policy programme 

was needed. Moreover,  the policy being implemented  came formally into place after the STAGES project was 

finished. Some STAGES actions are part of the GEP and fully funded by the University: the Women’s Network 

for early career  researchers  that we established in STAGES and now the Board is financing it. And this is also 

applying to another action in Stages , Training Academic Leadership on Gender Equality Processes: we applied 

it on 2 Research Institutes out of 22 of them, but it was so successful that it became part of the official 

Academic Leadership trainings so it was mainstreamed as well. 

Leadership Issues 

This was one of the most successful part of the project, when we organized the trainings for leaders. We 

started showing the numbers of both men and women in leadership position and we showed how the figures 

didn’t change over time although they expected to see a change. When they see how, in spite the increased 

numbers of women enrolled, graduated and taking PhD, women didn’t flow through to the higher ranks , they 

wanted to understand why and with every group of managers we sat something like 8 hours. We built a 

diagram visualizing these phenomena, highlighting all hindrances and obstacles and this took quite some time 

but we finally built a model which was an outcome of our shared knowledge. At the end, when the model was 

agreed upon, we invited managers to come out with proposals about how change could be pursued, and they 

were quite enthusiastic as this was their analysis and their own ideas. In one of the Research Institute, as STEM 

Institute,  they came up with a quota for women invited to interviews so it was decided that the Recruitment 

Committee could not take place if there were not at least two qualified candidates to be interviewed. So it was 

proposed at the training session and within 2 weeks they implemented and it is still in place. Although I talked 
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to them and there is a change in the leadership so half of the leadership team has changed and so they are 

now struggling to keep them involved in the issue. 

Gender Mainstreaming/Positive Actions 

Our frame is mainly Equal Opportunities oriented, but positive actions came about as an outcome of discussion 

with the leadership. The University Board now reserves 8-10 full professorship positions to women.  It was not 

an outcome of STAGES, which involved 2 Research Institutes only, but the discussions resonated at the whole 

university level. The 2 Institutes’ Leaders became advocates of  the issues at the highest levels, and they were 

mainly men, but they were the same men part of the Advisory Board, so acquiring a lot of knowledge on the 

topic, becoming problem owners in a way. 

Bottom Up/Top Down Approaches  

As said, for us the awareness raising of academic leaders through gender training was primarily important but 

the Women’s Network for Junior Researchers  was the more participatory side of our actions: since 2012 we 

organized about 4 meetings per year and we are continuing. Sometimes we invited speakers as role models 

but other times it was an open discussion on work life balance, being visible within Academia, and   how it is 

to be a researcher in the Netherlands etc. This was really bottom up and I believe also thanks to this the 

Academic boards considered us as a legitimate subject to discuss with, as we were representing that group, 

seeing them regularly. 

Intersectionality 

Diversity Policies at Radboud is including Gender Equality and Migration Background;  having a diverse work 

force is the goal of the university is to become more international, to have more people with international 

background on board. Age or sexual orientation is not really on focus although on paper these are mentioned 

as important. In practice we didn’t applied an intersectional approach to the extent we would have liked to 

do, but for example after one year we set up the Women Network for Early Stages Researchers we took a 

series of steps to involve more women with a migration background and now the board of the network  is 

made half of Dutch women and half with migration background but it took some time and it was a learning 

curve. 

Impact  

I think we managed to achieve considerable impact and structural change as there is now a GEP which is 

supported by staff and money.  We have target figures for quota on women in leadership, and a successful 

mentoring programme in place. We also worked on work life balance and investigated the issues mainly to 

understand to what extent people use work life balance arrangements and for what reasons, so here we have 

done good research and have disseminated it. I have to be nuanced about our having achieved structural 

change: at the raising awareness level by now,  but the Deputy Rector she is very much in favour of changing 

the organizational culture and becoming a family friendly university. This has become her agenda point.  

We already have facilities, we have paid parental leaves, opportunity to go on part time schemes or work 

flexible hours but this is all about organizational academic cultures and researchers’ fear that devoting time to 

family  and using these arrangements will hinder their careers or that they cannot afford to take that time, but 

this is a great hindrance. 

 Sustainability and Monitoring 

The GEP’s action is quite sustainable  until 2019/2020 I would say: the budget is approved, the Plan is officially 

announced. So we are on the safe side for the target figures, the mentoring program and the Women’s 

Network.  

Diversity Officers with HRM department University Board and Faculty Leaders of the 2 Institutes are supporting 

the policies. 
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The two departments participating in STAGES now have integrated in their Strategic Plans to be a diverse 

organization and refer to the Gender Equality Plan, the STEM Institute and the Economics and Management 

Institute. 

During the STAGES we had great monitoring from the technical partner and they monitored all targets and 

encouraged to put more efforts on achieving some of them if needed. 

Now that it has been transferred to the formal level, this is also the way our university operates, once there is 

a plan there is a work scan to assess outcomes but now there are other actors on a higher and more central 

level who are in charge of the monitoring. 

Through the EGERA project we are now expanding the policy to the entire university and the remaining 

institutes and making many more gender trainings. We selected 5 other Institutes at our Universities: all the 

other STEM Institutes and we will deliver gender trainings to their Academic Leaders, and in addition we will 

provide similar training to other partners across Europe as well. Heads of Departments Deans and Head of 

Institutes have to become problems owners, we understood this is important and effective and will promote 

this understanding also in other Research Organizations. 

Resources  

Currently the GEP, apart from projects, includes human resources for the 2 Diversity Officers. In addition, 5.000 

€ are invested in the Women’s network, not an enormous amount but necessary. The Mentoring programme 

is also funded.   The most expensive part of the GEP is for the 8-10 positions reserved to women are co-funded 

by the University but after 5 years they have to be taken over entirely by the Institutes: this is a very attractive 

feature anyway, having co-funding for the initial period.  

Impact on National Regulations  

There is actually limited room for impacting or connecting with national policies and regulations apart 

networking: there is a voluntary agreement in place among all Dutch Universities to raise the number of 

women full professors as I was mentioning and it was initially promoted by the Government in 2011 and then 

all Dutch Universities joined the initiative. Our university is now advocating for being a good practice in the 

field so to this point we have influence, being part of this competition to perform well and be the best. 

In  general in the Netherlands Universities are not obliged to have a Diversity Officer, there are no binding 

regulations in the field of gender, not only in education and research but more broadly, this is against our 

culture, which is rather based on voluntary initiative.  

6.18 Hasselt University (BE) 
Context21 

In 2012, a few decrees were issued by the Flemish government, which impose gender quotas for the 

composition of academic advisory boards and management boards at universities. These decrees took effect 

on 1 October 2013 on the understanding that a balanced representation of both sexes should be realized at 

the next reshuffle of the relevant boards. 

From the onset, the rectors have voiced concern over the feasibility and purpose of these gender quotas. As 

a result, a ‘High level Task Force Gender’ has been founded at a national level with a view to developing 

concrete proposals which should be more effective in the long-term than mere quotas, and which elicit more 

sympathy among the Academic Personnel, which is why they developed a Gender action plan, which was 

submitted to the secretaries of Education and Research in 2013. Both secretaries were enthusiastic and 

                                                           
21 This interview was submitted in writing, upon request of the respondents and due to time limitations, based on the 
same guiding questions list which was proposed to the other interviewees. 
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requested the Rectors to draw up an inter-university charter. In addition, each institute was requested to 

develop an individual gender action plan.  

The Hasselt University Gender Policy Plan (GPP) is an action plan proposal that was prepared within the 

framework of the Gender working group. In order to emphasize the commitment by the top of the university, 

both the Rector and the General Administrator of the university take part in the meetings. This task force will 

also be charged with the further follow-up of measures/initiatives described and included in the proposed 

policy plan. 

The proposals of this ‘technical’ working group are discussed, complemented and supported by the Vice-

Chancellors for education and research, and by the Council of Deans. Moreover, the policy plan has been 

submitted to a sounding board group in which various faculties of Hasselt University are represented and the 

male-female balance respected. The Board of Governors should underwrite this policy plan and follow up its 

further implementation. 

 

The measures proposed by Hasselt University within the framework of its policy plan are patterned on the 

recommendations formulated by the VLIR High Level Task Force Gender, which can be divided into three 

groups: 

- measures with regard to business culture (target group: complete personnel); 

- measures with regard to inflow and throughput (target group: academic personnel); 

- measures with regard to work-life balance (target group: complete personnel). 

The majority of proposed measures, in particular the last group of support measures, aim to facilitate the 

work-life combination for the complete personnel. As such, they cater to the needs of men and women 

belonging to a ‘dual-career’ couple, one-parent-family or recomposed family. 

Hasselt University is very well aware of the fact that – apart from the aforementioned ‘work-life balance’ issue 

– there are specific gender issues, often to the disadvantage of women, with regard to business culture and 

academic inflow and throughput. A few measures within the first two groups aim to neutralize this gender 

aspect. 

Content of Gender Policy Plan Hasselt University: 

 

1. measures with regard to business culture (target group: complete personnel) 

- Signing the Gender Charter 

- The foundation of a task force ‘Gender’ 

- Reviewing business culture at Hasselt University 

- Creating gender awareness  

- Family-friendly and efficient culture of meetings 

- Making role models visible 

 

2. measures with regard to inflow and throughput (target group: academic personnel) 

- Gender-neutral job advertisements/job descriptions 

- Differentiated career path policy 

- Replacement fund 
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- Fostering international mobility 

- Career path counselling 

- Mentoring and coaching 

- The composition of councils/commissions 

 

3. measures with regard to work-life balance (target group: complete personnel). 

- Measures concerning pregnancy  

- Structural work-at-home 

- Child care 

- Shopping service 

- Ironing service 

- Takeaway meals 

Leadership Issues 

Notwithstanding the fact that the GPP of Hasselt University takes into account the interests, needs and 

experience of both women and men (see below), a few measures within our GP aim to neutralize the gender 

segregation in top academic and administrative positions: 

1. Gender-neutral job advertisements/job descriptions 

In addition to the existing “manual for recruiting Academic personnel”, Hasselt University wants to draw up a 

checklist safeguarding the gender neutrality of job advertisements in general and job descriptions in particular, 

which acts as an extra security mechanism alongside the already existing legal obligations. This checklist also 

pays attention to the avoidance of sex-related terminology, the critical formulation of certain qualifications 

(so as not to discourage too many suitable candidates beforehand), the explicit mentioning of available 

secondary work conditions, and the safeguarding of the balance between ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ skills. 

2. The composition of councils/commissions 

On 13 July 2012 the Flemish Parliament enacted a decree  according to which Hasselt University (and the 

University of Antwerp) are bound to obligations aimed at ensuring a balanced representation of men and 

women in management bodies, councils and commissions. This decree, was put into effect on 1 October 2013. 

The principal article (art. 5/1) is as follows: 

“The Board of Governors lays down the fundamental rules concerning the organization of appointments and 

elections in its organizational and managerial regulations.  These fundamental rules provide safeguards to 

ensure a balanced representation of both sexes in the Board of Governors, the various university’s 

management bodies taking decisions to be implemented, various advisory committees provided by the 

organizational regulations, and selection commissions. It is stipulated that only a maximum of two thirds of 

the members of the aforementioned bodies, councils and commissions shall consist of people belonging to 

the same sex.” 

Hasselt University fully supports the principle of gender balance. In its execution, Hasselt University has already 

adapted its Reglement Academische Structuur (RAS) (Academic Structure Regulations) for the decree 

implementation with a view to achieving a more balanced man-to-woman ratio. The composition rules for the 

Research Board, the Education Board, and the Statutory Commission of Advice were adjusted to that end (see 

annex 2). 
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Adapting the composition of faculties, their respective faculty boards and related bodies (departments, 

examination boards, education management teams, advisory commissions for appointments) to the imposed 

gender norms may in some cases prove difficult (mentioned below).  

 

3. Reviewing business culture at Hasselt University (raising awareness) 

It is important to have the right tools to assess sufficient room and regard for the wide range of norms, values, 

competences that should exist within a pluralistic organization as well as the awareness-raising process among 

staff with respect to the conscious values they believe to have and the unconscious values that actually 

determine their behaviour. 

To that end, Hasselt University has organized an audit to identify the Hasselt University business culture at 

different levels: team culture, meeting culture, perceived gender and racial inequality, culture regarding work-

life balance, … 

The results of this audit are communicated to the entire staff. Work points that were identified, will be 

accompanied through appropriate measures.  

Do you retrospectively think there was a balance between mainstream oriented measures and positive 

actions? 

For Hasselt University, an effective gender approach takes into account the interests, needs and experience 

of both women and men. Considering the experience that both men and women struggle to balance private 

and professional life, Hasselt University wishes to use the concept of  “dual-career couples” as the right 

approach towards the proposed Policy Plan Gender. ‘Dual-career couples’ differ from  ‘dual-earner couples’ in 

some aspects.  

They are defined as couples in which both partners aspire a career. Both hold a job which is important for 

them, which offers chances to develop their potential, and which demands a high level of commitment.  

In this respect, the careers of both partners have equal standing. At the same time both partners have a family 

life, possibly with children, definitely involving chores and tasks intrinsic to managing a household.  

As an increasing number of academics belong to this group, universities need to consider the needs of these 

couples. It is undeniably true that dividing family duties and socio-economic obligations is a decisive factor of 

the extent to which both partners are able to realize their professional goals. Moreover, Hasselt University 

takes into account the fact that traditional family structures have been subject to change over the last 15 

years. The number of particular households increased strongly between the early 1970s and late 1990s while 

the average family size has decreased steadily. The underlying trend is a strong increase in the number of 

single adults, both single adults living alone and single-parent-families. Furthermore, there is a strong increase 

in the number of recomposed families, which often face a concatenation of difficulties in various domains of 

everyday life. The UHasselt wants to take these specific needs into account. 

The majority of the proposed measures, in particular the last group of support measures, aim to facilitate the 

work-life combination for the complete personnel. As such, they cater to the needs of men and women 

belonging to a ‘dual-career’ couple, one-parent-family or recomposed family. Hasselt University is very well 

aware of the fact that – apart from the aforementioned ‘work-life balance’ issue – there are specific gender 

issues, often to the disadvantage of women, with regard to business culture and academic inflow and 

throughput. A few measures within the first two groups aim to neutralize this gender aspect. 

Top Down/ Bottom up support and participation 

Was support from the top hierarchies (both academic and administrative levels) solid to ensure a smooth 

approval and implementation process? Was any form of bottom up participation foreseen during the design 

or refinement phase? 
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In preparation of this policy plan a  task force ‘Gender’ has been founded. In order to emphasize the 

commitment by the top of the university, both the Rector and the General Administrator of the university take 

part in the meetings. The task force is also charged with the further follow-up of measures/initiatives described 

and included in the proposed policy plan. 

The task force composition is as follows: 

• Rector Hasselt University; 

• General Administrator Hasselt University; 

• Director of Education; 

• Director of Research; 

• HR Director; 

• Rector  Office Director; 

• Senior Legal Advisor; 

• Rector Office Policy Collaborator. 

The proposals of this ‘technical’ working group are discussed, complemented and supported by the Vice-

Chancellors for education and research, and by the Council of Deans. Moreover, the policy plan has been 

submitted to a sounding board group in which various faculties of Hasselt University are represented and in 

which the male-female balance is respected. This sounding board gives input, advice and feedback regarding 

(the implementation of) gender measures. The Board of Governors has also underwritten this policy plan.  

If the GP was initiated by one specific  Department – School – Institution, how was it expanded to the whole 

university? 

The GPP of Hasselt University was not initiated by one specific department. It is developed at the central level, 

with input from our faculties.  

Were measures to address gender inequalities related to other discrimination levels through an cross sectoral 

approach?  

The GPP of Hasselt University is focused on gender. Being located in the multicultural province of Limburg and 

considering that one third of doctoral students is foreign, Hasselt University has no indication that racial or 

other discrimination represents a problem or issue. The results of our audit confirmed this: 96.5% of 

respondents feels that there are equal chances towards origin. There was no significant difference between 

the answers of respondents with and without migration background.  

Was/is the GEP achieving effective impact in all its foreseen measures and actions? 

Do you think it has managed to trigger structural change in your organization and be a transformative policy? 

As our gender policy plan is relatively young, it is too soon to detect real quantitative effects on gender 

segregation and throughput of female researchers. 

There are however a lot of measures which are positively evaluated by our staff: 

- mentoring; 

- differentiated career paths; 

- the replacement fund. 

Mentoring@UHasselt 

For years, mentoring projects have been intermittently organized at Hasselt University. The aim of this 

mentoring project is to support the career path of young scientists. The project concerns a continuation of the 

mentor trajectory developed within the Equal project of the VLIR werkgroep Gelijke Kansen (VLIR working 

group Equal Opportunities). In 2008, a steering group of this project was founded and agreements were made 

in terms of selection criteria regarding mentors/mentees, recruitment, matching and timetabling. 
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This mentoring program hinges upon a sharply focused, ground-breaking concept: 

• Individual mentoring; 

• Development-focused mentoring; 

• Mentoring within the organization/university; 

• Female and male academics help to cope with institutional and attitude-related obstacles on the 

career path.  

The ethical code of the mentoring program comprises five pillars: competence, learning and development 

context, limitations , integrity and professionalism. 

 The general regard for the project is a positive one. It is an approach with a positive cost/benefit 

balance. On the basis of a thorough evaluation and temporary follow-up by a steering group, possible points 

of improvement within the program can be implemented quickly and efficiently. 

Differentiated career path policy 

Tenured Academic Personnel and postdocs are expected to develop a balanced career with attention for 

research, education and services to the university and the community, which make up the three ‘traditional’ 

pillars of a university. In addition, they also assume other tasks (e.g. management activities) in terms of 

throughput and expertise. However, throughout their careers, academics cannot be expected to excel at all 

these aspects at once and at all time. This view on careers perfectly fits a business culture which encourages 

the adoption of specific holiday arrangements and part-time work, and ensures that this adoption does not 

negatively impact on evaluation and selection procedures. 

This is why Hasselt University, along with other universities, strives for the development of differentiated 

career paths, through which professors can focus more on education or research during certain career stages 

as well as services to the community, innovation/valorisation and policy responsibilities within the university 

– without any negative impact on their careers. This, however, does not detract from the fact that in the early 

stages for Tenured Academic Personnel sufficient attention should be paid to education and research output 

in order to ensure the career’s academic scope. An adjustment of Tenured Academic Personnel profiles has 

been worked out, in which a more differentiated approach has been incorporated towards expectations based 

on seniority and throughput across different degrees. 

This is also translated into Hasselt University’s assessment and promotion guidelines and should be fully 

supported through career path counselling. Needless to say, the emergence of a ‘natural’ hierarchy through 

the application of a differentiated career policy with academics specializing in research earning the highest 

positions in contrast to those concentrating more on education should be avoided. For this purpose, the 

criteria used within the context of assessment and promotion should be critically evaluated. These criteria 

should not only conform to the prevalent expectations within an inter-university and international research 

context, but should also be realistic within the context of a business culture that strives for a balance between 

work, family and social-societal commitments.  

Replacement fund 

Hasselt University has founded a replacement fund ensuring the continuation of academic assignment, both 

during and after long-term absence of Tenured Academic Personnel as a result of illness, pregnancy, maternity 

leave or palliative care leave. These measures also contribute to a higher acceptance of holiday arrangements 

by men and women.  

During the absence of a member of the Tenured Academic Personnel, the teaching assignments or any other 

assignments can be taken over by temporarily employed staff within the department, thus enabling an 

assignment reorganization within that department. 

In addition, this replacement fund is also useful when academics wish to complement their scientific portfolio 

after a longer period of absence. In order to bridge this potential breaking-in period, the adjustment of the 
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Tenured Academic Personnel statute has been prepared, by which Tenured Academic Personnel that has been 

absent for a longer period of time is offered the opportunity to temporarily renew and intensify exclusively 

specified academic assignments to update the scientific portfolio after the catch-up period. In order to avoid 

the situation in which colleagues from the Department involved are faced with a significant increase in 

workload on account of this arrangement, the replacement fund allows for the replacement funding.  

As such, the member of staff who acquired the temporary exemption can consolidate his/her scientific 

portfolio without disadvantaging his/her colleagues. 

With respect to long-term absence of Assisting Academic Staff, it has already been organized by decree to 

facilitate matters, namely through the introduction of a seventh year or an extra year for post-doc research 

assistants. 

The incentive to develop a gender policy plan was indirectly created by the gender quota decrees that the 

Flemish government issued. Although quota are not perceived as a popular and efficient measure, the 

necessity to call our faculties and central services to account regarding the gender neutral composition of 

boards and comities time and time again, functioned as a sensitization and awareness considering the 

underrepresentation of women. At this moment, the gender neutral composition of boards and comities is 

now more seen as an evidence.  

The GEP of Hasselt University contains proposed/intented measures which were gradually implemented in 

the course of 2014 and 2015. Some proposed measures will not be implemented (child care facilities ) or will 

be ended (ironing service). No updates were made so far. 

A future point of interest though is the treatment of promotion request within the Statutory Commission of 

Advice (which is gender-neutral in composition). For measures such as the replacement fund (see above) and 

the stimulus of leave regimes (i.e. parental leave) to be efficient, the evaluation of ‘academic output’ within 

the Statutory Commission of Advice should also take into account the ‘input’ in terms of available research 

time. When promotion request of fulltime academics and academics that have been absent due to parental 

leave (mostly women) are treated in the same way, other gender measures fail to achieve their objectives.   

Promotors/institutional owners  

Hasselt University aspires to impute the ‘gender’ measures close to the existing processes of the 

administrative departments. This way the (directors of the) department function as promotors of the GEP. For 

instance, the replacement fund is the responsibility of the HR department, the research department is 

responsible for the measures concerning international mobility. 

This method of working ensures the implementation and continuation of measures. The directors concerned 

are also member of the task force. 

Integration into internal regulations, measures  

• The policy concerning differentiated career paths is translated into Hasselt University’s assessment 

and promotion guidelines and should be fully supported through career path counselling. In 2014, 3 promotion 

requests were approved based on this policy. In 2015, there was one promotion request with 

community/valorisation/policy elements but this was not approved.   

• On 13 July 2012 the Flemish Parliament enacted a decree  according to which Hasselt University (and 

the UAntwerp) are bound to obligations aimed at ensuring a balanced representation of men and women in 

management bodies, councils and commissions. This decree, which added a few provisions to the Hasselt 

University management decree , was put into effect on 1 October 2013. The principal article (art. 5/1) is as 

follows: 

“The Board of Governors lays down the fundamental rules concerning the organization of appointments and 

elections in its organizational and managerial regulations.  These fundamental rules provide safeguards to 
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ensure a balanced representation of both sexes in the Board of Governors, the various university’s 

management bodies taking decisions to be implemented, various advisory committees provided by the 

organizational regulations, and selection commissions. It is stipulated that only a maximum of two thirds of 

the members of the aforementioned bodies, councils and commissions shall consist of people belonging to 

the same sex.” 

Hasselt University fully supports the principle of gender balance. In its execution, Hasselt University had 

already adapted its Reglement Academische Structuur (RAS) (Academic Structure Regulations) before the 

decree implementation with a view to achieving a more balanced man-to-woman ratio. The composition rules 

for the Research Board, the Education Board, and the Statutory Commission of Advice were adjusted to that 

end. 

In October 2016, the composition of the Board of Directors has been renewed according to the imposed 

gender norms.  

 

• UHasselt Research & Innovation Policy Plan 

Within Belgium, the Flemish Government is responsible for the research policy and the corresponding 

budgets. From the Flemish Government, the Flemish universities receive a yearly budget for fundamental 

research. A new element in the allocation of the budget is the conditionality of the budget. Every university 

has: 

(1) to develop a Research Policy Plan that takes into account: 

 - quality assurance & evaluation of the research; 

 - principles of good governance; 

 - gender & diversity action plan; 

 - training and career path counselling for researchers; 

 - science communication. 

(2) to compose its Research Council, gender balanced selection; 

(3) to make sure that all internal rules & regulations are embedded in a Charter Good Governance at the 

university; 

(4) to report on a yearly basis n research output to Flemish Government 

(5) to adopt the principles of the Flemish Science Communication Policy. 

Monitoring 

No specific indicators or KPI’s are defined. As said, the gender measures are integrated in the existing 

processes of the departments.  

Since the Flemish Government requested the Rectors of the Flemish Universities to develop an individual 

gender action plan, the implementation of these plans and the resulted effects in terms of the male-female 

promotion in all academic positions, are also followed up by the High level Task Force Gender at VLIR-level 

(VLIR: Flemish Interuniversity Council). 

Resources 

UHasselt committed resources for the replacement Fund. UHasselt has also invested in other measures such 

as the ironing service and the supporting measures within the context of international mobility. The research 

council foresees budgets for in and outgoing mobility for academic staff (postdoctoral level). The 3 doctoral 

schools of Hasselt University organize 2 calls a year for international and cross sectoral mobility for young 

researchers. 

Is the GEP linked to/embedded into national regulations or monitoring procedures? If yes, how exactly does 

it work? Was your GEP influencing any change in national regulations or policies?  
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The gender quota were imposed by the Flemish government by decree in 2013. 

Taking into account the concern from the Rectors regarding the feasibility and purpose of these gender quota, 

a ‘High level Task Force Gender’ has been founded at a national level with a view to develop concrete proposals 

which should be more effective in the long-term than mere quotas, and which elicit more sympathy among 

the Academic Personnel. The individual gender plans of the Flemish universities are based on these proposals. 

‘Gender neutrality of boards’ and ‘the existence of a GEP’, are also preconditions for the payment of the yearly 

research budgets, managed by the Flemish Government who is responsible for the research and policy and 

corresponding budgets. An audit of the research policies at the Flemish universities is planned in 2017. 

 

 


